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To Practical Men and Electrical Students:
Yorke Burgess, founder and head of the famous
electrical school bearing his name, has prepared
a pocket-size note book especially for the practical
man and those who are taking up the study of
electricity. It contains drawings and diagrams of
electrical machinery and connections, over two
hundred formulas for calculations, and problems
worked out showing how the formulas are used.
This data is taken from his personal note book,
which was made while or. different kinds of work,
and it will be found of value to anyone engaged
in the electrical business.
The drawings of connections for electrical apparatus include Motor Starters and Starting Boxes,
Overload and Underload Release Boxes, Reversible Types, Elevator Controllers, Tank Controllers,
Starters for Printing Press Motors, Automatic
Controllers, Variable Field Type, Controllers for
Mine Locomotives, Street Car Controllers, Connections for reversing Switches, Motor and Dynamo
Rules and Rules for Speed Regulation.
Also,
Connections for Induction Motors and Starters,
Delta and Star Connections and Connections for
Auto Transformers, and Transformers for Lighting
and Power Purposes. The drawings also show all
kinds of lighting circuits, including special controls
where Three and Four Way Switches are used.
The work on Calculations consists of Simple

///

THE McCLURE PUBLISHING CO.

Electrical Mathematics, Electrical Units, Electrical
Connections, Calculating Unknown Resistances,
Calculation of Current in Branches of Parallel
Circuits, How to Figure Weight of Wire, Wire
Gauge Rules, Ohm's Law, Watt's Law, Information regarding Wire used for Electrical Purposes, Wire Calculations, Wiring Calculations,
Illumination Calculations, Shunt Instruments and
How to Calculate Resistance of Shunts, Power
Calculations, Efficiency Calculations, Measuring
Unknown Resistances, Dynamo and .Dynamo
Troubles, Motors and Motor Troubles, and Calculating Size of Pulleys.
Also Alternating Current Calculations in finding
Impedance, Reactance, Inductance, Frequency,
Alternations, Speed of Alternators and Motors,
Number of Poles in Alternators or Motors, Conductance, Susceptance, Admittance, Angle of Lag
and Power Factor, and formulas for use with Line
Transformers.
The book, called the "Burgess Blue Book," is
published and sold by us for one dollar ($1.00)
per copy, postpaid. If you wish one of the books,
send us your order with a dollar bill, check or
money order. We know the value of the book
and can guarantee its satisfaction to you by returning your money if you decide not to keep it after
having had it for five days.
Dept. D. M.720 Cass St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Get ready now for a big pay job in

ELECTRICITY
"Cooke" Trained Men Earn
$3500 to $10,000 a Year

Step out of your blind -alley, no future job. Electricity wants you. The most interesting
and best paying work in the world is calling you. Get ready now to earn $70 to $200 a week.
You can do it in a few short months' time. I will train you at home and you can pay for
your training with spare time work. My Course pays its own way-easy.

Electrical Experts Needed Everywhere

Even common, ordinary electricians earn $8 to $10 a day. They have short hours and
pleasant work. But here is your opportunity for even a better job-Be an Electrical Expert
and boss the big jobs-get the expert's pay-$12 to $30 a day-$3500 to $10,000 a year.

Why Salaries Are High in Electricity
The whole world is rapidly being electrified. In this country alone nearly a million and
a quarter homes are being wired for electric light every year. Hundreds of the biggest
power houses are being built. Entire railroad systems are replacing steam with electricity.
Million Radio
Thousands of'Factories-Hundreds of Mines-15 Million Automobiles
Right now there
Outfits-all depend on electricity and men who are trained to handle it. year.
That's why
is a big shortage of trained men and more and more are needed every
salaries are high in electricity and why they will stay high. Electricity is the One Big
Pay Field and it is open to you now.

-5

r

Don't Let Lack of Experience Hold You Back

Don't rob yourself of the things you want-the joys and comforts of life-just because you
may not know anything about electricity now. The thousandsof big successful men I have
startedalready trained were clerks, mechanics, laborers, farm hands, etc., when they
They knew nothing about electricity either. But that doesn't keep them from making ibig
money today. Don't let age or lack of education or experience hold you back. If you can
read and write I can train you to earn $70 to $200 a week and I will guarantee your satisfaction with a signed money back guarantee bond.

I Will Tell You More in My Big FREE Book
Send the coupon for my free book "The Vital Facts About Electricity." In it are the
fourteen big reasons why I can train you better than anyone else-How "COOKE" Students'
Service has revolutionized home -study training-The letters of over 100 men who earn up
to $12,000 a year-How you too, can get a big pay job in electricity in a few months' time
of big -pay men today.
-64 pages and over 150 pictures. Take your first step into the ranks
Start succeeding this minute-Send for my free book, which tells you all about it-Now!

L

L. COOKE, Chief Engineer

Chicago Engineering Works

Dept. 211

2150 Lawrence Ave.,

,(71:éCOOI{E"Trairiéd

=

CHICAGO

I Will Train You At
Home and Help You
Make Extra Money
In Your Spare Time
While You Learn
My method does not make you wait
for months before you begin to make
money out of your training. After
you finish the first few lessons, I show
you how to do simple electrical jobs
of various kinds. I show you how and
where to get this work, how to do it,
and what to charge.
Some of my students paid for their
entire course in a few evenings this
way. Many make $25 to $35 a week
extra while they keep on with their
regular jobs. Student John Burke
made $750 in his spare time while
learning. Fred Fritschmann made
$284 on one job. "Cooke" Training
pays its own way.

Electrical OutfitTools and Apparatus
Given to You FREE
I give you all the necessary tools
and apparatus to do spare time work.
With this outfit which even includes
an honest -to -goodness electric motor

(not a toy) and delicate measuring
instruments, besides dozens of other
articles, you apply in a practical way the
things you learn from my lessons. This gives
you practical experience. Best of all-you
make money with it. not only after your
training is finished but right from the start.
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THE TAULEIGNE MICRO -

PHONE AMPLIFIER. We have re-

ceived a Tauleigne Amplifier direct
from France and the construction with
photos, and the results of investigations
in our laboratory, wlil be given in
detail. Is it to replace the Vacuum
Tube?

LESSONS

IN ELEMENTARY

GLASS BLOWING, by Earle R. Caley,
B. Sc. This article will interest all our
readers. The successful manipulation
of glass, or as it is usually termed,
"glass blowing," is of importance in
electrical and chemical work.

LISTENING IN FOR THE STARS,
If the
planets are not addicted to radio, as is
our mother earth, the distant stars can
by William Grunstein, E. E.

4

4

I

be made to tell their story, and Mr.

Grunstein tells us how it is done.
HEATING METALS UNDER
WATER, by R. A. Goepf rich. This
article tells how a bucket of water can
be used in bringing heavy iron bars to
the welding temperature. The experiment is within the scope of all and is of
real use to the experimenter.
BALL LIGHTNING. A resumé
with illustrations and descriptions of
personal experiences with this strange
phenomenon. A clue to its nature has
possibly been reached by Dr. Langmuir,
and his experiments are given with
photographs.

GALVANI AND HIS WORK. This

is another collection of illustrations
from old time sources showing the very
wonderful experiments ín animal electricity due to the contemporary of
Volta. This falls into our series of His-

toric Experiments.

.N
S. GERNSBACK, Treasurer
H. GERNSBACK, President
R. W. DeMOTT, Secretary
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Read!
Think!
Act!

Do You KNOW Electricity

as Experts Know it?
The men who have become experts

in any line are the

little jobs. They 1\ ere
men who simply refuse
kind of discontent is
That
tilled with "noble discontent."
not a mere grouch but is made up of foresight, ambition
and action. So these men got busy, mastered the finer
points of their chosen occupation and put themselves in
line for the big -pay jobs that are always waiting for the
man who knows how.
Terrell Croft is such an expert. He began as an apprentice lineman and worked his way all along the road through
practical, "shirt -sleeves experience" up to the job of electrical engineer for one of the largest corporations ín the
country and then finally to his own business as a consulting
electrical expert. He had a fellow feeling for the men who
are traveling along the road he traveled, and so he determined to put his rich experience into plain print and pictures. Hence the valuable set of books you see illustrated
here. The following brief outline indicates the remarkable
scope of these volumes:
to stick in

Do You Know?
1.

2.

Do you know
for light and
Do you know
requirements

how to do wiring
power?
how to meet the
of the National

Electrical Code?

3.

4.

5.
6.

Do you understand the wiring
of completed buildings in accordance with municipal and
underwriters' requirements?
Do you know how to do elec-

trical estimating?
Are you familiar with the many
phases of illumination?
\\ hat are the different distribution systems?

Do you know how to install,
operate and repair all kinds of
electrical machinery and equipment?
8. Do you know what the most
improved methods of lighting
are?
9. Do you know all you should
about
switchboards, motors,
generators, currents, circuits
and transformers?
10. Do you know the basic principles of practical _electricity?
7.

FREE WITH THE LIBRARY
If

for the Croft Library now instead of waiting
until later on, we will give you a copy of Taylor's Transformer
Practice as a premium for your promptness.
This is a helpful book on the installation, connection and
operation of transformers and static induction apparatus. It is
a book you can use every working day. It is a book no man
would ever expect to get free. Yet it comes to you free with
this pay -raising set of books-at the same low price-on the
same convenient terms.
Sou subscribe

BUT YOU MUST SUBSCRIBE NOW
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What the Books Contain
Volume One-Practical Mathematics, 358 subject headings. Tells
you how to use mathematics as a
tool.
Volume Two-Practical Electric1,000 subject headings.
The
principles of all electrical
practice.

ity,

basic

Volume Three-Practical Elec1,100 subject headings.
A
continuation of Volume Iwo.
Volume Four-Electrical Macltitt'ery, 1,400 subject headings. Contains what every electrical matt

tricity,

wants to know.

Volume Five-Central Stations,
All phases
509 subject headings.
of central station operation are
covered.
Volume Six-Wiring for Light
and Power, 1,700 subject headings.
Tells how to do the big and little
jobs right.
Volume Seven-1Viring of Finished Buildings, 1,100 subject headings.
The very meat of wiring
practice.
Volume Eight-Practical Electric
Illumination, 1,000 subject headings. Lamp and the art of lighting

properly.

Through this famous Library of Practical Electricity you
can acquire an all-around knowledge of electrical work as
Croft's experience taught it to him. The Croft books enable
you to get out of a narrow experience. They lift you out
of the crowd-fit you for that more responsible position
}ou have been wishing for. Forty thousand men are using
these volumes as a short-cut to success in the electrical field

-Why

not YOU?
Starting right '.with the A B C's of modern electrical practice, Croft takes you through his books in easy, readily
understood steps. His explanation and illustrations make
this intricate subject dear and interesting.
Big salaries are paid for expert knowledge. The master
electrician can pack his own job and, within reason, name
his own pay. The sure way to earn more is to learn more.
Let the Croft Library of Practical Electricity answer perplexing questions for you and start you on the road to
bigger things.

You take no risk in asking for these books. Their value is so
apparent, when examined, that we gladly send them on approval
to any responsible person. You judge their value. No salesman
will call to influence your decision. Eight handy volumes, bound
in red keratol, printed in clear type on thin but tough paper, well
indexed, 3,000 pages, 2,100 illustrations, $19.50 in ten easy monthly

payments.
When your first payment of $1.50 is received, we will send you
your free copy of Taylor's Transformer Practice.

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., Inc.

Eno'

370

®

Seventh Avenue, New York

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 370 Seventh Ave., New York
Gentlemen:-Send me the LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY (shipping charges prepaid). for 10 days' free examination.
If satisfactory, I will send $1.50 in ten days and $2 per month until
If not wanted, I will write you for return
$19.50 has been paid.
shipping instructions. Upon receipt of my first payment of $1.50 I am
to receive a free copy of Taylor's Transformer Practice. (Write plainly
and fill in all lines.)
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SUPER -HETERODYNE

PATTERN

Perfectly balanced.

High Wave
Length Conversion action giving
maximum amplification. Only two
tuning dials with stabilizer. Splendid natural tone quality.

.00
PREPAID

Build it Yourself

with this

Super Pattern
The simplest, greatest and most revolutionary Radio Pattern ever
designed.
The complete super -heterodyne as shown above can be
built with this pattern by anyone.
The secret of the marvelous simplicity is the gigantic blueprints.
that are drawn the full size of the super -heterodyne itself. The blueprint of the wiring diagram measuring 191/2" x 44" is drawn by a master
radio engineer, every conceivable measurement is given right on the
pattern so that you need not measure a single wire.
The blueprint of the panel layout is made up so that all you need
to do is to lay it flat on the panel and then take a pencil and carefully
trace each hole as shown because the blueprint measuring 195'2" x 44"
is the exact size of the panel required.
Then extra comes a 16 page booklet, size 8" x 12", the most complete
booklet of its kind ever made up. It describes every little detail, shows
What parts are necessary, how to
you how to proceed in building.
set them up and lastly how to operate them.
The price of the complete pattern, comprising two blueprints, size
19t/2" x 44" and a 16 page booklet size 8" x 12" and enclosed in an
extra heavy cardboard box printed handsomely in tw-o colors is only $1.00.
Here is the most wonderful opportunity for every radio amateur to
have the finest set yet designed for radio receiving.

GET YOUR ORDER IN EARLY

OR SEE YOUR RADIO DEALER TODAY

The

At All Reliable Radio and News Dealers

Consrad Method

OR DIRECT FROM US

As illustrated above, "Consrad" patterns are the simplest ever originated.
You have blueprints, full size, and an
instruction book to follow. You cannot go wrong. Write for our full list
of publications on reflex, crystal and
tube hookups.

RADIO'S FOREMOST PUBLISHERS

The Consrad Company
233

-

Fulton St.

New York City

Everything in Books, Patterns and Diagrams

a
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Not by Correspondence
All PRACTICAL Workat

Earn s60 to $200 a Week

Why work at lull uninteresting work, at low pay, with no future? In 12 weeks I will train you for a big pay job where you
can command $60 to $200 a week as a COYNE TRAINED MASTER ELECTRICAL EXPERT or you can go in busine for yourself
with very small capital and make up to $15,000 a year. Men trained as I train them are in demand everywhere. The great
development of the Electrical industry makes tile demand for trained men tremendous. Big opportunities and advancement
for those who prepare now. The Coyne school was four ded 26 years ago and my thousands of SUCCESSFUL GRADUATES are living proofs of
what my training can do for ANY AMBITIOUS man. Many of these fellows will tell you in my big free book what Coyne has dor a for them.

Complete Electrical Training in 12 Weeks

You
Don't Need Education or Experience
You

I train you tkoroughly on the greatest outlay of ACTUAL

ELECTRICAL machinery ever assembled in any school. You work
with your hands on all kinds of Electrical apparatustdoor bells. house
wiring, armatures, switchboards, dynamos, everything to make you
an all around ELECTRICAL EXPERT. This REAL WORK
with REAL too s, on REAL machinery trains you many
times FASTER, many times MORE THOROUGH than trying to learn in the field or by books or lessons.

i' "

f

No Books-No Lessons-No Classes
-Tau Do Actual Work:

Free Radio

:'
a`
N.

,

a
1

Auto Course

COYNE

P.

j
-

You can get a free life scholarship which enables ":41.1,41
you to stty longer than the required time L you
care to, or you u,ayreturn at any time totakaup
'
new worl I'm co-mstantly adding tomyschool
to make iahe most modern at all times.

Earn While You Learn

O
;

H. C. LEWIS

President
My emplcyment department w ill assist
COYNE
you to a part time job where you can
annd
4
Electrical school
make a god Dar, of your livingex
penses wive training, and they
Far a short time only I am including ABSOLUTELY FREE
1300-1OV.Barrisoa5l.
m. big new Radio Course and Auto, Truck and Tractor H. C. LEWIS. President will assist you to ge:aBIGPAY
Dept. 157-1
ElsctricalCourse,
job on graduation.
Chicago, Illinois
g; handsome
Dear Sir. Please send me
c1+
ebeolote7y FREE your big
new bookjust off
new book and fell particulars
the press-size 11x15 in.-shows actual photo
of -our_ s Mal offer and two
graphs of my big shops. Cost me a dolly:- to
rnura FREE.
it's yours FREE if ypu mail
print,
but
coupon. You owe it to your Name ................. __.........self to get the fact..
1300.1310 W. Harrison St., Dept. A-157.1 CHICAGO. H.L.

gets individual raining.

:

-

Coyne Trains You For Life

'

r

.k

I do not attempt to teach you by books or lessons. I train you
to work with yoar head and hands on tiresome kind ofDectrizal Machinery used in power houses, industrial plants and
on the outside, under actual working conditions, with in structors at your side. I have no classes, every student
1;

don't need a lot of schooling to master my course. You don't have
to be a high school graduate or even a grammar school graduate. My
method o_ instruction is clear and plain, ami yet thorough.
and if yon can understand plain English I will make you an
electrical expert even though you haven't a lot of education
`
or any previous electrical experience.

,.....1111.11

F

l

y

Get My Free Book

Electrical School

4,4

TNIS cÓuPo$.NV0W!

I

Address.......

Town.

State

.
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Own Your Own Electrical
REPAIR SHOP
Q....,011,i
- s1,

Boss Electrical

/.

Construction Jobs

Be Superintendent of an
Electrical POWER PLANT

Be an Electrical CONTRACTOR

J
-w

Be a

Dunlap

trained
Electrical

EXPERT!
Chief Engineer
DUNLAP

..J

Isend
you
Electrical Outfits!

Dunlap JOB -METHOD training
is built around four Electrical Outfits which I send you as a part of
this course. You learn by doing
actual Electrical jobs with this
equipment. Includes house -wiring, bell -wiring, electric light,
Radio and motor outfits. I guar-

antee to supply the most elaborate,
costly and complete outfits ever given
by any home -study electrical school.

Only
'Part-

more pay UNDER BOND, or refund every cent you pay for this training. You can get this guarantee ONLY from AMERICAN SCHOOL, the 27 year old, million-dollar Educational Institutionbecause no other Electrical home -study training justifies the guarantee of a job and a 50% raise.

Electricity pays Experts$70 to$200 aweek
The world's greatest, fastest growing, most fascinating business needs you. New projects total a thousand million dollars. No other industry offers such a golden future to trained men, trained as I train you. Take
my training AT HOME, in your spare time. Prepare to BOSS untrained electrical workers, to direct Electrical
Construction, to go into business for yourself. Loan me only a part of your spare time and I'll help you climb
from small pay and hard work to a salary of $5,000 a year or morel Here is the chance you've been waiting
for to get into easier work and enjoy the better things of life.

22 Great Electrical Engineers 163
helped me make this training the most complete and
up-to-date on earth. Dunlap -training brings you instruction from a recognized authority in every branch of electricity. These men know what training you need to earn
the largest salaries, and they give it to you. My training
built by 22 Engineers and Executives of the following
great corporations and Uni-
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'Outfit

IF you are now earningless than$40 a week, 1 will guarantee you
an Electrical job after you finish my training-guarantee you at least 50%

I

Earn Money While Learning!
Don't let lack of ready money or
anything else prevent you from
getting my training. As early as
your eleventh lesson I train you
to do Electrical and Radio Jobs
in your spare time-to earn
enough money to pay for this
course and have plenty left over.
I show you how to go out and get
this work, what to charge, etc.
This gives you experience, practice and CASII.
nouguuuuuuuuuauuuunuunuuuuuwunuuunnaunmi.

versities:

1. General Electric Co.
2. Commonwealth Edison Co.

3. Crocker-Wheeler Co.
4. Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co.
6. American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

6. Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co.
7. Western Electric Co.
S. Underwriters Laboratories,
Inc.
9. Columbia University
10. Dartmouth Collego
11. Massachusetts Instituto of
Technology
12. Lehigh University
13. University of Vermont
14. Armour Inst. of Technology
15. University of Kansas
AND MANY OTHERS.

Scholarship FREE

AMERICAN SCHOOL organized NOT
FOR PROFIT, gives you the benefit of
royalties, profits and other savings. Write
me at once and save $63 cash. Get the
facts and take advantage of my GUARANTEED JOB and RAISE offer. Get
the facts about YOUR chances in the
Electrical business. If you're less than
40 years old, even if you have only
common schooling, I guarantee
your success Get my big free
MAIt.;
catalog-see for yourself
how quickly and easily
,,.
.r
you can get ready for
.?'
-

..
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Pay:

Chief Engineer Dunlap .
American School -C Name

Ql1Ic1C

Chief Engineer Dunlap
AMERICAN SCHOOL
EIecU'IcaI Division
Dept. E128 Drexel Av .&6SthSt.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Please rush tree book, guarantee of a
job and 60% raise. $03 Free Scholar
chip offer and complete information.

Electrical Division

Drexel Ave. and 58th St.
Dept. E126 CHICAGO
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Experimenfinq as a Profession
Bij Hugo Gernsback
".fin ounce of experimenting is worth a pound of theorizing"

and it would seem that corresponding research work could
he carried on very largely in a more business -like manner,
than has been done in the past. If those of you who see these
lines feel yourselves qualified to do commercial experimental
work, the writer w ould suggest the following course of action:

,\ NY of our readers experiment

as a sort of hobby,
for pleasure or instruction, but comparatively few
realize that an experimenter may capitalize his
svork. Nevertheless, the writer is convinced of
this, and he believes that he can readily show you
that there is money in independent work of this character.
It is obvious, of course. that if you have a good idea and
experiment long enough with it, you may eventually produce
something which will be worth while and can be patented.
1 his means, of course, providing the idea is a real good one,
that in due time the inventor can sell the patent or else exploit
it himself.
But this is not what the writer refers to by "Experimenting
as a Profession". There are today numerous concerns and
corporations all over the country that are either not big enough
to afford an experimental staff, or else are so large that their
regular experimental staff is too crowded with routine work to
carry out certain investigations and research.
Almost every week letters come to the writer's desk from
various concerns somewhat along the following lines:
"Can you furnish us with a man vho can do some research
and experimental work on this or that apparatus, or machine?
We need a man who is a specialist on this sort of thing and
would be grateful if you would suggest someone to us."
The writer has even had telegraphic requests for men of
this calibre several times in a year. There is not a week that
the telephone does not ring to convey a similar request.

Print a few thousand circulars on a fairly good grade of
paper, not larger than a letterhead. Have a photograph made
of yourself and a half -tone of the picture by any photoengraver,
so that you can print your portrait on the sheet. The circular
can be headed somewhat along these lines: "Professional
Experimentation."

Then explain in what particular line you excel. Every one
of us is usually more or less expert in one thing or another.
State your experience, also what sort of equipment and laboratory work-shop you have in which to do the work, but lay
particular stress upon your strong points.

If you are an experimenter you may be either working in
electricity or in radio, or perhaps in both, or perhaps you are
a chemical experimenter. At the present time, and the writer
wishes to make this assertion strong, there is an active demand
all over the country for men to do experimental and research
work. But before you can undertake an order for experimentation from a firm, it is necessary that you should he competent to do the work, because if you fall down once the concern
will never give you another chance. In the radio business,
particularly, there is today a vast field for experimental work.
There is not a radio corporation worth its salt, that could not
employ a few more radio ins estigators to develop a hook-up
or a design, or what not.
To make this clear, a large New York manufacturer of
radio sets recently called upon the writer to furnish three
experimental research men to perfect a certain set. These
people had purchased a patent from an inventor who, however, did not know anything about the commercial w ork,
nor could he make the set work where more than one tube was
used. The one tube set worked very well, hut the company
wanted to produce a four tube set. Wouldn't the writer
supply or suggest men to do the experimental work to develop
such a set?
This is the sort of demand that comes along ever so often,

Give any other information that you think would be of interest to the manufacturer. Give your name and address and,
above all, remember that the busy executive does not wish to
read a long circular. Two or three hundred words at the
utmost, and not more, should be used.
Then circularize only he particular trade in which you are
interested. For instance, if you excel in radio hook-ups, you
will not circularize the radio battery concerns. Pick out from
trade directories and magazines the particular concerns, in
whose service you know your work would do the most good,
and the writer is sure that with this small effort you will get
enough work to keep you busy. Most concerns are willing
to pay a good price for experimental research, and you should
not have much trouble to obtain sufficient occupation to keep
you busy during your evening or spare hours.
Suppose a
Vs ork of this kind is usually done on contract.
concern wishes to have you do a certain amount of experimenting in order to develop, let us say, an electric buzzer. After
some correspondence you find out exactly what the company is
seeking. You then make your price in a lump sum: $50,
$100, $200, or whatever you think it is worth to develop the
article. if the company agrees to the amount, you can then
go ahead with the work and you will be paid for whatever
experimental research you do.
And in closing, the writer recommends particularly that
whatever your dealings with any company, be sure to give
them service. Usually a manufacturer is pressed for time and
you will have to work quickly, but also efficiently at the same
time. And remember also before you take on a particular job,
to he sure that you know in advance that you can go through
with it. Taking a company's money and then not producing
results, will never get you another chance w ith that house.
Finally, if you get out your circular, send a few to the writer.
who will keep them on file for inquiries that come to his desk
frequently.
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Qreal Lightning Stroke
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An unprecedented display of the destructive power of a
lightning stroke is
illustrated above.
20 -inch cast iron
main had been Installed but fortunately was not in service. The lightninggasstruck,
tore
pipe
the
to pieces, opened
a great cavity in the earth, and had the pine been in use for
conveying gas it is
hard to say what the result would have been. The pipe was
three feet underground.

°

y

-

-

rYI/ly((I

ASEVERE storm visited the city of Worcester, Mass., last August and the illustrations show the result of a lightning stroke
which occurred during the storm. It was
about 10 o'clock at night when the lightning
struck the earth at one or more points near
the pipe which is shown shattered into pieces.
The pipe was a 20-inch cast iron main,
fortunately had not been put into service and
for
the transmission of gas. One end of the pipe
was plugged and the other end was open,
waiting for a valve. One of the effects upon
the earth was to form a species of crater.
The hole
in the ground shown in the view

is very suggestive of a descent into the crust
of the earth and is an indication of the enormous volume, so to speak, of the disturbance.
It was evident, although the pipe was not
uncovered, that some damage had been done,
so a gang of men were set to work to dig
down to the line, which had just been completed. The pipe was found to be literally
splintered from one end to the other; five
lengths were completely demolished.
There are three surmises as to what may
have happened. It is said that the lightning
may have created a partial vacuum so that
the pipe was ruptured by the air within it
expanding, but this theory will not hold
water, for the pipe undoubtedly would stand
many times the atmospheric pressure, which
I

I

t

latter would be the maximum producible under any circumstances.
Another theory is that the lightning struck
directly above the pipe and passed through
it; the air in the pipe expanded and applied
pressure enough to explode the pipe.
The third'theory is that water accumulated
in the lower end of the pipe, where it was
plugged, and the steam which was produced
by the lightning burst it. One of these theories .is as feasible as the other, and none
is plausible. Some leaves on the trees show
the trace of the lightning, but the trunks of
the trees were untouched. The limbs of the
trees showed where stone and mud were
blown up against them by the discharge, and
were damaged by the stones hitting them.
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1100.00
HE subject on our cover is "How to
Make the New Mercury Electro -Generator." Since we changed our name

we have established the policy that every
cover will give a "How to Make It" or
experimental idea, this being more in line
with what our readers demand.

(3°) If possible you should have tried
the experiment and built the apparatus or
CR,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,.,,I,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,1,,,,11,,,.1,.

=

be accompanied by a "How to make it"
article of not more than 2,000 words, describing the idea in full detail.

(5°) Drawings should be made in pen
and ink and if photographs of the design
are submitted, such photographs must not
be.smaller than 5 inches by 7 inches.
We have decided to let our readers earn
I
(6°) All manuscripts and photographs
money by supplying us- with some of their
must be sent in flat. Rolled manuscripts or
ideas, hence this prize contest.
1st Prize
$50.00 in gold
1
photographs are not acceptable. Entries to
2nd "
this contest cannot be returned by this mag20.00 " "
This is what we want:
azine. Ideas not winning a prize may be
3rd "
15.00 " I`
published in the magazine at our option at
(1°) Firit of all a rough illustration
4th "
10.00 " "
regular space rates.
of the idea, but understand that this idea
5th "
5.00
"
"
must embody some new or unusual experi(7°) Should two contestants Submit the
ment, electrical, chemical or radio.
same idea, then the same prize will be paid
to both.
(2°) Commonplace ideas will have little instrument yourself. Mere suggestions are
(8°) This contest closes on February
chance of winning a prize. It is the unusual not greatly favored in this contest.
1st, 1925, 12 noon. No contributions postthing that interests our readers.
(4°) Your entry into the contest must marked at a later date can be considered.

PRIZES

1100

in gold
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High Frequencij Communication
By Jacques Avon

By means of an underground cable serving as a radiating antenna, signals can be communicated to waiting chauffeurs and
policemen, who carry in car or on their person small coils which act as receiving aerials in connection Ivitü a small receiving set.
This device eliminates the necessity for constant watching of electric signals, at present in use.

TIIERE

is a service which radio more
effectively than any other medium,
can perform in the field of traffic regulation of police communication. The
idea is due to Mr. Earl Hanson.
Out of this system Hanson has developed
a new idea which he hopes to have applied
to all public institutions such as hotels, theatres, auditoriums and apartment houses
where automobiles call for individuals. It
is the present practice for the doorman to
blow a whistle or to flash a certain number with an electric sign to call forth the
driver of any particular automobile. In the hum of a big city these systems have
their short -comings and for some years
past there has been a need for a more practical method.
From each public institution where automobiles are in the habit of calling, Hanson
would bury an electric cable under the curbstone at each side of the street. Connected
with this cable there would be a 500 cycle
generator which would produce the exciting
current, and there would also be a special
code-forming device which would interrupt
the current a specified number of times and
in such a way as to form certain characters
that could be easily recognized by the drivers
of the cars waiting on each side of the
street.
This coding machine would be controlled
from the curb by the doorman, who would
simply move a lever and a pointer closing
the circuit. The cable would at once start
sending forth the desired signal and the
chauffeur who had that particular call slip

LUAIITED
ELECTRICAL articles on auto-

mobiles, also electrical short-cuts,
kinks and handy turns for the car
and the man who goes camping.
There are thousands of little ideas
of use to the automobilist, tourist and
the camper, and it is such ideas that
the Editor of MOTOR C\MIPER AND
TOURIST requires, which are paid for
at the regular space rates.
In order to acquaint yourself with
what is wanted secure a copy of the
magazine from your newsdealer. If
he cannot supply you write for free
sample copy to

Motor Camper & Tourist
53

Park Place

New York City

'ith the corresponding dots and dashes on
would immediately call at the door. Each
automobile would have a coil of wire connected to a vacuum tube amplifier, and directly back of the driver's ear there would
be the ordinary loud speaker which is now
i

used on limousines.
By means of a simple switch this loud
speaker could be changed over to operate
for this kind of service while the car was in
waiting. Thus a great deal of trouble and
confusion would be avoided, and at no great
expense, for the 'equipment is simple and
practically unfailing in its operation.

Mr. Hanson has also developed a number of very odd applications of his cable
system. One of them has to do with the
calling of policemen. At the present. time
the officer on the beat has to watch the
signal lights over the police telephone and
when he sees them flashing he at once goes
to the communication apparatus. However,
he is not always watching the signal, and
in many urgent cases he does not arrive in
time to be of any service. Mr. Hanson
claims that his cable system of calling can
overcome all of this trouble if the municipal
authorities will bury a small cable either in
the center of the road or under the sidewalks.
Each man would then carry a tiny coil
of wire in his pocket and a peanut tube
amplifier with special light weight batteries.
A watch case telephone receiver in his pocket
would complete the apparatus and at specified intervals he could with the telephone
and receiver receive calls that might be
issued to him from headquarters.
A system based on the same principle has
actually been tried in the Consolidated Stock
Exchange in New York City for communication within the room. The method was
found to be well adapted to the requirements of the problem and voice communication was readily carried on.
Looking into the future, we might some
day see vessels guided across the Atlantic
Ocean by a guiding cable, and like so many
other radio devices, it holds out so much
promise that one speculates on future happenings with eager anticipation.
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and Switch Tesfinq Machine
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Apparatus for testing- lamp switches. lamp sockets and the like. A number of such Can be put on the apparatus and opened and
shut in quick succession any desired number of ltmcs, to test their durability.

IN

recent years practically every large
manufacturer of electrical devices has
come to realize

more and

more the

growing importance of proper testing equipment for his product.
Every lamp socket, switch or other device operated by means of a spring actuated mechanism for making and breaking
the circuit, must be tested on a 250-volt
circuit for overload, endurance and heat
being being accepted for general use.
During the past thirty or more years
many machines have been developed for the
testing of operating devices under fixed load.
The testing equipment we illustrate consists of one or more units similar to that
shown in Fig. 1. It has a heavy wooden
frame, seven feet long, on which is mounted
a motor driven shaft carrying twelve side slotted cams which serve to give twelve
extending wooden arms a push -and -pull or
reciprocating movement.
Because of its many advantages for an
electrical machine of this type, seasoned
hardwood was selected for its frame, and
wherever practicable for other parts. Its
use eliminates any possibility of short circuiting, and notwithstanding the many moving parts of the machine, assures almost
noiseless operation.
The arms, or connecting rods, operate at
right angles over a frame, or ladder piece,

1311RNING SNOW
The latest startling device which
everyone can now use for removing
snow in the winter, a device that is
cheap, sanitary and works with surprising simplicity. For full details
see the January issue of SCIENCE &
INVENTION.

Interesting Articles to Appear
in January Science &
Invention
The Flettner Sail -less, Engine -less Ship
Movable Organ Keyboard
By A. P. Peck
Models of Famous Early Inventions
By \\-alter Sonneberg
The Radio Knife Explained
English Tidal Power Scheme
New Distortionless Amplifier
By Leon L. Adelman
Remarkable Six Tube Receiver
By Grandon Lyons
Nature of Neat in Experiments
By Raymond B. Wailes

which extends the length of the machine
at the top. This frame, which is readily
removeable, has secured to the top surfaces
of the side bars, metal straps which are
electrically grounded and to which may be
attached devices to be tested.
Fig. 2 shows the method of applying the
attachment for holding and operating key
sockets for testing. These attachments arc
made in various forms and with their aid,
practically every kind of a device can be
tested on this one machine. The key socket
attachment, for example, transforms, the
rectilinear movement into a rotory movement, and the attachment for pull sockets
revolves a disc on which is fastened a means
for holding the chain.
It is understood that this is the first machine to successfully test toggle switches.
The flexibility of the extending arm and
the method of its operation make the results obtained, nearer to hand operation,
than in'any other machine so far designed.
Referring again to Fig. 1, it will be
noted that on the face of the machine are
two half length boards. On the back of
these boards are two sets of bus bars, one
set connected to the generator, and the
other set connected to the Ward -Leonard
resistance units mounted on the switchboard (Fig. 3). By means of these units,
one-half ampere and one -ampere loads can
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built up as required. I f finer graduations are wanted, the resistance box as
shown below the middle panel of the
switchboard in Fig. 3 can be used.
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service, plug into the load
generator line. Then start
the machine with the small
shown underneath in the

cycles per minute and is entirely automatic
Fig. 3 shows two of these units hooked
Each unit will
up to a switchboard.
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Left-A view of the.rear of the socket testing machine, showing resistance units, by iswhich
seen
required according to the switches being tested. Right-A socket In place; the wire
number of openings and shuttings.
To test any given device, it is only center and watch the comptometer at the
end.
necessary to fasten it and the proper atThe machine operates at about ten
wire it as it
tachment to the machine,

different current loads can be built up as
entering the plug; a comptometer gives the

accommodate twelve devices in two
bank; of six each. Units may be added
as required.

Electrical Voice Investigation
FOR many years physicists

made many

attempts to reproduce the 'human
voice mechanically, but never succeeded until the happy inspiration of Edison produced the phonograph, which it is
fair to term one of
his greatest inventions.
Of recent years

electricity

has

stepped into the field
and we have the
Poulsen Telegraph
phone, which is really

I

phonograph operating by electricity.
The electric current
with an electromag-

a

determines the
points of polarity oil
a long wire, and this
wire passing again
between the poles of
a magnet reproduces
the sound.
Recently Dr. Harvey Fletcher of the
net

Western

-
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'
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the car may be affected by a fundamental
note which is not being produced. If
pure tones of 500, 600, 700 and 800 cycles
are produced there is, of course, an equal
difference in tone between all of them,
namely, 100 cycles,
and this will impress
itself upon the ear
as an individual note,
so that the real notes
produced will figure
as overtones.
Dr. Fletcher states
that organ builders
manufacturers
a it d
of some radio loud
speakers take advantage of this fact,
more or less unconsciously. In this way

it seems that some
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1lectric

New
York, availing himself of the vacuum
tube and circuits
Company

adjusting the capacity and inductance of
the circuit any desired notes may he obtained. It is therefore possible with this
apparatus to try the effect of a production of only a part of the harmonics of

of

,

loud speakers which
cannot produce low
tones to give the effect of them in this
indirect way.
An interesting set
of experiments marked the reception of the
voice and its transmission ko loud
speaker through a
circuit which, contailing coils and condensers, could be arranged to block off
all frequencies above
cut-off
definite
a
The voice
point.
without any of the
tuning apparatus beoperation
i n
n g
would come through
clearly, and then the

which could be tuned
as desired, gave an
°
interesting demonstration by electric
apparatus of t h e
principles of the human voice and of
those underlying the
reception of sounds
by the brain, bringing out many interesting points.
"filter", as it is
The vacuum tube
termed, was adjusted
oscillator produced
to establish a cut-off
human voice will be electrically produced. This hna
which
the
by
to
apparatus
elaborate
the original sounds; led to
of loud speakers.
point and then to bring
t interesting analyses of sounds and points to the improvement
these were fed into
it clown by steps, from
an overloaded vacuthis was done
\Vhcn
100.
toward
5,000
sound.
a given
um tube and the effect of this forcing, as
such sounds,
and
to
disappear
loud
sounds
began
is
to
a
connected
The apparatus
it may be termed, was to produce haras si, sh, th were among the first to vanish.
monics of the fundamental tones. An speaker and has brought out many reait
speakers,
loud
commercial
Most
arithmetician would call overtones di- sons for imperfections observabe in loud
seems, cut off all frequencies above 4,000
speaker rendition of voice and music. One
visors of the fundamentals.
(Continued on page 211)
of the interesting points evolved is that
Those who work at radio know that by
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Storage Batten] Flashlight Lamp for
London Police
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Self ...Turning Bread

Toaster
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This self -timing electric toaster will be
hailed by all housewives as a boon to domestic
felicity. When the proper degree of toasting
is reached an adjustable timing mechanism
drops Ilse wings upon which the slices of
bread are carried.
st

ONE group of popular restaurants have
an apparatus for boiling eggs, which is
arranged to boil them for a specific time.
Here we have a similar principle applied to
an electric toaster, but this time for domestic use on the breakfast table.
The slices of bread are carried on racks
which are pushed up for toasting and low-

The storage batteries used in the
flashlights of London policemen will
provide ten hours of continuous
service. The charging of these batteries necessitated the inauguration
of a minor department In Scotland
Yard: a large room in this famous
police station is used especially (or

charging them.

THE London police are now supplied with

flashlights or spotlights, which are operated by storage batteries. The lantern can
cast a strong light for 100 yards and will
burn for ten hours on one charge. The
charging is done at Scotland Yard, the famous police office of London, in a great room
entirely devoted to the recharging of these
batteries.
The advantage of the storage battery over

The London policemen have recently been
provided with powerful flashlights that cast
a strong beam over a distance of about 100
yards. The novel feature of these lanterns is
the use of small storage batteries instead of
the customary dry cells.

the dry battery used so much in flashlights
is very great.
It lasts longer and gives a
much higher power rate, although it is prob-

ably considerably heavier.

ered when the operation is to cease, the
pushing up being done by hand. On the
front of the toaster there is a dial with
four finger holes, each one marked for
bread, one "extra fresh," another "fresh,"
another "medium fresh," and another "dry."
The bread is put into the wings of the
toaster, pushed up to its vertical position
and the dial rotated to the desired position,
there being a choice of four indicated grades
of heating.
A self-contained timingmechanism drops
the wings when toasting is completed, the
period varying according to the setting of
the dial.

Electric Screw.Driver
OF ALL the
the driving

operations of carpentry,
is one of the
most troublesome, although this statement
does not seem plausible. Yet the work is
exceedingly fatiguing, and when the screws
are numerous, the driving of them by hand
is hard work.
The appliance we illustrate is an electric
screwdriver, which contains within its body
a motor running at very high speed, which,
of course, it has to do on account of its
diminutive size. By worm gears the speed
is reduced to a proper one for driving

of screws

screws.

There are two spindles, or more properly, a
double ended spindle, the sockets on the
spindle ends receive the bit, and it will be
obvious that as both turn in the same dircc-

tion, one socket will drive a screw and the
other will draw it out.
As an instance of its capacity, it is stated
that it will drive a three-inch No. 16 screw
into a piece of hard -yellow pine without any
An electric screw driver with remarkable
power and which does the work of three men.
It mill drive a large screw into hard wood
without any hole being bored. By reversing
the motion it withdraws the screw.
hole being bored therefor. It is also claimed
that it will do the work of three experienced
men.
The apparatus is furnished with a pistol
grip as shown in the illustration, or without,
(Continued on page 212)
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EXPERIMENTAL RADIO
Conducted bu

Clyde J. Fitch

Experimental Harmonics
i313
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FIG.4

FIG.I

FIG. 2

SINCE good radio weather has made

its appearance, together with the removal of the quiet hours and the
advent of amateur short waves, it is
rather seldom that 1 can play with the
Moduloscope.
For the past year I have been working

especially on waves between 10 and 100
meters. Strange to say, it is the short waves
which pointed to further use for the Modulo scope. It all occurred in this way.
Mr. Young at the key at station NKF
of the navy testing laboratory, Washington,
D. C., had repeatedly told me that the
signals from my station 1-XAM died down,
becoming barely readable (during the tests
made early in the year on waves from 50
meters down to 20) whenever I went below
39 meters.
This was so consistent that we decided
it was either clue to his receiver or surrounding conditions, or to some resonant absorbing influence in the vicinity of my station.
I was using a six wire cage antenna with a
counterpoise to match. The antenna was
TUBE 12"LONG X 3'OIA.
WOUND WITH ONE
LAYER OF *24 B.S.
MAGNET WIRE

RF. CHOKE

35T.

30T

.0005
An oscillatory circuit suitable for exciting
the Moduloscope coil. A Testa effect Is produced at the upper end of the coil causing the
small wire to spin around. The ordinary short
wave C.1%. transmitter may be used for making
these interesting experiments.

Fig. 1. Voltage curve of a coil as measured
by holding a neon lamp in its vicinity when

excited at its fundamental frequency. Fig. 2.
Voltage curve of the same coil when excited at
a frequency of twice its fundamental. Fig. 3.
Voltage curve of a coil when excited at three
times its fundamental frequency. This illustration shows how the neon lamp is used for
making the tests. Figs. 4 and 5 show circuits
used in making the tests.

of the inverted L type and had a fundamental wave -length of 105 meters. I reasoned that at 35 meters the results should
improve rather than become worse, as they
had been doing, 35 meters being the third
harmonic of the fundamental Ir_quency. At
this point of the tests I again went to the
Moduloscope for information.
You will recall that the top connection of
the Moduloscope emitted corona streamers
when properly tuned to the driving Circuit.
This same high voltage solved my new
problem. I had an idea that perhaps when
the antenna was operated at a harmonic it
could be a wave trap containing considerable
resistance, which could be stealing considerable energy from me and which Mr. Young
therefore would not receive, hence the weak
signals. My method of reasoning was as
follows :
If we take a coil the size of the Moduloscope and excite it at its fundamental frequency, and insert it in the circuit so that
it has not ground connection. it will represent a radiating system of the antenna and
counterpoise type. Let us assume that its
fundamental wave -length is 150 meters; with
an energy input to the exciting circuit of
50 watts we will get sufficient power out of
the testing coil to give a corona discharge
nearly an inch long. This is more than
enough for our test.
The voltage curve of the coil can be
determined with a neon tube and will look
like Fig. 1. This curve also represents a
half wave. If we now tune the exciting
circuit to 75 meters, we will be operating
on the second harmonic, and, due to the
higher resistance of the test coil to this

FIG.

5

higher frequency, we will have less corona
discharge at the end of the test coil. The
neon tube shows the voltage cure to be
as in Fig. 2. Tuning down still farther
we come to the third harmonic or 50 meters.
and the corona discharge is still less. Evidently the resistance is still higher than
before, and we are losing more energy in
the test coil. The voltage curve is now as
in Fig. 3. We could carry this test still
farther and we would lose more and more
energy, but the test coil was still giving off
a corona discharge and would to the nth
harmonic. Bear in mind that it still gave
off energy in the form of corona discharges.
Therefore, I reasoned that an antenna and
its proper counterpoise if of pure inductance
would never give trouble in the form of
high resistance wave traps.
To prove what I had suspected I built a

WOOD BASE

TO AERIAL

Constructional details of the moduloscope.
Thii instrument is used as an ordinary Testa
coil except that it is excited by an undamped
high frequency current. The voltage glow at
the upper end of the coil indicates the degree
of nodulatlon when used in connection with a
C.W. telephone transmitter.
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While tuning the exciter circuit down
towards the third harmonic or 50 meters,
the resistance wire got hot and started to
smoke. Careful testing brought to light
the fact that I had unconsciously achieved
what I had sought. The condenser portion
of the test coil was tuned to 55 meters and
was absorbing energy at no mean rate. Also
150 meters and tuning the driving circuit
due to the resistance in the circuit the tuning
to the second harmonic or 75 meters, occawas rather broad and entirely spoiled the
sioned no response from the wave trap, nor
Tesla effect at the top of the inductance
did the third harmonic or 50 meters, and so
cage type antenna, especially at the cage
on down. Evidently a coil shunted with a
lead-in. It was a small matter to replace
large capacity will not respond to harmonics,
the good looking antenna system with a
but neither does it absorb energy at the harsingle No. 16 copper wire and counterpoise
monics. The wave trap connections are
to match. Mr. Young's report on short
shown in Fig. 4.
waves below 30 meters in the tests which
By this time I had discovered two facts.
followed clinched the matter.
A pure inductance would respond to harBy this time you are no doubt wondering
monics and have a resistance loss; and an
why I did not erect a shorter antenna and
inductance shunted with a capacity would
operate it at its fundamental frequency to
nut respond to harmonics, nor would it lose
get rid of the high resistance wave trap
energy. Therefore it must be a combination
effects. This was done, but due to the inof both which was giving me so much
tense field which surrounded the shorter
trouble on the short waves.
antenna, and to the fact that it was so near
I then built a coil with condenser shunted
across a portion of its turns, and with one the house, more energy was lost than before.
At various waves I could in turn light the
ohm resistance in series with the condenser
hall light, the bedroom light or the porch
connection, consisting of some No. 30 Gerlight. This was a worse evil and furtherman silver resistance wire wound in nonmore, it was my contention that if the wave
inductive fashion. This is shown. in Fig. 5.
is radiated at a higher elevation the absorbI again excited this combination at 150
meters as its fundamental. The end turn ing influences of the surroundings are reduced. At any rate, the house lights would
of the coil was at high voltage but the disnot light when using the large antenna, so
charge was not as in the coil of pure inductance; also the resistance got warm. now another mystery was cleared up.
No, we are not yet through with the pure
Then I excited the system at the second
inductance. Remember it responded to all
harmonic or 75 meters with the same result.
the harmonics, so why not make more use
Then came the surprise.
coil with a condenser connected across it
and tuned it to 150 meters. The voltage
induced in it by the exciting circuit was
high enough to make it break down the air
Evigap between the condenser plates.
dently I was not losing much energy in the
wave trap; leaving the wave trap set for

of it? All of us are in need of a wave meter, but still more in need of a device to
check our wavemeters. That is where the
On some
inductance comes to our aid.
3 -inch diameter paper mailing tubes wind
three coils with No. 26 D.C.C. wire. Each
coil is to contain twice the turns of the next
one. This need not be exact, because some
of the turns will have to be removed anyway. Let the first coil have 200 turns, the
second 100 turns and the third 50 turns.
Now boil all three coils in paraffin wax to
remove moisture and let cool. Then either
borrow a real wavemeter or listen for the
standard waves from \V\V V and determine
the fundamental wave of each coil.
Suppose the larger one has a fundamental
wave -length of 200 meters; its next resonant
point would be 100 meters. Then remove as
many turns from the second coil until its
fundamental is 100 meters. The next resonant point of this second coil will be 550
meters. Remove as many turns from the
third coil as are required to bring its fundamental down to 50 meters. You now have
three standards which will not change and
which give a great range. The first coil
will respond to 200, 100, 66.66, 50, 40, 33.33
meters and so on down. The second will
respond to 100, 50, 33.33, 25, 20, 16.66 and
so on down. The third responds to 50, 25,
16.66, 12.5, 10 and so on down. They will
check each other and constitute an accurate
wavemeter. The resonant points can readily be found when holding the coil near the
tuner coil. A click in the ear phones will
give you the different harmonics like beats
in piano tuning.

Receiving Without a Cri]stal
By Guy Dillon

9
e

`.ai
Front view of the crystal receiver that works
without a crystal.

THERE are a great many amateurs

who would like to receive long-range
stations with a crystal. To do so
without a crystal or tube is quite a stunt,
but I have done it.
Now, to begin with, receiving without

a crystal at short range is comparatively
easy; to accomplish this at long range is
difficult unless a very senstitive set is used,
and not one in a thousand is what would
be called sensitive. And until you buy or
build a set that is efficient, don't try it, but
after you have acquired this set you may
really start experimenting with the methods
I have used to attain my results.
It might be appropriate at this point to
investigate the reason why you receive
long-range signals. I have proved to my
entire satisfaction that there are two different methods of doing this, the first and
hardest is directly from the station; the
second and most widely used is by reradiation, or ín other words, you let your neighbor pick it up on his set, amplify, and relay
it by regeneration. In other words, lie has
a regenerative set, which is really a small
relay station working in his vicinity.
A crystal is merely a rectifier that rectifies the high -frequency current; or, in other
words, allows only one-half of the wave to
pass, and by that method we are able to pick
up the necessary amount of current to form
the words reproduced in the phones. We
know that copper carries electrical energy

with less resistance than many other metals;
we also know that steel has a drag effect
on such currents, so if the two are put
together in the same manner in which a
crystal contact is made we get the same
results; sometimes better results are obtained if the right spot on the steel is used.
I would suggest the use of a razor -blade,
one of the safety variety. Lay it on the
top of the crystal cup and adjust the cat -

$50.00

in Prizes

A contest for radio experimenters.
There are three monthly prizes:
$25.00 in gold
First prize
$15.00 in gold
Second prize
$10.00 in gold
Third prize
for a prize
be
eligible
In order to
the manuscript must deal ONLY with
the experimental phase of radio, somewhat along the following lines: Radio
experimental wrinkles. Short cuts for
the experimenter. Simple devices to
help radio experimenters in their
work are wanted particularly.
This prize contest is open to all.

All prizes are paid upon publication.
If two contestants submit the same
idea, both will receive the same prize.
Address Editor, Radio Experiments
Contest, c/o this publication. Contest
closes nn the 15th of each month of
issue.

whisker on it in such a manner that 't
touches very lightly. Bear in mind the fact
that such a blade has sensitive points on it,

Rear view of the crystal receiver showing
the tuning condenver and the varlocoupler.

as a crystal has, and it is' necessary to hunt
for them.
The best way to get on to catching distant
stations is to set your crystal on the most
sensitive point while your local station is
broadcasting and leave it there until they
finish, then listen in for the long distance
stations. It won't he anv trouble at all to
pick them tip. The photos and drawing
are plain enough to he understood by anyone.
CRYSTAL DETECTOR

1

-e-

scram of the crystal receiver. The crystal
detector indicated is merely a metal wire in
contact with the metal detector holder.
15

It happens that I am listening to Atlanta, Ga., while writing this paper. I am
using a gold cat whisker and a brass crystal
cup for my rectifier. It is one of my latest
experiments, in fact, only two hours old.
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A Crystal Set Loud Speaker
(Continued)

THOSE

who
built the microphone relays
described in the
December issue were
no doubt disappointed
by the results. Very
seldom both quality
and volume will be obtained from these amplifiers when used with
crystal receivers, and
the microphone contact must be so delicate that the instrument does not stay
in permanent adjustment; but the fact that
it does operate gives
us something to work
upon with the idea of
developing it to the
final degree of perfection. In Europe there
are at least two microphone amplifiers on the
market that apparently
are successful. We
have not tested these
instruments, but for
the benefit of our
readers we are giving
below a version of the

low frequency amplification by a vacuum
tube cannot give in
equal degree. The microphone amplifier acts
still better when it is
connected to a vacuum

tube

.

ably grows with the
increase of the input
low frequency speaking current.
"By use of a radio
frequency
amplifier,

1

antenna. The quality
of the sound from
the Brown microphone

OM.

amplifier is higher
than in low frequency
tube connections, so
that its complete operation first develops as
an addition to vacuum
tube reception.
"The setting up of
the apparatus is extremely simple; it has
a little screw that is

I

"Its principle can be derived from the diagram, Fig. 3. The audio frequency talking
current goes from the detector into the coils
DETECTOR

microphone amplifier that operates on the
Tauleigne principle. A microphone contact is
obtained between the two carbon electrodes A
and S. The lower one is actuated by the telephone.

of the electromagnet, whose magnetism is
maintained by a permanent magnet (M).
This magnet works upon a tongue which,
by means of a lever, affects the microphone
that is connected through two primary coils
(P) of a coreless transformer to the 6-volt
battery. A block condenser (C) is con -

At the time that this issue went
to press, we received direct from
France a Tauleigne microphonic amplifier. In the February issue we will
give full details of construction and
photographs of this instrument together with a report of the results of
our tests on the device.
nected in parallel between the two trans
formers; the secondary coils (S) of the two
transformers are connected in series with
the telephone receivers or loud speaker.
"Only 60 milli -amperes of current are used ;
dry cells are enough for its operation. What
sort of reception does it give? On the occasion of a Radi-Hekafon concert the amplifier was connected to a simple crystal receiver with the very excellent 'rusonite' as
crystal, with a high antenna 180 feet long.
The sound in two ear phones was overpowering.
A Seibt loud talker was so
strong in its sound that the notes filled a

turned until reception begins,
fine adjustment a small hard
it turned in which a magnet
which affects the field of
magnet.
"The high price of this novel

the crystal detector was connected
two -wire indoor antenna altogether
hardly 130 feet long; without an amplifier the
reception was barely audible; with the amplifier connected the sound was very good in
the ear -set and sufficiently loud. By comparison it appeared that in these tests the
amplification was about equal to that of
a low frequency vacuum tube, but the
purity of tone and the clear enunciation of

MICROPHONE
+GV

5
Connections of the amplifier used in the
Crystovox. Note that two chambers of carbon
granules are used.

Fig. 4.
This relay has two electromagnet windings as shown and the core is polarized by
the permanent magnet (N -S). The current
to be amplified passes through fine winding
on the pole tips. This causes vibration of
the soft iron armature (R) which is fitted
with a carbon button (D). An adjustable
contact (C) of an osmium -iridium alloy
presses lightly on the button, the contact
forming a very sensitive microphone. The

microphone current from the battery (B)
passes through the contact and also through
the coarse magnet -winding on the poles.

o

"
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the crystal detector was perfectly preserved
by the microphone amplifier, which the

loud speaker,

way of its extensive use. But undoubtedly
the microphonic amplification is a field to
which radio experimenters must give their
attention.
"PAUL BELLAK, Eng."
Another form of Brown relay developed
years ago and used by the Marconi Co. for
transatlantic commu.tication in connection
with a carborundum crystal is depicted in

"Next

to

then for the
rubber plate
is embedded,
a permanent

in spite of its good qualities, stands in the

medium sized room.

LOUD SPEAKER

It

audion detector, and
the microphone amplifier, an unusually powerful reception was
produced with a loop

English "Crystovox"
amplifier as it appeared
in Radio Rundschau.
"The use of the principle of the microphone for amplifying telephonic transmission
is not unknown; many loud speakers avail
themselves of the microphonic intensification
of the speech -current in order to give a more
powerful vibration to the talking membrane.
"The English constructor, Brown, has
brought out two types of microphone amplifiers. Above all he builds a loud speaker
called the Crystovox which, in consequence
of the built-in microphone, can be excited
by very weak currents. He then developed
the apparatus still further and made it independent so that the new Brown microphone
amplifier can take up the role of a two stage audio frequency amplifier.
"A substitute for the vacuum tube amplifier is certainly much to be desired; in the
use of vacuum tubes a distortion of the
enunciation can hardly be avoided on account
of the low frequency transformers. A crystal receiver in the vicinity of the transmitter gives by far best quality of reception,
if one listens in without using any amplifier.
"From our own experience with the new
microphone amplifier we can give the following particulars:

TO

detector.

seems that its amplifying operation notice-

An early form of Brown relay. A regenerative effect is produced by the larger winding
in the microphone circuit that encircles the

m.gnetic core.
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air gap between the

This further changes
the magnetism of the
pole tips and increases KNURLED LOCK NUTS
the vibration of the
BRASS
armature, so that a reis
generative effect
obtained. Remarkable
results are claimed
It PHOSPHOR BRONZE
from this relay.
should be used with a SPRING
LONG
low resistance loud
6 TURNS
speaker.
It is interesting to
note that this relay
was used with a car- NO. 6-32 ROUND
borundum crystal, HEAD BRASS
which detector requires MCH.
SCREW
a local battery current
for its operation. This
current of course INSULATION
passes through the fine
winding on the pole
10w.

'NO. 10-32

X

14 LONG

FLAT HEAD BRASS

MACHINE SCREW

armature and the pole
tips. On top of the
armature is placed a
carbon button (C)

and in contact with
this a carbon pencil
(P), the light contact
forming the microphone. A weight (W)
BRASS STOCK
8"WIDER -"THICK is used to counterbalance the weight of the
pencil, and by sliding
this weight along the
rod a very light and
adjustable contact is
obtained. Experiments
:: :::
MICROPHONE
with this amplifier indicated that the lighter
..'S::e:e'i-ri
.;.;:::
.
BUTTON
::..s.:.. ..:.::;:
the contact the greater
the amplification.
7I
T h e photographic
view shows a relay of
tips and may have
t h e Tauleigne type
some effect on the
built in THE EXPERIoperation of the inALUMINIUM MOUNTMENTER'S laboratories.
CONNECTING LINK
strument.
This instrument was
TO ARMATURE
Fig. 5 shows an- ING PLATE OF
not a brilliant success
5"
other form of relay of BALDWIN RECEIVER
but gave fair results
simple construction
18
w lien properly adinstead of light miDetails of an amplifier employing a transjusted. The details of the carbon contact
crophonic contact, a transmitter button (M)
to
directly
be
attached
may
mitter button that
point and hinged lever were given in the
is placed against the vibrating armature
the front mounting plate of a standard type C
December issue, as they are the same as the
(R). The step-up transformer is used in Baldwin receiver.
ones used with the phone unit described in
conjunction with this relay so that a high
microphone relay for use with a Baldwin that issue. Any ordinary 1000 -ohm phone
resistance radio loud speaker may be used.
phone unit are shown in Fig. 6. The diaThe battery (B) supplies the microphone
current that passes through the transformer phragm of the unit is removed and the conis
netting link from the vibrating armature
attached directly to the microphone button.
INPUT
The button is made adjustable by soldering
a 10/32 threaded brass rod to the back of it.
By means of the two lock nuts 'and the coil
spring a very tight adjustment is obtained.
The advantage of this form of relay is that
the vibrating armature acts directly upon
the button, without the use of an intervening
diaphragm.
A microphone amplifier that has gained
wide popularity in France is shown in Fig. 7.
This instrument is now on the market in
Europe and appears to be a success for use
with galena receiving sets. It was developed
by Tauleigne.
Experimenters should have little difficulty
in constructing this amplifier by carefully
The Tauleigne amplifier. This Instrument
following the illustration. The permanent
has met with commercial success in France.
magnet and the two pole tips may be taken
A tnicrophonic contact is made between the
An early form of Brown relay employing a
from a standard two pole loud speaker phone
microphone button and step-up transformer.
two electrodes C and P.
unit. They should be securely attached to
unit may be used. The armature carries a
primary (P). The secondary is connected a wooden base. The standard (S) that
supports the vibrating armature is also at- piece of a carbon diaphragm as one electrode.
in series with a two mfd. condenser (C)
This is clamped in place by a small piece
tached to the base. It should be of the
and the loud speaker.
of brass soldered to the iron armature.
The details of construction of a very good correct height so as to give a very small

\
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Flewelling Receiver
Experimental Rufus
T. Turner
13y

a one -tube
Flewelling super -regenerative receiver
will seldom want to be without one.
Though it employs only one tube the results are equal to any receiver consisting
of a stage of radio frequency, a vacuum tube
detector and two stages of audio frequency
amplification.

ANYONE who

r

has ever used

SERIES WOUND'

0-3 MEG.

VARIOMETER

-

.001

11111111

45-672v.

1-.001 mfd. variable condenser

1-neutroformer
1-variable grid leak,

1

to

3 meg-

,

ohms

1-.00025 mfd. fixed condenser

3-.006 mfd. fixed condensers
1-1/2 megohm grid leak

1-variometer
1-standard V.T. socket.
Reflex circuits are said to give similar
results but the builder is forced often, to
experiment a great deal in order to make a
reflex receiver work properly. The troubles

NEUTROFORMER

MEG.

A super-regenerative
type. This receiver is

circuit of a Flewelling
claimed by the writer

to give results equaling those obtained from
.the ordinary detector and two stage amplifier.

in using the Flewelling

receiver would be
relieved if transformers, fussy crystal detector, etc., could be dispensed with and the
desired results are obtained more readily.
Every circuit, when it makes its initial
bow to the fraternity of dial -twisters, is
claimed, by its originators, to have numerous
advantages and no disadvantages. But as
long as I used the Flewelling "super" I
found but one disadvantage, namely: radiation when used with an outside aerial.
Often, for one or many reasons, use of
an outside aerial was desired. I experimented with my "super" until I reduced
radiation considerably and still retained the
advantages of the super -generator.
By consulting the drawing one may readily see the improvement. All details are
given in this diagram. This improved circuit is mach more selective than the original
Flewelling "super," and equal to any receiver consisting of an audíon detector and
two stages of audio amplification.
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Historic
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Volta and the Primary Battery

-

SOLDERED;

O
ULPHURIC
ACID

9OLUTIÓN,

I
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One of the earliest electric
piles built by Volta is Illustrated here. It consists of
pairs of unlike metals in metallic contact and separated
from similar pairs by a layer
of fabric soaked in brine or
weak acid. It is interesting to
note that Volta's first pile was
built with Italian coins.

\ ZIMC

COPPER-'

Alessandro Volta, one
of the greatest electrical
experimenters of the
past. Born 1715. Died

II

~d

1827.

Volta's electric battery shown at left is .a
development of the Vol talc pile. It was rallied
the crown of cups. From
this humble apparatus
grew the multitude of
our primary batteries.

o
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Volta's laboratory table and apparatus
has been preserved in the Instituto Lombardo di Science, in Milan. Note the electrophorus at either side and the Voltaic piles
in the center.

Alessandro Volta
IN

Volta. a slim, pale boy
of 14 startled the faculty of the School
of Rhetoric at Como, Italy, with the
beauty and mature style of his Latin poetry.
He showed a keen perception of Nature's
1759 Alessandro

moods and expressed a soul awed by her
deeper mysteries. Eagerly and with a precocity that gave early signs of genius, he
pursued his elementary studies and absorbed
so rapidly all his masters could teach him
that three years later we find him studying
philosophy in the College of the Jesuits.
With an enthusiasm that bordered on passion,
he devoted his time to the study of the natural
sciences and to the writing of _poetry. This
rare union of the muse of poetry and the
sterner genius of science soon gained him a
wide reputation add at the early age of
eighteen- he was already engaged in serious
scientific correspondence with the Abbe Nóllet. one of whose experiments, our readers

ti
%hove Is a reproduction of an Illustration
of one of Volta's books. The ;rile supplies
current for the explosion of gases, contained in the flask.

curious physiological application of
Voltaic electricity Is shown at left. The
slight ,application was thought beneficial.

will recall, were described in the preceding

issue of THE EXPERIMENTER.

His enthusiasm did not wane with the
approach of -manhood but . found adequate
expression in brilliant research and writing.
In 1775 he invented the now widely known
electrophorus which at the time created a
great stir in France and England as well
as in Italy. His fame spread rapidly abroad
and his scientific interests broadened, extending his research work to chemistry in
which he made many important discoveries.
At the age of 34, Volta became professor
at the famous University of Pavia where
he gave inspiring lectures in physics for 25
years. Years replete with joyous industry !
In the quiet retreat of his laboratory that
hears all the quaint decorations of his
period, we see the matured Volta in deep
study of the causes of electrical phenomena
(Continued on page 213)
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Che Ark of the Couenanf
8y Victor IILacClure
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"She came down perfectly in the hovering flight that hod been designed Into her, and landed
on the water so like some great seagull that the expectation wits she would next fold her wings."

(WHAT HAS GONE BEFORE)

A number of New York banks hate been
robbed. 'The' time is near the end of this cen
fury. The Presided of one of the banks is
notified of it and stands by his son's bedside early
l nit iuctirelr
in the morning and makes hi,,,,
the son realized that something was wrong, and
jumped out of bed, and seeing that his father
was in deadly earnest, no' questions were asked,
but with his roadster and airplane he undertook
to rush hire to the city.
They find that throughout the financial district
policemen, watchmen, chauffeurs and pedestrians
Automobile engines have
hate fallen senseless.
Everything of gold.
mysteriously stopped.
watches, coins, gold leaf signs and the like have
The vaults of a number of
been Tarnished.
banks have been tut open, apparently by oxyacetylene, and robbed.
Four banks in all, it seeps, had been robbed.
Some
Guards and watchmen had been asleep.
mysterious ,method was used to burn open the
safe,' and the oxidation of the watch added to
the mystery and brought it into the rea/u, of

chemistry.
One of' the policemen

recovered consciousness
lying asleep on the
sidewalk, and in a doorway he found his Own
inspector overcome by the same unconsciousness.
The mystery is at its height.
The tarnishing of the gold is a problem for the
chemist, ánd curiously enough, powdered gloss
is found in the street to add to the strange
everts.. Curious little boxes came into the Post
Office by mail. Bombs were suspected and upon
being opened the boxes were found to contain
lead cases whose weight indicated that they were
quite thick.
The son of the banker is active in investigating
A friend of his, a chemist,
the occurrence.
undertakes to examine the tarnish on the gold,
and the contents of the lead boxes seem to be
a radium compound.
a.nd

The Boxes in the Post Office and
Their Lead Cases
"Have they been opened yet?" I asked.
Mr. Glover looked pained at my lack of
finesse.

"Not officially, Mr. Booi -not officially.
Special authority is needed for that." He
whisper more con-

dropped his voice to a
fidential than ever. "But

f can tell youquite unofficially, of course-that the square
packages contained black boxes of wood, inside 'which were what at first appeared to be
lumps of solid lead. Closer investigation,
however, proved these last to be lead cases
with extremely thick sides."
"What was in the lead cases?"
Mr. Glover shook his head.
Explosives?

'I

cannot say," he said ponderously. "But
as I am inclined to think some outrage is
contemplated, I should say-explosives! But,
as you may know, there is a special department of the Post Office primarily concerned
with the handling of such contingencies, and
at the moment, Mr. Boon, an investigation
is going forward-behind closed doors!"
"You don't know what was in the envelopes ?"
Once more
my bluntness.

Mr. Glover was pained at

found he. had

been

"No. That 1 cannot tell," he said severely.
"You now have all the information I can
lay at your disposal, Mr. Boon-and that,
sir, I beg you to remember, is quite unofficial-and sacrosanct. It must not be bruited
abroad!"
I admit that I saw little ground for
connecting this mystery with the robberies
around Wall Street; nor any need for secrecy. I was inclined to think Mr. Glover's
love for the mysterious had led him into a
fantastic interpretation of some silly joke on
the institutions, but I thanked him with
every appearance of being impressed, and'
took a speedy leave of him. I was not a
little annoyed with myself for having wasted
my time on the pedantic fool. But subsequent events, since made public, were to
show me that Glover, for all his absurd
pomposity, had got nearer the truth than I
imagined, and that I had underestimated
.

what was to prove one of the most surprising of a chain of happenings that ultimately were to baffle the whole world. Yet,
as I say, at the time I thought the thing
some ill-conceived joke on the institutions,
or perhaps the result of an error on the
part of some manufacturer's dispatch clerk,
.and I took little stock of it. Without pausing'to look into the bank. I made for the
seaplane jetty and the Sieve.

At the Landing Stage Once More
Round the landing stage now, in addition
to the bronze -painted machines of the police,
a number of privately owned boats were
moored. Luxuriously appointed craft, with
their closed cabins and the silk or brocade
curtains on their windows, they made the
old Sieve look more disreputable than ever;
but when I noticed that one or twó of these
swell conveyances belonged to bank presidents like my father, I smiled to think that
my old, tub, like :i mongrel pup to a dogfight, had been first on the scene of action.
And as I set the 'old *girl skimming down
the Bay, I smiled still more when I thought
how ornamental all that swagger effect would
look, once I got back in its midst with my
lovely silver Merlin,
She not only had the whole bunch beaten
for sheer good looks, but-=in the matter
of speed-she was to the best of them what
the hawk is to the peacock.

CHAPTER THREE
The Merlin
1

The cluster of_buildings dose to Gardiner
Bay, where we did our construction and
experimenting, was beginning to find definition on the white margin of the sea, when
there dropped. from the clouds in front and
above the Sieve a beautiful silver shape. It
was the Merlin which Milliken had out for a

trial flight.
Until that moment

I had never seen her
in the air.
She was my design and had
been built in the sheds on the beach under
my supervision. Her tests had all been carried out at my hands, and she had never
Milliken had
been in the air without me.

often landed her, but always with myself

at his elbow. Until now he had riot taken
her up on a solo spin.
To see her so, as an outsider would, was

queer experience for me. I felt pretty
much as a dramatist might if he saw a
play of his acted for the first time. The
clean look of the Merlin gave me a thrill. I
wanted to fly her myself and be able, at the
same time, to watch her from a distance.
a
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It

was something

of

surprise to me to

a

of Milliken, though

see her up in the hands

I couldn't say that he had exceeded his
privilege: It was quite a natural thing for
him to do, considering the way I trusted
him. But even while 1 was admitting that
he handled her splendidly, a sort of jealousy
had hold of me for a' minute or. two. He
passed me, and I signaled half angrily that
I would land first.
.

The New Airplane, the "Merlin"

The graceful silver shape swept dizzily
over my bows, turned banking into a sideways loop round mc, and righted again to
come about after the clumsy old Sieve like
a great, slim -winged bird. No, I'm.wrong.
There isn't a bird that could repeat the
manoeuvre, and ' I had thought, until I saw
Milliken do it, that only the Merlin and
thyself had the knack, but the mechanic had
copied my stunt.
Stupidly annoyed, I planed down for the
shore and flattened out to taxi up to the
jetty. Thé mechanics rau .out and brought
the old seaplane to. rest in the shed, and I
disembarked to watch Milliken bring in the
Merlin. She came down perfectly in the
hovering flight that had been designed into
her, and landed on the water so like some
great seagull that the'exptctation was she
would next fold her wings. It' was gracefully done and by the time Millikeq stepped
ashore my jealousy and irritation were swept
.f coin me by a feeling of gratitude.
Thu Merlin Is

a

Dream

.

.."What's she like, Milliken?" I asked.
"Oh, sit! Oh, sir!" he cried, ablaze with

delight.

.".She's a

dream!

There's nothing

to touch her on sea or land-and we made
her, sir-we made her I"
Now Milliken, as a rule, is prone neither
to call other men '"sir," nor to wax enthusiastic, and his excitement surprised me.
"You handled her well," I said casually.
"You've got the hang of that side loop
all right."
"Oh, that!" said Milliken. "Why, do you
know, a baby could handle her. She's a
credit to you, Mr. Boon-it's all in the
design."
This from Milliken was by way of an
a,ncndc honorable. When I first introduced
him to the design for the Merlin, and
showed him_the wing modifications that were
meant to achieve the steep hovering which
now distinguished her, he had thought the
notion impossible. The idea liad evolved
from stalling, and he then had the old fixed
idea that the only safe way of landing was
to plane down on a thin angle and flatten.
The idea of perfecting a continuous stalling,
in which the machine got into neither tail
nor nose dive, nor even into a spin, but
simply floated to earth as a feather might,
seemed mad to him. The principle is now
a commonplace in aeronautics, and how Milliken and 1 arrived at it, very nearly at
the cost of our lives, has little to do with
the story I have to tell. I mention Milli ken's apology to give just what sidelight
it may on the man's character, for he wants
some explaining.

If I know anything about Milliken, lie
will never bother to read these pages, even
if he is told he conies into them-Shakespeare and real belles lettres are more in his

way than this sort of production-so I may
say what I like about him.
In any case,

163
spanner, and no adjustment too delicate for
his fingers, and 1 am open to bet that he
has never. stripped a screw in his life. He

looks about as broad as he is long-which.
since he is little over five feet in height, is
perhaps not saying such a lot-and with the
most equitable.:of tempers the habitual expression of his. face is one of untamed
ferocity. If 'Milliken had wanted to, he
could have cleared the workshops in quick
time, and I have seen him rise under three
big men, during a rag, and carry them off
like so many feather pillows. Like most
good men of their hands, he can control his
fists. I take it he knows too well the
power in them and behind them to use them

e

unworthily.
Milliken

is the sort of mechanic who
always has about him a lump of cotton
waste, and as we inspected the Merlin that
day-I suppose for about the thousandth
time-he was rubbing. the frosted aluminum
of the fusilage and of the shuttered wings,
or was polishing up the glass of the portholes. It was as if he could not get his

I

darling clean enough,' for he fussed about
the machine like a mother over a spoiled
child.

The Merlin as a Fighting Plane
I am not going to say that the Merlin
did not deserve all his affection. From the
gleaming 1,000 h-p, radial engine, weighing
just about half as many kilograms, to her
rudder, and from wing -tip to wing -tip, she
was all frosted aluminum, save only for a
thin line of gentian blue that ran along her
sides to spread out and cover her rear plane.
Through the portholes and windows of the
control cabin, a glimpse could be had of
the sparrow's -egg blue that decorated her interior, of the shining nickel of the dials and
controls. She looked the littlest thing. Yet
at a pinch she could carry a dozen and
a half fighting men.
She seemed the most
innocent and peaceable of machines, but her
speed and her power of rapid manoeuvre
made her just about the deadliest thing
that ever took the air.
We could take off the whole top of the
cabin above the blue line and fit a fighting
top, and round the inside of the fusilage
were set stanchions for six guns. Two of
these guns, the tore and aft, were belt -guns
firing half -kilo shells, the forward one synchronized with and firing between the propeller blades. Beneath were hatches for
bomb -dropping and torpedo release.
Of course, at the moment I'm writing of,
when Milliken and I were standing by her
on the jetty, all the fighting kit of the
Merlift. was unshipped. I had every permit from the government, but as the law
forbade any private machine to carry
armament and I did not want any inspectors dodging around until she was
quite ready, her fighting capacity still
remained secret. I was
putting off the time when
I would have to
(Continued on page 201)
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"Five thousand litres of
high-grade zasoline had
vanished in some mysterious fashion, during the
night, from one of the big
containers beDonging to the
titandard Oil Company in
New Jersey."
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I won't say anything that I wouldn't tell
him to his own ugly old face if the need
arose.

Milliken,

a

Character

I-

I

have never met a man with as great a
passion so carefully hidden as Milliken and
his love for air machines, nor anybody with
half his practical experience and skill. He
has the strongest hands and the gentlest. No
fractious nut is too firmly fixed for his
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By WILLIAM GRUNSTEIN. E. E.
We are informed that two German
scientists have recently succeeded in the
transformation of mercury into go!(I.
The event recalls to us earlier efforts
in this direction, and ni reviewing the
work of the alchemists of the 'Middle
Ages, the marvels of modern alehttn
become accentuated.
With all the i'iniastic visions of their
unrestrained imagination. the older .alchemists never dared dream ' the iast
prospects of CUriu:l.. rescar. It that base
opened with the advent ni the electron
theory. Today we arc on the threshold
tai the tnost tar -reaching ili-c verlei,
and we feel a necessity fur acquainting
our readers with the nature of ;hest.
impending revolution, of .rirnee.
The WPM and its i'ontprmt'nt. filet
tinkly the, Center of interest in thu scientific world. \ genera! agreement has
been reached in the e:.entiad structure
of the atom, that is, on the throe% that
the atom consists of a ji'tsitiyel charged
nucleus about tthich negatively charged
electrons rotate. To take a simple instance, let us consider the atom of hydrogen represented in Fig. 1. As show!!in
the figure. the electron in its normal
state is in continuous motion about the
nucleus. The atom itself may he: linked
with other atoms to form molecules.
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The four hydrogen atoms at the left weigh 1.030$ units of weight, while the helium atom at the right weighs only 4.01100. The helium atom
constituents as the four hydrogen atoms put together. What happens to the .0308 units of weight when these four hydrogen atoms
a helium atom?

hug the same

are bound together to form

The hydrogen molecule, for instance, is
made up of two hydrogen atoms, with their
nuclei and electrons rearranged as shown in
Fig. 2. The accuracy of the arrangement
shown in these figures has, of course, never
been verified by direct experiment but are
based on purely theoretical considerations
which, however, are in accord with. experimental facts. To return to the atom, suppose
that by some means, say a very high temperature, energy is conveyed to the atom. The
atom absorbs this energy and in consequence
some change must take place within it. According to one reliable theory, the so-called
Bohr theory, when the atom receives energy
the electron moves from its normal orbit to
a new outer one, (as illustrated in Fig. 3)
where, having acquired more energy, it moves
with á greater velocity than in its normal
orbit. The more energy the electron receives
the further it recedes from the nucleus
(which is not indicated in Fig. 3). Now, of
course, the field of attraction of the nucleus
is limited and sufficient energy may be imparted to the atom to lift the electron out of
this field and thus allow it to shoot out into

Now we find that the helium atom consists
and four electrons (two in
the nucleus, Fig. 5. and two planetary electrons, Fig. 4) and in Fig. 1, we saw that the
hydrogen atom comprises one proton and one

space.

electron. These numerical relations suggest
that the helium atom is formed of four hydrogen atoms. Indeed, scientists, and among
them the noted American Dr. P. B. Foote
who recently wrote on this subject in The
Scientific Monthly, find strong reasons for
believing that the helium atom is a rearrangement of four hydrogen atoms, and that
once the proper means are perfected helium
could be made by the union of hydrogen

.

The loss of an electron does not appreciably alter the weight of the atom, the mass
being concentrated in the nucleus. The nucleus itself is of extremely minute size compared with the orbits of the planetary electrons. In the hydrogen nucleus there is but
a single positively charged particle, whose
mass compared with its volume is enormous.
This particle is called a proton. All matter
can be analyzed into some configuration of
electrons and protons.
The hydrogen atom we have just examined has the simplest of all atomic. structures. It is also the lightest known atom.
All heavier atoms have more complex structtires. For instance, an atom of the gas helium is depicted in Fig. 4. Note that it has
two planetary electrons revolving about the
central nucleus. The drawing, for want of
space, is made somewhat out of proportion,
the nucleus being much too large in proportion to the orbits of the electrons. Besides
the two electrons revolving about the nucleus, there are two other electrons within
the nucleus itself; held there by the attractive forces of the positively charged protons.
If enlarged many billions of times, this nucleus would appear as shown in Fig. 5. Here
four protons are arranged in an orbit on
whose axis the two nuclear electrons are located. It is found that the attractive and repulsive forces of the protons and electrons so
situated maintain the nucleus in equilibrium.

of four protons
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When mass is annihilated energy la created.
The destruction of the small eshe of lead
shown at left will yield as mush energy as
supplied by the horning of the enormous eual
pile at the right.

idness in the fantasms of the speculative
scientist. Is such complete destruction of
matter a future possibility? Can Man ever
achieve this climax of scientific development,
this acme of control over his environment?
If we take a long step' to Einstein, we find
that this oracle of science has touched upon
this question in his far-reaching Theory of
Relativity. According to this theory mass
and energy are associated according to a definite law. It will suffice for our purposes to
understand that when mass is destroyed
enormous energies are liberated, and that
mass is electrical in nature.
Or, loosely
speaking, mass is just another manifestation
of energy.
Now if matter is electrical in nature, that
is if it cannot exist without 'the electrical
charges which are always present in the nuclei cf its atoms, is it possible that a neutralization of this charge will destroy the
mass with which it is inseparably linked?
But how is this neutralization to be effected?
The nucleus carries a positive charge. We
would expect that it would -tend to draw
electrons into itself.
This, however,' does
not happen.
Its own planetary electrons
never approach nearer than the normal orbit
allows, and even at its nearest approach
they are at comparatively vast distances from

their nucleus.
An electron from some external source
may enter an atom. In fact this happens
very frequently when electrons move in
matter.

The result usually ís a deflection
due either to the repulsion
by other electrons or to attraction by the
atoms.
But there is another and more interesting
nucleus. However, the latter was never obaspect of the question. We find that if We
served to exert enough force 'to attract the
represent the mass of the hydrogen atom' electron within the nucleus itself, and so the
according to any scale of weights as 1.0077,
atom remains essentially unaltered by the
the. weight of the helium atom on the same
passage of an electron through it.
scale will be 4. But we find above that the
But suppose we can produce means for the
helium atom is made up of four hydrogen
union of the nucleus with enough electrons
atoms, and therefore should weigh 4x1.0077
to neutralize its charge. Will this he accomor 4.0308! In other words if we take four panied by the destruction of mass? Of this
hydrogen atoms and bind them together to
we can say nothing definite, for no experiform a helium atom .0308 weight or about -mental evidence of such complete destruc0.75 per cent. of mass are lost in the proction has been advanced. However, if the
ess! (Fig. 6).
neutralization of the positive nuclear charge
It is difficult at fast glance to fully grasp by the negative charges on electrons results
the significance of these facts. If, further
in the destruction of mass, a stupendous
we recall that in school we were taught that
amount of energy will be liberated. The magmatter could neither be created nor destroyed.
nitude of this energy exceeds the' limits of
we find this total loss of mass even more
human imagination. Dr. Foote has computed
incomprehensible.
It starts endless trains that the destruction of one pound of matter
of speculation on the future of science. sugwould yield 10,0(10,000,000 kilowatt-hours of
gesting ultimate success in the annihilation
energy.
To produce this energy- through
',f matter, a process hardly conceivable hut coal burning. 1.600.000.000 pounds of the
which, nevertheless, looms with a weird viv(Continued on page 212)

of the electron
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Portable X.eRan Apparatus for All

Portable- X-ray apparatus,
weighing Only 20 pounds, developed by Dr. Coolidge and
his associatees for general one.
If is 'plugged' into the regular
house; circuit.
cf

ti

The plumber inthe house. The apparatus is .held on one aide of
the partition where pipes are being searched for,. this time not by
the plumber's helper, however. The plumber on the other side of
the partition uses a fluoroscope and on Its screen all metal objects
arc silhouetted. The electrician can use it for tracing wires, and
its other uses are innumerable.

, A plumber, carrying the
outfit to his work has in
one hand a fluoroscope and
he uses it for looking for
pipes behind the plaster
and woodwork of a house.

This shows what appears on the screen
of the fluoroscope. The large pipe is seen,
which óf course IN what the plumber fa
in search of. The pipe le held in place
by wires, which with the nails holding
them are also pictured there.

UltrarUiolet Light and Chickens
UNDER the auspices of Professor Willima T. Bovie,
of Harvard University, and President C. C. Little of
the University of Maine, experiments with ultra-violet

light ín its effects upon chickens have been tried with most
interesting results,
The mercury vapor quartz glass electric lamp is used for
the production of the ultra -violet rays. Some chickens were
raised under ordinary conditions while others under identical
conditions were subjected for fifteen minutes a day to the
ultra -violet ray.
The death rate of chicks at the age of four and five
weeks has always been very high and it was found that the
ultra-viólet'light reduced the death rate. The chickens were
larger. Some chickens were allowed only to receive sunlight
through' glass, which cuts off the ultra -violet rays almost
entirely, and these chickens died in large percentage.
The larger bird shown below is an ultra -violet ray chicken;
the smaller. one was raised under glass. X-ray photographs

re+

l

Left: Large chiea-

en affected by ul-

tra -violet

light;

small chicken cut
off therefrom.
Right: Holding the
under r
vaporr
vapoo
roercururj

quartz tube lamp.

,

I

1

-

show the osseous development of each one.
is a certain amount of danger, however, that an excess ultra -violet ray may
bring about too early ossification.
By the ultra -violet rays artificially produced, the development of .a chicken can
be absolutely controlled, and by the X-rays
the development can be watched from day
to day.

There
'
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Schenectady Short Wave Broadcasting Plant
Left: The 30 K.S.
rolt three phase
rectifier for 107 meter
ware -length. At t he
General Electric ComSchenectady
pany's
Plant.
Oscillator
Right:
unit. for same wavelength, using water
cooled -.tubes, such as
in the hand of the operator.
Below The antenna
of the 107 mete* Schenectady transmitting
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golf bn Electric Light
'It Bradley Bench, New Jersey, the golf
club has Installed twenty-four 1000 watt
lamps and kept them in action fire hours
per night for three weeks. It accelerated
the growth of grass upon the green some
two months.
The lumps were suspended at about
four feet from the ground, with refine tors to g're an evenly distributed light.
At another one of the great golf links the
fairways have been lighted so that night
playing Ls quite practical. The light Is
so good that the halls In the air ran be
watched for their entire flight. It is said
that the lighting of golf courses at night
may recolufionlre the game by introducing night playing.
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Copper
Bends
Like
Puiit]

a

Above: The electric furnace in which cooper bars are maintained at a high heat for
many hours and are then gradually cooled. Each piece represents a single crystal of
copper and eon be bent more easily than lead.

IF

Left: Bending the copper.

f,

mere touch of the Hager

will

do It.

Below: The copper crystals; after once bending cannot be straightened extern hi
great effort. The crucible had a pointed end which gave.them their shape so: show7.
The largest crystals ever produced appear in this photograph.
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COPPER bars that can be bent double
with one finger, but which require
strength to straighten again, are expected to lead to a greater understanding of
the properties of metals. The bars, which
are really single crystals of pure copper,
were produced in the Research Laboratory
of the General Electric Company at Schnectady, N. Y., and have been subjected to
many kinds of examinations, with the revelation of numerous unexpected facts.
The usual piece of metal is a conglomeration of small, closely packed crystals,
with the crystalline structure often apparent
at a glance.
Zinc, for instance, is known
as a brittle metal ; a rod of it can be bent
but slightly without snapping. Yet investigations of small, single zinc crystals show
that any one crystal of the metal can be
drawn out to six times its length in one direction: in another direction it is extremely
brittle. The properties of zinc thus depend
upon how the crystal is examined-whether
"with the. grain" or against it. The usual
piece of zinc is really a collection of small
crystals pointing in all directions, so that
the properties are the combined qualities of
the small crystals in the different axial directions. The same holds true for other metals
and other substances.

A single crystal of copper seven -eighths
of an inch in diameter and six inches long,
as well as numerous smaller crystals of the
same metal, have been produced by Dr.
\Vheeler P. Davey of the Research Laboratory. These crystals, obtained by a modification of the method devised by Dr. P.
W. Bridgman of Harvard University, are
much larger than any previously recorded.
Very gradual heating and cooling of pure
copper in an electric furnace is the secret
of the success in producing them. The necessary amount of pure copper, in the form of
a bar, was placed in a closed, cylindrical
carbon crucible, and slowly passed through
the electric furnace.
If molten metal is
cooled quickly, the resultant mass is composed of very small crystals; if the melt is
cooled slowly, the crystals are larger. Dr.
Davey cooled the melt so slowly that only
one crystal was produced. and that included
the entire melt. The atoms had plenty of
time in which to arrange themselves as they
desired-to build up a single crystal rather
than a multitude of small ones.
Several interesting results have been obtained with the large crystals. A piece
about the size of a lead pencil, if given a
jerking motion, bends as easily as does a
stick of soft wax; it cannot be bent back,

however, any more easily than a similar piece
of ordinary copper. When the copper is a
single crystal, all of the atoms .are arranged
in columns, equally spaced. When the bar
is bent, the spacing is changed; the atoms
on the inside curve are pressed together, and
those on the outside are spread apart- Strains
are set up and the crystal structure is altered.
The bar becomes an ordinary piece of copper, of smaller crystals facing in all directions.
If the surface of the large crystal is
nicked or dented, the structure in the neighborhood is changed in the same way. It
is similarly affected by filing or polishing.
When one of the bars is polished it is necessary to take off a mil or less at a time.
Even then the structure of the new surface
is altered.
The condition is remedied by
etching away the surface with an acid bath.
An etched bar of thecopper appears to be
rough. There seem to be alternate dark and
light lines. The appearance of the lines is
due to the fact that the acid etches more_
easily in some directions than.in others. The
directions in which it etches with the greatest difficulty are parallel to the axes of the

i

crystal.
-ray analysis furnishes conclusive evidence that such a crystal has been produced.
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R'wo Rube Reflex Experiments
By Clyde J. Fitch
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The two tube hook-up board with circuit No. 5 on time opposite page connected. The numbers designate the following instruments:
Variable condenser; 2. l.ow loss tuner; 3. Crystal detector; 4. Audio transformer; 5, Radio transformer; 6. Vacuum tube socket; 7.
Diode tube; 8. Potentiometer; 9. Filament rheostats.
1.

ALTIiOUGH

there are thousands of

circuit combinations possible with

a

single tube and a crystal very few
if any of these give real worth while
results. What we require is a receiving set
that will give loud speaker volume on distant
stations when used with either an outdoor
aerial or a loop, but in order to do this two
or more tubes are usually required.
We all understand of course that in a
multi -tube receiving set the first tube receives little of the load, whereas the last
I f the first
tube is usually overloaded.
tube could be worked to its full output the
other tubes would be unnecessary and we
would have a single tube set equal in results to many of the multi -tube sets. By
reflexing, the tube is worked at both radio
and audio frequency and the load is more
In this way we save
evenly distributed.
in the number of tubes required. But even
reflexing does not give us ideal conditions.
At least two tubes are required for good
results. Of course super-regeneration solves
the problem in a different manner, but this
comes under a heading by itself and will not
be described in this series.
With two tubes and a crystal at our disposal the field of experimenting is practically
unlimited. There are all kinds of combinations possible. It is up to the experimenter
to try out the various combinations and develop something really useful in the line
of art ideal two tube receiver. In order to
try the two tube circuits, it is best to build
a new experimental hook-up board similar

The following list of parts will be
required for making the two tube
reflex experiments:
2 Flewclling 23 -plate condensers.
Flewelliug 43 -plate condenser.
1 Gen -Win low loss tuner.
1 Set of
Gen -J in reflex coils.
2 National Airphone calibrated transformers.
frequency transformer.
1 Rasco radio
Neutroformer.
1 Rasco
2 Standard V T. sockets.
3 30 -ohm rheostats.
1
1200 -ohm potentiometer.
1

.

1
1

1

Elecfrad diode tube with socket.
Erla reflex crystal.
Set 50- 75-, and 100-turn honeycom,b coils.

,

to the one shown in the accompanying illus
rations. This board is l2"x24"x4" thick
It should be made of soft wood so that in
struments can be easily mounted upon it. An
ordinary drafting board with rubber feet
on the bottom is ideal for this purpose.
Fig. 11 shows the constructional details
of the board. On it are mounted two standand vacuum tube sockets and a socket for a
two electrode valve. The filament rheostats,
potentiometer and binding posts are permanently mounted and wired, as the filament
circuits of the tubes will probably be the
same regardless of the type of hodk-up used.

The other instruments shown in the photographic views and those that will be required
for making the various hook-ups in the illustrations are given in the list.
By using a crystal detector, we eliminate
one tube, but unless a fixed crystal detector
is used the circuit will be very noisy when
adjusting the crystal. By using a fixed crystal the noise is eliminated but it is very difficult to obtain a sensitive fixed crystal detector and sometimes if the set does not work
it is difficult to determine whether the trouble
is in the crystal detector or in some other
part or the circuit. Therefore, it is well to
make use of a two electrode vacuum tube
rectifier for detection. Once a circuit is
working with this detector it is a simple matter to substitute the crystal.
As almost all two electrode tubes require
1% volts for the filament it will be necessary to tap on to one cell of the six volt
storage battery and consequently three A
battery binding posts are required. A 30 ohm rheostat is used for controlling the current through the filament. If a two electrode
tube is not available any dry cell tube such
as the type WD -12 may be used by connecting the grid and plate together.
We are showing ten illustrations of two tube hook-ups. The instruments shown in
the diagrams are numbered to correspond
with the numbers given in the other illustrations of the hook-up board. One of the
photographic views shows the hook-up board
complete with circuit No. 5 connected.
In our other issues we showed a number
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Fig, 1. Standard reflex circuit employing a vacuum tube detector. Fig. 2. The same circuit with reverse teed -back added to control
oscillations. Fig. 3. Standard two tube reflex circuit with crystal detector. Fig. 4. The Grimes inverse duplex circuit. Fig. 5. A two tube
reflex circuit employing a two electrode valve for the detector. Fig. C. The Harkness two tube reflex. Fig. 7. A two tube circuit employing
regeneration and a crystal detector. Fig. li. The ST 100 two tube circuit. Fig. 9. The resistoflex, a reflex circuit employing resistance coupled
audio amplification. Fig. 10. .t two tube super -heterodyne.
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of single tube and crystal circuits. The experimenter may try these circuits on the two tube hook-up board and use the second tube
as a one -stage audio frequency amplifier.
This will increase the signal strength considerably and in most cases loud speaker volume will result. In making the connections
a large number of clip leads and tip leads
will be required.
It is well to use type
UV -201A tubes in all cases although very
good results may be obtained with dry cell
tubes. After a circuit has been connected
that gives good results the instruments used
in it and the exact connections should be
copied, so that if it desired to build a complete set in a cabinet the same conditions can
be duplicated.

Standard Two Tube Reflex
Fig. 1 shows a standard two tube reflex
hook-up using a vacuum tube for the detecacts as both
tor. In this case tube No.
radio and audio frequency amplifier and
tube No. 2 is the detector. This circuit
requires a suitable tuner for the aerial
in which case a low loss tuner such as
the one shown in the photograph is preferable. The tickler winding is not in use
A suitable radio frequency
in this case.
transformer, preferably of the tuned type,
should be used in the plate circuit. In order
to control oscillations a potentiometer is required. The connections of the detector tube
are standard and need no explanation. Only
one audio frequency transformer is used.
This couples the output of the detector tube
to the input of the amplifier tube. The
head -set or loud speaker is connected in the
plate circuit of tube No. 1.
This circuit is equivalent to a one stage
radio frequency amplifier, vacuum tube detector, and practically a one stage audio frequency amplifier. This is due to the fact
that in order to prevent oscillations in the
radio frequency amplifier it is necessary to
place a positive bias on the grid of this tube.
This bias is determined by the potentiometer
setting and of course prevents the tube from
working at its maximum efficiency as an
For best results as an
audio amplifier.
audio amplifier a negative potential is required on the grid; this is usually obtained
by the use of a C battery. But in order to
use a C battery some other method must
be employed for preventing oscillations. The
best method so far evolved makes use of
a tickler coil with reverse feed -back super 1

171

dyne principle. We can easily make use of
the tickler coil on the tuner for this purpose
in which case we will have circuit No. 2.
Superdyned Reflex
The superdyned reflex is clearly shown in
Fig. 2. Although this circuit shows one tube
used as a detector there is no reason why
this tube cannot be used as an audio amplifier
by using a crystal for the detector. We are
giving this circuit merely to show how well
the superdyned principle works out in a
reflex receiver, and of course this principle
can be made use of in practically all of the
following circuits. Any tuner having a primary, secondary, and tickler windings may
be used, preferably one of the low loss type
in order to gain in sensitivity and selectivity.
A low loss condenser is also recommended.
The tickler coil is used for obtaining negative feed -back. This coil prevents the circuit from oscillating. A C battery of about
three volts is used to increase the amplification of the tube. Incidentally this increases
the selectivity of the circuit as it reduces
the grid current to zero, and no energy
is absorbed from the aerial circuit. Either
a tuned radio frequency transformer or an
untuned transformer, which covers the
broadcast wave -length range, may be used.
This circuit was described by R. Washburne
in the December issue.
Two Tube and Crystal Reflex
This circuit. Fig. 3, is similar to circuit,
Fig. 1 except that both tubes are used for
reflexing and a crystal is used for detecting.
In theory this hook-up is equivalent to a five
tube receiver but in practice it seldom reaches
this state. The instruments used may be the
same as those used in Fig. 1. Either the
crystal or the two electrode tube may be
used for the detector. The Rasco radio frequency transformer works well in this circuit.
Of course the superdyne principle
may be used by connecting the first tube as
shown in Fig. 2. For tube No. 2 it is best
to use a tuned radio frequency transformer.
A neutroformer may he used for this purpose. The complete hook-up will then Ilave
two tuning controls and one potentiometer
or stabilizer control.
Inverse Duplex Hook -Up
It will be noted from Fig. 3 that the output of the crystal detector is fed back
through the audio transformer to the input
of tube No. 1, and the output of tube No.
1

(` l
¡o

of tube No. 2. In the
Grimes Inverse Duplex Circuit the conditions are reversed; instead of feeding the
output of the crystal to the input 'of tube
No. 1, it is fed into the input of tribe No.
2.
This is clearly shown in Fig. 4. The
output of tube No. 2 is fed into the input of
tube No. 1, and the head -set or loud speaker
is connected in the plate circuit of the first
tube. For controlling oscillations the grid
of the first tube is connected to a tap on the
tuning coil. A number of taps are required
as the correct one depends upon the wave
length of the circuit.
The inverse duplex system is supposed
to give a more equal distribution ofthe load
on the tubes. Tube No. 2 receives the greatest radio frequency load, as it is in the
second stage of the radio amplifier and it
receives the least audio frequency load as
it is in the first stage of the audio amplifier.
The same conditions hold true with tube
No. 1. which operates as the first stage of
the radio amplifier and the second stage of
the audio amplifier.
Diode Coupled Reflex
Fig 5 shows a standard reflex circuit
with a two electrode tube as the detector.
This circuit is given merely to show the
connections of the diode tube. Tube No. 1
is used as both a radio and an audio frequcncv amplifier, and tube No. 2 is used oqh,
as an audio amplifier. It is this circuit that
is shown in the photograph of the hook-up
board- A Rasco radio frequency transformer is used. Note that one side of the
secondary winding of the radio transformer
connects to the positive side of the filament.
This gives a slight positive potential on the
plate of the diode, and improves its action
as a detector.
Harkness Reflex
The Harkness reflex has become very pop.ular among the broadcast enthusiasts. There
arc no new principles involved in the circuit.
The results obtained from it are due mainly
to improved design of the parts. It is very
difficult to use one stage of tuned radio frequency amplification and a crystal detector
and obtain good amplification throughout
the entire tuning range without oscillation.
But this has been accomplished in the Harkness two tube set by proper design of the
coils. The experimenter should obtain a set
of Gen -Win reflex coils or wind a set as
described in the November issue. Otherwise
is fed into the input

0 '14
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of the filament circuit
Details of the two tube hook-up board showing the location of the instruments and binding posts. The connections
are also clearly shown.,
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Plan view of the hook-up board showing the instruments mounted in place. The Instruments shown are as follows: I. Condenser; 2.
Low loss tuner; 3. Crystal detector; 4. Audio transformer; 5. Radio transformer; 8. Socket; i. Linde socket; 8. Potentiometer; 9. Rheostat.

the circuit is easily followed and requires
no special comment. All the connections are
clearly indicated in Fig. 6.
Regenerative Crystal Hook -Up
Fig. 7 shows one of the most simple and
stable crystal -tube hook-ups so far evolved.
This circuit gives loud speaker volume on
distance stations and is comparatively selective. On account of the crystal detector the
quality. of music received is excellent. In
the circuit, tube No. 2 is simply a one -stage
audio amplifier. Its connections are standard. If the crystal detector and the audio
amplifying transformer were removed from
the circuit, tube No.
would be connected
as a regenerative detector. By adding the
crystal and transformer, the coupling between the plate coil and the grid coil may be
increased and the extra energy fed back from
the plate circuit is rectified by the crystal
and applied in the form of audio frequency
current to the grid of the same tube through
the step-up transformer. In this way the
signals are amplified enormously. It will
be noted that with the plate coil set at zero
inductive relation to the grid coil the circuit
acts as a crystal detector and two stage audio
frequency amplifier.
By using a low loss tuner and condenser
the circuit is made very selective. By connecting the crystal to a tap on the secondary
of the tuner the selectivity is further increased. Usually the tap should be about at
the center turn. The experimenter should try
tapping to several parts of the coil until
best results are obtained.
1

S. T. 100 Circuit
The S. T. 100 circuit was developed by
John Scott -Taggart and is very popular
in Europe. This circuit is shown in Fig. 8.
Honeycomb coils are used fiSr the primary
and secondary of the tuner, although any
standard variocoupler should give good re -

Both the aerial circuit and the secondary circuit are tuned. A .001 infd. variable condenser is used for tuning the aeiral
circuit. A 50 -turn honeycomb coil shunted
by a .0005 mfd. condenser is sufficient for
the secondary circuit as it will cover the
broadcast wave -length range. Between the
grid and filament is connected a 50,000 to 100,000 -ohm variable resistance. A Bradleyohm No. 50 is suitable for this purpose.
The remaining connections are clearly indicated in the diagram. Tube No. 2 is connected as a one stage audio frequency amplifier. This circuit gives sufficient amplification to operate a loud speaker. A B
battery of 90 to 100 volts should be used.
stilts.

Resistoflex Circuit
The resistoflex circuit was recently developed in England by John Scott -Taggart.
This circuit is shown in Fig. 9. It differs
from the usual form of reflex in that it
employs resistance coupling for the audio
frequency amplifier instead of transformer
coupling. As a resistance has no natural
period of vibration of its own it will not
cause howling so common in transformer
coupled reflex circuits. In the circuit shown,
tube No. 1 acts as a radio frequency amplifier
and tube No. 2 acts as the detector. In the
plate circuit of the detector is a resistance
of about 50.000 ohms. A by-pass condenser
of about .00025 mfd. is connected across the
resistance. A Bradleyohm No. 50 is suitable for the resistance. This resistance couples the audio frequency output of the detector tube to the input of the amplifier tube.
A grid condenser and leak is required in
the grid circuit of the amplifier tube. The
grid condenser is not used for the purpose
of operating the tube as a detector but is
used merely to block the high voltage of the
B battery from the grid of the tube. The
grid condenser should have a capacity of
about .005 mfd. A %-megohm grid leak

should be used. The head -set or loud speaker
is connected in the plate circuit of the amplifier tube in series with the primary of the
radio frequency transformer. This transformer is preferably of the tuned type. It
should be designed so that the circuit will
not oscillate at any setting. A neutroformer
may be used. Of course reverse feed -back
such as is used in circuit number 2 may be
used for preventing oscillations.
Inn the
hook-up of Fig. 9 a single circuit tuner is
used. This works very well with a short
aerial but if a long aerial is to be used a
43 -plate variable condenser should be connected in series.
Super -Heterodyne
Although the usual form of super-heterodvne requires 6 or 8 tubes it is not generally
known that very good results may be obtained with only two tubes. Fig. 10 shows
such a circuit. In this hook-up tube No. 1
acts as both oscillator and first detector by
using the tropadyne principle. Coils suitable for this circuit were described in detail
in the December issue. The second tube acts
as a detector. For the second tube, three
1000 -turn honeycomb coils should be used.
A triple coil mounting will be found convenient for adjusting the coupling between'
the coils. This circuit works very vv ell with
a head -set and loop aerial. Amplification
is obtained both from the heterodyne action
of tube No. and from regeneration of tube
No. 2.
Corrections.
The following corrections should be made
in the circuits given on page 86 of the December issue: In hook-up No. 5 draw a line
connecting the +A battery of the filament
circuit of the tube to the B terminal on the
primary of the audio frequency transformer.
In hook-up No. 12 connect a crystal detector
between the two condensers in the circuit
containing the head -set.
1
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110 U. D. C. Line

Replaces "B" Batteries
ti

.

r

Mb

J
Left, front view of the B battery supply unit showing the five lamps used as resistances. The 50 -watt lamp at the left
protects the apparatus from accidental short circuits and tube burnouts.
Right, plan view showing the condensers, chokes, and switch base socket. A flexible cord with plug is used to connect the
unit to the D.C. line.

HERE

prevalent tendency in the
radio circuits to eliminate
the "B" battery and to use in its place
the 110 -volt D. C. source. There are of
course important difficulties in the way of
such substitution. The D. C. line will produce a pronounced hum in the loud speaker
-as the direct current is not constant in
intensity but is subject to periodic variations
which become quite noticeable in the sensitive radio circuit. A primary requirement
of all devices designed to supply plate current from electric power mains is therefore
the suppression of these periodic variations
in the current, or commutator ripple, as it
is often called.
To make the arrangement flexible and
readily adaptable to various receiving sets,
it must include means for the supply of
current at several different voltages.. It 'is,
further, preferable to mount all necessary
apparatus in a single unit, compact and
readily portable. Such units have been constructed by various manufacturers, and
placed on the market at prices which a large
'number of experimenters have found prohibitive. However, these latter need not
feel that they are obliged to continue using
"B" batteries, for a very simple and economical arrangement enables anyone to eliminate them and use his lighting circuit for
plate supply without the disturbing hum.
The device is essentially a potentiometer
using the ten -watt bulbs for resistance and
provided with four taps. To eliminate the
hum due to the low frequency fluctuations
in the current a two mfd. condenser is
is a

TO 110V. D.C.

LINE

-

design of

Simple Tube Sockets
THE experimenter who desires

cheap
and effective vacuum tube socket can
easily make one by using four copper term a

PLUG

f

4-I0

WATT LAMPS

AS CHOKE

4100V

*75V.

50V.

)look -up showing the connections of the
lamps, condensers, and choke coil in the It
battery supply unit. Note that an audio amplifying transformer is used for the choke.

Such arrangement, illustrated diagrammatically in the figure, comprises the following:
1

4
1
1

piece of wood 6x12x1/2 inches.
ten -watt incandescent lamps.
fifty -watt incandescent lamp.
choke coil (audio frequency trans-

former primary).

1

4

3

lamp socket provided with the usual
socket switch.
lamp sockets.
two mfd. condensers.

inals of the shape shown in the illustration
and large enough to fit the prongs of the
vacuum tube.
The lugs may be fastened to a piece of
hard rubber and the screws used for binding posts or the lugs may be attached directly to the panel. This not only makes
an inexpensive vacuum tube socket, but it
is much smaller than the standard type, making it desirable for compact portable receivers and for short-wave receivers where
a minimum of electrostatic capacity is desired.
The illustration clearly shows the method
of mounting the terminals.

shunted across each tap and a choke coil
is placed in series. The primary of an audio
frequency amplifying transformer will form
a suitable choke coil for sets employing less
than four tubes. If a set having more than
this number of tubes is used, two audio
frequency transformers with their primaries
connected in parallel should be used for the
choke. Otherwise the high resistance of the
primary winding of one transformer will
cause a voltage drop and the set will not
be operated on the full 100 volts.
The
unit reproduced herewith employed four
"Rasco" one Henry chokes connected in
series. This unit was designed primarily
for a ten -tube super -heterodyne receiver
and gave excellent results. It was silent in
operation except for an occasional click due
to someone turning on or off a light in the
building. To improve the operation if the
line noise is still present a two mfd. condenser may be shunted across the system
as shown by the dotted lines. In the apparatus shown in the photographs this extra
condenser was unnecessary.
To provide for safe operation a fuse is
generally placed in the circuit, but since
blowouts may cause inconvenient delays and
as the fuse will not protect the tubes a fifty watt incandescent bulb is substituted for the
fuse. This lamp limits the current through
the system to one -quarter ampere which is
a safe value for all vacuum tube filaments
except those of the UV -199 type.
Connections to the lighting mains are
made through a cord and plug that fits into
the switch -base socket.
costly verniers and accomplishes the same
effect 'i a better manner.

Contributed by ERWIN

~

4

STENTZ.

DOWEL PIN
ORDINARY FLAG
STICK

WIRE BRAD -REMOVE HEAD
RUBBER -SEMI -HARD

Simple Vernier
THIS device can be built at very little

Vacuum tube socket comprising four topper lugs mounted on a hard .rubber base.
The low capacity and losses make it ideal for

abort wave experiments.

cost and is quite effective, giving a micrometer adjustment, and at the same time
helping to reduce body capacity effects.
As the device is no part of the set proper
it does away with unnecessary mounting of

GLUE HERE

1

5q.

5

"

A vernier that not only gives micrometer
adjustment but eliminates body capacity effects is easily made with a dowel pin and rubber tip.
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Experiments with Various Voltages on Standard Tubes
By L. W. Hairy
THE thing that the experimenter has

to learn, is not to be bound with or
by, rules. Just because a patent can opener and pie -knife is accompanied
by directions that limit its use to opening
cans and cleaning fish doesn't mean that you
can't use it for a quenched gap. Thus, because your vacuum tubes are served to you
in nice wrappers with rated voltages and
directions, and with names like detector or

UV- 199

60 OHM
RHEO.

3 DRY CELLS

FIG,I
(look -up showing how a Ut-199 tube may be
operated without a "B" battery. In this case
the drop across the rheostat is sufficient to
produce a current through the headset.

amplifier you have no good reason to believe
that they will not work at different values
and in different positions. Refusing to be
bound by the accepted knowledge of things
has brought forth a receiver that works
without any B battery, and what is more,
it works very well, as a trial will prove to
you.
Take the 199 or 299 tubes, for instance,
with a rated filament voltage of three and a
rated plate voltage of 22/ to 100. Everyone uses a supply source, for the filament, of
four or four and one-half volts with regulation provided by a rheostat. On test I
llave found that the 199 tube works very satisfactorily with only two volts for the filament, a single storage cell, or with three
volts as delivered from two dry cells. In
neither case was the use of a rheostat needed,
and the results were as good or very nearly
as good as when the usual methods were
employed. This does not hold true except
-for a regenerative detector as the 199 as an
amplifier requires its rated filament voltage,
although it will deliver an excellent output
at the lower voltages. It is my belief that
nothing is gained by using a higher filament
voltage for the 199 than that supplied by two
dry cells, when the tube is used in the average regenerative set, because by the time
the cells drop to so low a voltage that the
tube becomes inoperative, the battery is
already on its last legs.
I have found some 199's that would work
surprisingly well with only one volt on the
filament. Of course, it is only occasionally
that one will do that. And, as to the B
battery, you will be surprised at some of
the voltages it is possible to use. I have
found 199's, often, that work well with as
low as eight volts on the plate and one that
worked with the potential drop across the
A battery supplying the plate (see Fig. 1.) ;
in other words, a B battery of three volts.
As oscillators for heterodyne work of any
sort, 199's are usually perfectly satisfactory
with only 10 or 12 volts of B battery. It
is in regenerative sets that you will find
you can use some remarkably low plate and
filament voltages and get away with it.
The 201A or 301A tube is often just as
satisfactory with 41/2 volts on the filament

as it is with the higher voltages and rheostat. With only two cells of a storage battery supplying the filament of a 201A, giving
a filament voltage of 4.1, I have used it as
a detector in a regenerative receiver night

after night of C.W. reception, and thereby

opened up a dead night, time and time again
(see Fig. 2). As an oscillator, solely, you
will find that the 201A is often quite satisfactory with only 10 or a little more voltage on the plate, and with three dry cells
for the filament supply. Particularly is this
handy in an oscillator -wave meter built to
include the batteries as it eliminates the
rheostat (see Fig. 3). This is also applicable to super -heterodynes if the oscillator
coil is well separated from the pickup coil.
There are the 200 or 300 tubes of course,
but I can offer no hope for them on reduced
voltages. Being critical as to plate voltage,
they are relatively limited as far as experimentation in that direction is concerned;
and they are even more critical as to the
filament current. But when used as oscillators, though not furnishing much of an output, they work with 10 volts on the plate
but require the rated five on the filament.
In a regenerative set, they are most sensitive on rated voltages and work best a little
below the critical hissing point. They will
make a very satisfactory amplifier too, being
effective only if no more than one step is

"Experimenter". Radio
Data Sheets
MR.

SYLVAN HARRIS, the

well known radio engineer and

technician, has undertaken to
write for an indefinite period for THE
EXPERIMENTER a series of new Radio
Data Sheets. These sheets, of which
six will be printed in every issue of
THE EXPERIMENTER, will form a book
containing a gold mine of radio information that can not be bought anywhere. The first sheets will be found
on the opposite page. By the time
the hook is complete you will have
the most up-to-date radio volume in
existence.
We have prepared a handy little
binder into which these sheets fit, and
which we shall be glad to furnish.
This binder also contains a number of
blank sheets on which to make notes
yourself. Price 25c prepaid.
used, with the plate and filament voltages
adjusted to their critical values.
Then there are the Western Electric tubes,
the J and the E and the 216A. Every one
of them makes an excellent oscillator on

6V. STORAGE BAIT.

FIG. 2

Circuit showing a type 201-A tube operated
with four volts on the filament and two on the
plate.

Dry cells may be used.

comparatively low voltages and all can be
used under their rated filament values. In
addition, the J will stand up to 200 volts
usually as an amplifier or oscillator, but is
designed to be a detector. The E does not
work very well above 400 as a higher voltage
shortens the life terribly, and the 216A will
work well as an oscillator with voltages up
to 300 but not much higher safely. The
201A, mentioned above, works without much
trouble on 550 volts as an oscillator but
doesn't last long in service. It does serve
well on 200 volts with good life.
With power tubes the experiments run
in the opposite direction, generally, than

FIG.3
An oscillator employing a type 201-A tube

operated with three dry cells for the filament
and ten volts for the plate.

with the receiving tubes. There the high
voltages will be stressed because you want
to get the highest possible output from the
tubes.
Take the 202 or 302. They are rated 7.5
and 350 volts. Actually they can be used
with 800 volts on the plate with enormously
increased output. I have used up to 1500
volts but that high a voltage is bothersome,
as it had a tendency to spark unexpectedly.
You will be surprised at the life of a five
watt tube when run with 8 or 9 volts on the
filament. This shortens the life noticeably,
and should only be used where temporary
increased values of output are desired. Actually you should, to obtain long life, run the
filament at about 7 volts and the plates with
about 800 to 900. This will give excellent
power and relatively long life. As a detector or amplifier, the 202 can be operated
directly from a six volt battery, and with
the usual plate voltages. I have had a 202
oscillating well with only 5 volts on the filament and 10 on the plate. As a detector, it
generally works as well as it will with 22/
volts and as an amplifier, anything up to 200
or 300 volts, depending on what output is
required.
Then there is the 303 or 203, the 50 -watt
tube. Its ratings are 10 and 100 volts but,
as usual. it can be operated well at many
other values. For power the plate voltage
can be increased safely to 2000 volts and even
3000 volts can be used but not safely. Overloading the filament does not help as the filament is designed so that its peak is around
ten volts, but it can be operated at subnormal
values with an appreciable gain in life on
heavy plate overloads. The 203 will oscillate with voltages on the plate as low as
22/ and on the filament of 8/, but as no
one wants to play with a thirty dollar tube
that way, I suppose the inference is relatively
unnecessary. As a power amplifier, of course,
it is very powerful, but no one wants to use
it as a detector, in spite of the fact it works
well.
In addition to these things mentioned, the
202 and 203 both make excellent rectifiers
for high voltages. They are expensive to use
but are available for emergencies or in experiments.

1,000,000

= 300

meters

as

X

_ 300,0f1(1
f

they travel outether, and this distance is known as the waveabove ideas arc very simple, and may be
convenient form by the algebraic expression

will maintain this interval

-
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in which X is the wage-length in meters, f is the frequency
in kilocycles, and 300,000 is the 300,000,000 above divided
by 1,000, since we are now using kilocycles instead of
cycles. A kilocycle is equal to 1,000 cycles. It is a more
convenient unit to use, since it gives us much small numbers
to deal with.

The impulses
ward into the
length.
The
reduced to a

300,000,000

By the time the second impulse is imparted to the ether,
the one preceding it has already traveled a distance equal to

I

I

I

I
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This is true in all cases where the electric charge is at
rest on the body. It is called static electricity. "Electricity
in motion," or current electricity, will be explained later in
the sheets on the "electron theory." Current is attributed
to the motion of the "electrons."

A positive or negative charge can be placed upon any
insulated body, and it will be found that these rules always
hold, at least under ordinary circumstances.
The rule
refers to a property of electricity, not to the bodies which
are charged, and may be stated, "like charges repel, and
unlike charges attract each other."

each other.

This leads to the idea of two kinds of electrification, and
for convenience these are called positive and negative electricity. The law that follows from the above described
phenomenon is that bodies which are charged alike repel
each other, and bodies which are differently charged attract

Many substances can be electrified by rubbing, as for
instance glass rods or hard rubber fountain pens.
The
property is not only imparted by rubbing, but may be
transferred from one body to another by mere contact.
It has been found that if two similar bodies are charged
in the same way, these two bodies, when suspended by
strings, will repel each other. If two similar bodies are
charged in different ways, they will attract each other.

antenna, the electromagnetic impulses are transmitted to
the "ether" at regular intervals, which ether is supposed
to carry the radio waves of a frequency of the current in
the oscillatiot circuits of the transmitter. Thus, if the
current in the transmitter is oscillating at the rate of
1,000,000 cycles per second, the time between these impulses
will be 1/1,000,000th of a second. In other words an impulse will be imparted to the ether every 1/1,000,000th of
a second, and as each impulse is imparted thereto it begins
to travel away from the antenna at the velocity of 300,000,000
meters per second.
I

Electricity was first discovered by the Greeks and because
of the fact that amber, when rubbed vigorously, would pick
up small bits of straw or pith, the property was called
electricity from the Greek name for amber, "elektron."

It is generally known that the electromagnetic waves
such as arc used in radio communication travel through
space with the same velocity as that with which ordinary
light travels, viz., 186,000 miles per second, or 300,000,000
meters per second. When signals are radiated from an

I

I

I
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CURRENT ELECTR1C1T11

After studying Radio Data Sheet 1-50, it becomes evident
that the idea of wave -length is a secondray one, the primary
idea in connection with radio waves being the frequency.
The frequency of oscillation depends upon the constants of
the circuits in the transmitting apparatus, and is independent
of any characteristics of the ether.

13y

PREFACE

If two bodies are charged with electricity so that one is
charged more than the other, and a wire touched to both
bodies, some of the charge on the one possessing the greater
amount will pass through the wire to the other body which
possesses the lesser amount of charge. The passage of
electricity through the wire constitutes what is known as
a flow of electricity, or an electric current.

The flow of current from one body to the other continues until equilibrium between the two electrified bodies is
attained. The reason for this flow of current is as follows:
If a body of a certain size is charged with a certain
amount of electricity, and another body of the same size is
charged with a greater amount, it is obvious that there
will be a greater pressure in the second body than in the
first. This is somewhat analogous to pumping different
amounts of air into two tanks of the same size.

This electric pressure is called the electric potential of the
charged body, and it is the difference between the potentials
of the two bodies above that causes the flow of current from
one to the other. The first body has the higher potential,
so the current flows away from it to the body which has
the lower potential. The current continues to flow until the
potentials of the two charged bodies have become equal;
that is, until .the electrical pressures have become equal.

The quantity of electricity that a body must hold to have
a certain potential depends only upon its size and shape. This
will be explained in the sheets on capacity.

1-3

Electric current will not flow readily through every kind
of material. Some materials conduct electricity more easily
than others. They are called conductors. Those materials
which will not readily conduct electric currents are called
dielectrics, non-conductors or insulators. Theoretically no
material is either a perfect conductor or a perfect insulator. Insulators can be obtained, however, through which
the amount of current flowing is hardly appreciable or
measurable.
THE EXPERIMENTER, January, 1925.
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For good telephonic or radiophone transmission quality
it is necessary that all the harmonics up to a frequency
of about 5000 cycles, or 5 kilocycles, be present in the
transmitted wave. If the lower harmonics are missing the
sounds will be squeaky, and if the higher ones are missing
the sounds will have a hollow quality.

These harmonics do not exist separately. The original
sound wave is very complex, and it is merely for convenience
that this wave is resolved into its fundamental and the
harmonics by a special mathematical process.

Every sound which is in a musical scale has a definite
pitch or frequency. The sounds emitted from various
sources, including the vocal cords and the cavities of the
mouth and throat, are very complex, and are equivalent
to a mixture of sounds of various frequencies. The sound
as a whole is equivalent to a certain fundamental or basic
frequency and a number of other frequencies which are
integral multiples of this fundamental frequency, called
harmonics.

But there are other important reasons why more stress
should be placed on the idea of frequency rather than on
the wale-length. The most important of these has to do
with the frequencies of the voice sounds which are being
broadcast in the radio concerts.

The wave-length, on the other hand is dependent both on
its frequency and on the velocity with which the waves are
propagated through the ether, which is a constant velocity,
viz., 186,000 miles per second. It is therefore evident that
when we tune a radio set we are not adjusting the wavelength. We are adjusting for the frequency and the wavelength will have to be what it happens to come to as
determined by the above factors.

The RADIO DATA SHEETS are to be published each month
in THE EXPERIMENTER, beginning with this issue of January, 1925. Six sheets will be printed each month and the
subjects of the sheets will be in accordance with the table
of contents.
The list of chapters has been chosen to represent every
phase of radio theory and practice that is of value to the
radio experimenter. Most of the chapters deal with the
apparatus used in radio circuits, but these chapters will be
confined to the use and design of the apparatus.

The first chapter covers only the theory of radio, together with whatever information in general electrical
matters is required to attain a comprehensive knowledge
of radio.
The RADIO DATA SHEETS will be numbered at the bottom,
the first number representing the section to which the sheet
belongs. The second number shows where the sheet is to
be placed in that chapter. Thus 7-15 means that the sheet
is to be placed in the section on transformers, and is to be
the 15th sheet in that section.

This system of numbering will enable the reader to keep
his sheets in the proper order very easily. The sheets will
not be numbered consecutively each month, but the reader
must not think that because some numbers are missing that
he has not the entire collection. This is done to facilitate
numbering or arranging the sheets.
It may be necessary at times to use decimals in the
numbering. Thus, if 6-10 and 6-11 have already been
published, and if a sheet is published later on which, from
the nature of its contents should be placed between 6-10
and 6-11, it may be given an intermediate number such as
6-10.5. At any rate, all the reader has to do is to arrange
them in the numerical order in each section.
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Measuring the Amplification Factor of a Vacuum Tube
13y

'

H. Diamond, Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Lehigh University

BY definition, the amplification factor
of a vacuum tube is the ratio of
plate to grid voltages necessary to
produce an identical variation in the
current of the plate circuit. It is the purpose of this article to discuss three methods
of measuring this factor, using apparatus of
the simplest nature, so that the average radio
fan may perform the same tests upon his
own amplifying tubes.
One of these test methods is fundamental,
depending directly upon the definition given
above, and makes use of the characteristic
curves of the tube. The other two methods
consist essentially of balancing the effects
of simultaneously applied grid and plate
voltages upon the plate current, the values
of these voltages being so adjusted that the
net change in plate current reduces to zero.
Actual results obtained for a UV -201A
amplifier tube by all three methods will be
compared and discussed.
1. Fundamental llleNiod.
The test circuit diagram for the fundamental method is shown in Fig. 1. Potentiometer control of the grid voltage is effected
by connecting a 200 ohm potentiometer P,
to an eight volt battery C, through a double pole, double -throw switch S. With the switch
thrown to the right any voltage from zero
to +8 volts, and with the switch thrown to
the left any voltage from zero to -8 volts.
may be obtained. The actual voltage applied

Hook-up showing how the charaeteristio
curve of a vacuum tube is measured. The
curves shown in Figs. 2 and 3 were obtained
with these connections.

to the grid circuit is measured by a D.C.
voltmeter hac ing a 15 volt scale. An ammeter with a one-half ampere or one -ampere
scale is connected in the filament circuit and
a milli -ammeter whose scale extends to 15
milli -amperes is placed in the plate circuit.
The battery B, consists of five 221/2 volt
"B" batteries connected in series.
The test procedure is divided into two
steps: (a) With the filament current constant at its normal value and the plate voltage
adjusted to the value which gives best amplifying action when in actual operation, the
plate current is recorded for different values
to +8 volts. (b)
of grid voltage from
\Vith the filament current constant at its
normal value and the grid voltage adjusted
to a value which, when used with the optimum plate voltage mentioned in (a), gives
best amplifying action, the plate current is
recorded for different values of plate voltage
from 22.5 to 112.5 volts.
For the UV -201A amplifier tube on hand,
a positive grid bias of 4 volts and 90 volts
on the plate with a normal filament current
of 0.25 amperes gave the condition of best
amplifying action, as shown from previous
use. These values were, therefore, used in
(a) and (b), the data obtained being shown
in the form of curves in Figs. 2 and 3. The
curve of Fig. 2 is known as the grid -voltage
plate -current characteristic curve of the tube,
and that of Fig. 3 as the plate -voltage plate current characteristic curve.
From Fig. 2 it is seen that to cause a

GRID VOLTAGE, PLATE CURRENT
CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
FOR UV -2O1 A
PLATE POTENTIAL= 90 VOLTS

1

for battery C.
The measurement is repeated for various
values of plate potential and the average
value of the results is usually taken as the
correct figure. The results obtained by this
method for the UV -201A amplifier tube
follow

Mw-----

-`11C1, -APERE

I

as for the fundamental method (see Fig. 1),
except that a higher voltage may be necessary

--

1.1

VOLTS

:

Positive
Plate Potential
22.5
45
67.5

i

-2 0 2 4 6
GRID VOLTAGE

-8 -6 -4

8

IO

FIG. 2

characteristic curve of a 201-\ tube showing the relation of the plate current with
various grid voltages,
\

variation of one milli -ampere in the plate
current requires a change in grid voltage of
1.1 volts. From Fig. 3, to cause a variation
of one milli -ampere in the plate current a
change in plate voltage of 8.8 volts is seen
to be required. By definition then, the amplification factor is equal to
8.8

or

8.0.

It should be noted that the amplification
factor is here obtained from the static characteristics of the tube, as distinguished from
the dynamic characteristics when the tube is
in actual operation. The static and dynamic
characteristics differ only when the resistance of the external plate circuit is appreThe amplification factor as here
ciable.
determined holds true, therefore, only when
the D.C. resistance of the external plate circuit is low, a condition which obtains for
transformer or choke -coil amplifiers, but
not for resistance coupled amplifiers. With
a high resistance in the plate circuit, the
plate voltage changes with change of grid
voltage on account of the voltage drop across
the resistance, and this change. in plate voltage varies the amplification factor.
2. Static Method.
The second method of measuring the amplification factor of a tube is the so-called
"static method", which -consists of applying.
a certain positive potential to the plate and
the giving sufficient negative potential to the
grid to bring the plate current down to zero.
The amplification factor is then the ratio
of the plate and grid voltages existing at the
time this contl:tion of zero plate current
obtains. From the procedure it is seen that
the same test connections may here be used
PLATE VOLTAGE-PLATE CURRENT

-8

CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
FOR UV -201 A

GRID BIAS =+4VOLTS

11
I

MILLI-AMPEPE

8.8

1

i'

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
PLATE VOLTAGE

This method is the least accurate of the
three test methods described here, since it
omes the furthest from approximating actual
operating conditions. An amplifier tube is
never used under conditions which require
that the direct current in the plate circuit be
equal to zero.
3. Dynamic Method.
The circuit diagram used for this method
of, test is shown in Fig. 4. R, is a fixed
resistance of 20 ohms and R, a variable resistance of from zero to 200 ohms. This
may well be the 200 -ohm potentiometer. The
transformer shown may be an ordinary bell ringing transformer, having its high-voltage
side connected to a 110 volt, 60 cycle A.C.

VVVVVVtI
HO

100

FIG.3
Curve showing the relation of the plate current with plate voltage. This curve, together
with curve Fig. 2, will give the amplification
factor of the tube.

V.

A.C.

j

Go CYCLES)

Hook-up showing how the amplification faca tube is measured directly by the dynamic method.

tor of

lighting circuit. Its low voltage side is
impressed across the resistance R, and R,
in series. The hook-up is otherwise the sarpc
as for Fig. I with the exception that phones
are substituted for the plate milli -ammeter.
Before connecting to the A.C. circuit, the
filament current, grid voltage and plate voltage are adjusted to their optimum operating
values. For the U\' -201A we have assumed
that these are 0.25 amperes, 4 volts and 90
volts, respectively.
Impressing the alternating c.m.f, across
R, and R, results in a simultaneous application of alternating grid and plate voltages
which are in opposite directions when referred to the negative filament terminal.
These voltages will, therefore, have opposite
effect on the electron flow in the tube. If,
now. the value of R, is so adjusted that the
effect an the electron flow of the drop across
R, is just equal to the effect of the drop
the two effects will balance out,
across
and there will be no net change in the plate
current. This condition obtains when the
60 cycle hum, present in the phones before
the two effects are balanced out, is at a minimum or disappears completely.
The test procedure consists, then, of adjusting the value of R, for minimum noise
in the phones. For this condition, the amplification factor is equal to the ratio of the
(Continued on page 212)
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EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY

Simple Experiments in Chemistry
13i

Raymond

B.

Wailes

.1
1

The evolution of gases, 1, by destructive distillation on the large and small scale, º, by double decomposition and,
decomposition of a chemical, by the simple application of heat, are shown in experimental guise above.

TER

a few pieces
apparatus such
as ringstands, test tubes, beakers,
glass tubing, etc., have been acquired by the amateur chemist, he is
naturally inclined to do a little experimenting, be it for pleasure, for knowledge, or
both.
Coal gas is made by heating a suitable
grade of coal in a fire clay retort. Ammonia gas and coal gas are two of the substances which are produced from the retort
as you can prove for yourself in a miniature
iron retort made from pipe fittings. This
retort can be made in any size. The writer's
had a body of
diameter. A local pipe
shop will make this up very cheaply. The
ends are pipe caps and are simply screwed
on with a little graphite on the threads to
make a tight joint.
If the retort is filled half full of soft
coal and heated with a Bunsen burner, gas
will escape from the nozzle or bent mouth
pipe. The gas can be burned at the tip of
'this pipe. If a moistened strip of red litmus
paper is held in the gas, it will turn blue,
because there is ammonia gas in the products coming from the distillation of the
coal. If the red paper turns blue, ammonia
is being made.
The retort will be found
to contain a lump of coke if it is opened
after cooling. The beauty of the gas pipe
retort is that it can be used over and over
again.
You can also experiment with larger
amounts of coal, or even other substances
such as tar, in larger retorts shown in
Fig. 8. If a liquid is distilled, the tailings
or residue can be removed by means of a
small valve or pet cock shown.
A supply of ammonium hydroxide or ammonia water will always be needed in the
experimenter's chemical laboratory. This
liquid is easily made from two common substances, ammonium chloride or sal ammo mac, and calcium oxide, or lime. The apparatus shown in Fig. 2 is used to make
fairly pure ammonium hydroxide. It consists of a round bottom flask, preferably of
pyrex, an empty wash bottle to catch solid

2/"

particles which might be accidentally driven
over, a three -necked Woulff bottle followed
by a two -necked Woulff bottle. Equal parts

of the sal ammoniac and lime with water
to form a thin paste arc heated in the flask.
Ammonia is soon evolved which passes.
bubbling, through the water in the first
\Voulff bottle.
The water will dissolve
some of this gas, the next bottle dissolving what is left unabsorbed. The upright
glass tube in the first \Voulff bottle acts
as a safety valve, for if the pressure becomes too strong in the generating vessel,
the water will be driven up and possibly
out through this tube. The water in the
two bottles after the experiment will contain moderately strong ammonium hydroxide,
and the two can be mixed together and
THERMOMETER
VAPORS OFF HERE

NIPPLE
PI PE

CAP

CAP

HEAT HERE

VALVE

1T-18"
The dimensions of a simple retort for making coal gas upon a larger scale. as described
in the article.

labelled for future use in the "lab." or workshop.
It should not be thought by the experimenter that the ammonia gas is simply absorbed or contained in the two substances
used in the last experiment. A real chemical reaction takes place which generates this
gas from the two substances, the nitrogen
changing from the triad valence to pentad.
Ammonia gas can really be obtained by
heating ammonium chloride under suitable
conditions. here is what happens:
NH,CI = NH, -}- HC1
The first symbol is sal ammoniac or ammonium chloride written chemically.
When

3,

by the

heated it yields, as shown by the equality
sign, NII,. which is ammonia gas, and HC1
which is hydrochloric acid, a pure muriatic
acid, in other words. But these two substances, if not separated instantly, will turn
about and combine with each other, forming
by doing so, fresh ammonium chloride.
These two gases can be separated, however,
by using the apparatus shown in Fig. 3.
This consists of a glass tube into which
is rammed rather loosely a wad of asbestos
shreds and then a little ammonium chloride.
By heating the ammonium chloride, the
above chemical reaction will take place, and
the ammonia will actually pass or diffuse
through the asbestos slug and come out at
the end of the tube. \Vet red litmus paper
held here will turn blue, showing the presence of ammonia gas.
Bright Iron Eats Oxygen
Iron rusts by chemically uniting with the
oxygen of the air. This is only true when
the air contains moisture.
This fact is
clearly shown in the extremely simple apparatus set-up shown as Fig. 4.
A wad of steel wool is inserted in a
glass tube. After moistening the wool the
tube is corked and raised so that the water
level in and outside of the tube is at the
same height. Even after half an hour, the
water can be seen to have risen some distance up into the tube. This is because the
iron or steel has combined chemically with
the oxygen of the air in the tube, the nitrogen of the air remaining. By marking the
tube and adjusting the water levels at the
end of a day or two, it can be shown that
one -fifth of the tube has been occupied by
water, or, one -fifth of the air is oxygen.

Making Nitric Acid
Nitric acid is another substance which
you will find use for in your laboratory.
This acid can be made by heating a mixture
of concentrated sulphuric acid and sodium
nitrate in the retort of the apparatus shown
in Fig. 5.
The retort shown here has
fitted to it a home-made condenser which
will condense the nitric acid vapor into liquid
nitric acid which is caught in a bottle at the
end of the retort.
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The combination of oxygen with iron,
the experimental demonstration of the rusting of the metal.

The condenser consists of a glass tube
about two inches in diameter fitted with
corks and a tube for water to pass through
in each cork. The corks are bored and
slipped over the neck or spout of the retort,
making a self-contained, all -glass distilling
system. Water should be led into the bent
glass tube near the delivery end. The retort
should be laid on a 5" square of wire gauze.
This gauze in turn rests upon a tripod or a
ring of a laboratory support. The wire
gauze will aid in obtaining even heating
effects and prevent breakage to some degree.
A piece of asbestos board is better than the
gauze.
Perhaps your nitric acid will not be as
strong as that which you can buy but it
should stand this test: Light a match and
allow half of the stick to burn away.
Quickly extinguish it and while still glowing thrust the tip into a drop of your nitric
acid. The nitric acid will be chemically
decomposed by the heat and will liberate
oxygen gas. This gas will cause the rest
of the still -glowing match to glow even
brighter, due to the combination of the
charcoal or carbon, with the oxygen gas liberated:
The experimenter should not confuse
names of chemicals with those of other
closely allied chemicals. For instance, in
preparing nitric acid from sodium nitrate,
sodium nitrite should not be used. Here a

Making nitric acid from sodium nitrate. the
Note the simple conso -culled Chile saltpetre.
denser.

difference of one letter means a different
result.
It is possible to prepare many different
compounds from one substance. Copper
nitrate can be made by dissolving copper in
nitric acid. Try this with some of your
home matte nitric acid. Now by heating
copper nitrate crystals in a porcelain crucible, the nitric acid radical will be torn from

-CRUCIBLE

COFFEE
CAN

FIRE
C LAY

BUNSEN BURNER
A coffee can lined with tire clay encloses the
Paine or a Bunsen burner so as to constitute
a species or rornuee; a very goad home-made

appliance for laboratory use.

A practical crucible holder made
is shown as a substitute for the

chemist's tongs.

it and copper oxide, a black
be left in the crucible.

of wire
regular

powder, will

A handy pair of crucible tongs can be
made by twisting two heavy gauge iron
wires together. One end should be made
into a ,ltandle. the other forked. The use
of this instrument is shown in Fig. 6. The
crucible can be heated on an ordinary pipe stem triangle if desired, and the crucible
simply lifted from this as desired.
A simple "furnace" for heating a porcelain crucible is illustrated here. It is made
from a coffee can through the bottom o1
which is punched a 1% -inch hole. The inside
is lined with fireclay mixed to a paste
with water and dried. An ordinary pipe stem tt iangle is imbedded into the sides of
the fireclay wall and supports the crucible.
A Bunsen burner is thrust through the bottom hole, the can being supported in a suitable manner upon a ringstand.
But to return to the black powdery copper
oxide. This can be converted into copper
sulphate or bluestone by dissolving it in
sulphuric acid, or copper chloride can be
made from it by dissolving it in hydrochloric
acid.
It is interesting to note the deep blue
solution which is formed when an excess
or a large amount of ammonium hydroxide
(you can use the product which you have
made), is added to a solution of copper
nitrate or sulphate in water.

Simple Test Tube Holder
By C. A. Oldroyd
AVERY efficience holder for test tubes
for laboratory use can be quickly and

easily made from a baseboard and a few
lengths of stiff brass wires. The type
shown here (see illustration) has the advantage that only the neck of the test tube
comes into contact with metal, while the
base of the tube rests on wood or a cork
strip, so that a tube can be inserted while
hot, without fear of cracking it.
One end of the wire is bent into a loop
having an inner diameter of about iá to
inch larger than the test tube diameter, then
the wire is bent at right angles to the loop
and its end cut off to suit the length of
the tube. The free end is pointed and
driven into a small hole in the wooden
baseboard. Any number of these holders
can be arranged on a common base side
by side, as shown.
Under the rounded end of the test tubes,
a strip of cork or lino is tacked to the
baseboard to prevent breakages due to careless handling of the test tubes when being
placed into the holder. It is a good plan

/
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simple test tube bolder.
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As shown

It

holds a single test tube, but by using a long
strip of wood for the liase and a number of
wires it can be made to accommodate any
nnmher.

inch deep and
to bore a hole about
put in a disc of cork to come directly under
the end of the tube and retain it in place.
The principle shown here as applied to a
holder for a single test tube is so good that
it deserves to be carried out for larger numbers of test tubes as described below the
illustration. A wooden base 4 inches wide
and 8 or 10 inches long could accommodate
two rows of test tubes, giving a total of 24,
and one set of holders could be made lower
and of smaller diameter than the others, so
as to take care of the small test tube.
Another way of putting in the cork would
be to bore a hole beneath each ring and drop
a disc of cork therein, which disc can be
cut from an ordinary cork. This has its
disadvantages as compared with the method
shown in the drawing, because liquid might
accumulate in the depression. With the
least care, there will be no need of using the
cork, as it would only be by absolute clumsiness that the tube would be broken by coming
against the wood of the base if dropped
into its place.
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How to Fold Filter Papers
T.
13m

THE way

in which a filter paper is
folded is a good indication of the
quality of the chemist as a manipulator. Laboratory work consists very
largely of doing things in the right way and
the simple folding of filter paper can be done

rightly or wrongly.
There are two general ways of folding
a filter paper, giving the ribbed or the

O'Conor Sloane, Ph. D.

together, backward or forward. When the

reversed folds have all been made the paper
is held loosely in the partly closed hand,
with the open end projecting, and is blown
into. This expands the paper and it comes
out into shape in a series of in -and -out
bends, and directly opposite each other, 180
degrees apart, arc two flat sectors, the general contour being shown in the drawing.

other in incomplete, merely pinching it at
the point. These are put in a dry funnel,
fitted as described, held in place and moistened. It seems to be a nicer way of folding
than the first described and is claimed to
work more rapidly, although this is an open
question. The difference in rapidity is certainly not impressive.
An odd way of folding a paper is after

These four diagrams show how to fold a ribbed filter in the correct way. Thus folded there
sections of the paper, which come directly opposite each other in the funnel.

smooth folded paper. Tlic first is supposed
to filter more rapidly and can be used for
such precipitates as ferric hydroxide, but
is hardly to be recommended for general use
in a laboratory. Yet the folding of it is
rather interesting and there are times when
a ribbed paper may prove very serviceable.
The filter paper, as we suppose is known
to our readers, is a circle of porous paper
through which a fluid will pass. There are
numbers of varieties. For a long time in
quantitative work what is known as Swedish
filter paper held sway. This was made in
Sweden with pure water, so that the finished
product contained a very small amount of
ash. There are now several kinds of paper
on the market with a very small ash content,
even acid treated papers may be bought in
which the greater part of the ash normally
present has been dissolved out by hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids.
To fold a ribbed paper, proceed as follows: First fold it across the center. This
gives a half circle. Then doubling it over

This is now placed in the funnel and gently
pressed down until it reaches its place, which
is unmistakable, as it will come to rest
there.
A little water from the wash bottle may
be trickled down the sides of the flat portions, which will hold it in place, then all is
ready for filtering. The writer once knew
a French chemist who after a ribbed paper
was folded, used to grasp the pointed end in
one hand and twisting it tightly turned the
entire paper inside out, so that the twisted
end projected into the interior of the paper.
This is quite applicable to large papers, but
not used on small ones.
By keeping up the process on the lines
described, the number of folds in the paper
may be increased until one's patience is
is

exhausted.
\Ve now come to smooth folded papers.
The simplest way is to fold a paper in half
and then complete the process by putting in
the quarter folds. If the funnel is what is
known as a 60 degree funnel, a paper thus
Folding

a

will always

be

two narrow flat

quartering to fold one side only over to give
the eighth fold, and to put this in the
funnel. Here the majority of the paper will
be of single thickness and one -eighth of the
surface of the paper will be four layers
thick.

There is another way of putting the
paper in a funnel which is sometimes
adopted, and this is to keep the funnel full
of water by placing the finger over the
lower end of the stem, and then to introduce
the paper into the liquid. It is supposed
when the finger is withdrawn that the paper
will settle into its place, and final adjustment can be given as described.
This gives the simple filter paper manipulation which in spite of all the modern
advances in the way of asbestos and Gooch
filtering will hold its way for many years
to come.

In quantitative analysis, the contents of
ash of a filter paper for the different sizes
is sometimes required. This is easily found
by incinerating a definite number of papers
smooth filter paper. There are three ways of doing

this, all of which are described in the article. If the funnel Is
exactly a 60 degree funnel, so-called, a paper folded as described
will fit it exactly. But as this Is not always the case, the last
fold of the paper can be given Inside the funnel.
a sort of
rolling motion of the Index finger moving toward thebyplace
where
the fold will conic,

until the bent edges meet fold it once more
and this divides it into quarters. The illustration shows a paper in which these folds
have been made and they are marked respectivelyA, B, C, D and E. Bringing A to
coincide with B, a fold is put in as indicated
by the dotted line.
Next, A is placed upon B and the fold
made which will come where the dotted line
indicates between B and C. Placing E upon
D and folding it gives the fold between the
two letters as shown, and placing E upon B
gives the fold corresponding to the dotted
line between C and D. These represent onehalf the fold for a small paper and they are
all made in the one direction.
Next the paper is folded backward halfway between A and its adjoining dotted line
along the line of dashes. Holding the fold
firmly, a second fold is made along the next
line of dashes, and it will be observed that
in doing this the folds will come exactly

folded will fit it perfectly. But there is apt
to be a considerable variation and to cope
with this it is well not to put in the second
fold but merely to give a little pinch at the
apex so as to fix the location approximately.
It is then put into a perfectly dry funnel
and gently pushed down. When it reaches
its place, and this can be unmistakably told
by the feel, the folding is completed with the
finger, first on the outside layer and then
working it around so as to finish on the inside one, the idea being that the paper will
fit the glass perfectly. Holding it in position it is moistened with the wash bottle and
if any air bubbles appear between glass and

paper they are pressed out with the fingers.
When complete the paper should fit the funnel perfectly.
In another system the paper is folded in
half, and a quarter fold is put in; then the
folded edges of the paper are carried up to
the quarter mark, forward in one case, backward in the other, so as to give a zigzag
effect. It is well in putting in the two
folds to put one in complete and to put the

and weighing the ash. It should be done
for untreated filter papers and for filter
papers through which acid has been passed
followed by washing, so as to llave the ash
of untreated filter paper and of filter paper
through which an acid solution has been
passed. In most routine commercial analysis the high grade paper used leaves so
little ash when burned that the weight of
such ash can be disregarded.
To a considerable extent, the quality of
a chemist's work depends on manipulation,
and if one watches the insertion oí a filter
paper into a funnel, a good clue to the
methods of the individual is obtained. A
badly folded filter paper, not fitting the
funnel, is liable to break. If air bubbles
are allowed to remain between it and the
glass, it is careless manipulation and should
not be permitted. As a criterion, ever so
many little things count in the experimenter's
laboratory, for the chemist must not only
know things correctly, but must do them
correctly.
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Mercuri Filter as Static Machine
I3y C. ,Jl.
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A static machine of very curious but simple construction was devised by an experimenter who In filtering mercury through a thin
piece of chamois noticed an accumulation of electricity on the filtered mercury. Obviously It is the friction of mercury against the
fibres of chamois that generates the electricity. which If the receiving vessel is Insulated will accumulate in sufficient quantities to charge
a large Leyden jar. A modified form of this apparatus illustrated at the right converts the receiving vessel into a Leyden jar by lining
both the Inner and outer walls with sheet Iron. To provide for the removal of the mercury a funnel with stop -cock is employed.

STATIC electricity

is often generated in
many unexpected ways. A striking instance is the fact that as simple a
device as a mercury filter was found to
generate electricity to such an extent that
sparks 3/2 inch in length could be obtained.
The filter consists of a long glass tube,
having an internal diameter of about 1/2
inch.
The length of the tube should be
at least two feet, so as to obtain great
pressure at the base of the tube; a longer
tube is even better.
The lower end of the tube is fitted with
the filter element ; this is a piece of chamois
leather which is secured to the tube by
stretching the leather over it and cementing it to the sides of the tube with fish
glue (seccotine) or any other strong adhesive.
Afterwards, the leather is bound to the
tube end by a layer or two of strong cord
wound on under tension. For the experiment, the tube is held upright in a strong
clamp; under the filter a glass jar or
beaker is placed. The pressure caused by
the high column of mercury forces the
lower layers through the filter; the dirt is
retained by the chamois leather.
As the drops of mercury issue from the
leather, a careful observer will 'notice that
the drops strongly repel each other. For
this reason the glass jar under the filter
must be high, or the mercury drops might
fall outside the jar.

FESSENDEN
One of the greatest of American
radio inventors and experimenters begins his autobiography in the January
issue of RADIO NEWS.
Professor Reginald A. Fessenden
was the first to have a broadcast station. This was as early as 1907. He
hurled his voice across the Atlantic
in 1908.
He is also the inventor of the heterodyne principle now used in all super -

heterodynes. His important inventions
are over three hundred in number.
He tells you not only how to invent
but how to experiment, in every installment of his autobiography, now
running in RADIO NEws.
Be sure to reserve your copy.

Important Articles in January
Issue of RADIO NEWS
The Radio on the ZR-3
A Zero Carrier Wave Broadcast

Transmitter

The Discovery of the Oscillating

Crystal
Modern Radio Storage Batteries
Analyzing High Frequency Resistance
of Single Layer Coils

This repelling effect is caused by static
electricity, and the latter can be collected
if we insulate the glass jar. This is very
easily done by placing it on two sticks of
sealing wax or any other insulating material.
To lead the electricity out of the lower
container, we bend an iron wire to the shape
shown. The lower ring -shaped end lies in
the bottom of the jar, in contact with the
mercury that has filtered through. The
other end of the wire ends in a ball or is
rounded off, so as not to dissipate the
charge. From this ball sparks half an
inch long can be drawn; of course not continual sparks as with a spark coil, as sufficient electricity must be accumulated after
each spark, before the next spark can be
drawn.
The electricity is caused by the friction
between the mercury particles and the
leather. Although thé leather is porous, a
great pressure is needed to force the globules
of mercury through the pores, and the
friction incident thereto produces electricity.
When shown this experiment, a friend
remarked to the writer
"At last you
have a machine that creates electricity out
of nothing."
Unfortunately, the "expert" was wrong,
and the perpetual motion machine is as
far distant as ever. For energy must be
expended here in lifting the mercury up to
pour it into the mouth of the tube.
:

'
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Experimeniing With Ileon Tubes
By William Grunslein

W

HILE most of our readers have

seen neon lamps, few are aware
of the strange electrical properties
of this gas, for, their prevalent use
in illumination and advertising has eclipsed
the more interesting features of these lamps.

A common type of neon lamp is shown
above. It consists essentially of two metallic
in a
electrodes located close to each other
neon filled tube. The application of about 150
volts to the terminals of this lamp will cause
the negative electrode to glow.

purposes, one of which is illustrated in Fig.
1, two iron electrodes at a small distance
apart are connected to the supply line. When
the voltage is raised to a suitiable value a
bright orange glow surrounds the negative
electrode or cathode. When quite close to
the cathode no glow at all appears on the
anode. When supplied with alternating current, of course, both electrodes become alternately luminous. These tubes are manufactured by the General Electric Co., and can
be obtained at a low price. They are designated by the trade name: "Osglim."
Connect the lamps to the 220 volt lighting
main through a potentiometer as shown in
Fig. 2 and starting at zero increase the
voltage across the lamp. You will find that
the lamp remains dark until a certain critical voltage is reached at which point a sudUpon decreasing the
den glow appears.
voltage you will find that this glow persist;
until the voltage has dropped considerably
below the critical starting potential. Oil
the "Osglim" lamps the critical starting
voltage is about 170 volts varying slightly
with different lamps and also with the temperature of the surrounding air.
Another peculiarity of the neon lamp is
its negative resistance characteristic. That
is, an increase in the current passing through
the lamp causes a decrease in its resistance.
\t all voltages below the critical voltage
the resistance of the lamp is infinite.
These characteristics of neon tubes adapt
it to many diverse uses a few of which will
he illustrated in the following experiments.
Before proceeding with these, however, it
will be necessary to make some alterations
on the "Osglim" lamp. As stated above,
neon lamps have a negative resistance characterisfic and are therefore unstable in an
electrical circuit. To stabilize them a resistThis "ballast"
ance is placed in series.
resistance is mounted inside the cap of the
lamps and should be removed before experimenting with the lamp.

A number of experimenters, however, have
taken up the study of neon tubes and have
discovered numerous fascinating peculiarities
in their behavior. The field is, by no means
exhausted and the enterprising experimenter
will find innumerable opportunities in the
study of neon lamps.
Neon is one of the inert gases of the
terrestrial atmosphere, there being 15 parts
by volume, of neon, to one million parts of
air. Its electrical conductivity is seventyfive times as good as that of air. In fact,
it is so active that even a slight shaking of
a tube containing some mercury sealed in
The Neon Tube "Oscillator"
pure neon, will cause a brilliant glow. This
Arrange
a resistance of about .5 to 1 mega
glow is characteristic of neon and is of
a variable condenser of from .001 to
yellowish -red or orange color. The glow is ohm,mfd.,
.05
an "Osglim" neon lamp and a low
due to an electronic excitation in the gas,
in
and is so readily produced that a form of- resistance telephone receiver as shown
Fig. 3 and connect the system to a supply
neon tube has been adapted for the detection of static charges accumulating on ma- of direct current at 220 volts or over. Despite the fact that the circuit is supplied with
chinery in chemical plants.
Another form has been designed for the /direct current the telephone receiver will in
purpose of testing the ignition system of 'dicate an intermittent current. By increasing
the capacity of the condenser the frequency
an auto. In this device a small tube of neon
;of these pulsations can be reduced until the
neon lamps will noticeably light up and go
,out at regular intervals. How is the continuous current broken into pulsations?
When electromotive force is applied to
a circuit containing capacity and resistance
an appreciable time elapses before steady

conditions are established. During this time
the potential across the condenser grows and
a weak current flows through the circuit until
the condenser voltage becomes equal to the
applied emf. The condenser is now charged.
The time elapsing during this charging
period depends upon the capacitty and the
R
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FIG. 4
The diagram shows the connections for the
neon tube "oscilloscope". fly means of this
device the modulations of sound Impressed
upon the microphone are "rendered visible" by
the varying intensities of the glow of the
neon tube.

resistance. In the experiment under consideration, the condenser is charging while
'the neon lamp is dark. During this period
the condenser potential increases until it
reaches the critical voltage of the neon lamp
which then suddenly becomes illuminated.
When this happens the lamp resistance suddenly drops and forms a low resistance
shunt through which the condenser discharges. During the discharge the condenser
voltage drops until it reaches the point at
which the neon glow ceases. The lamp resistance is now again infinite and the condenser is once more charged and the cycle
is repeated.
The duration of the glow period of the
lamp depends upon the resistance of the circuit AB while that of dark period varies
with the resistance R. Thus, you can decrease the dark period by decreasing the
resistance R. It must be remembered, however, that the best operating resistance in
connection with "Osglím" lamp is about a
half megohm.
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Another form of the "oscilloscope" is shown
above.
The secondary circuit of the audio
frequency transformer is here coupled through
a low resistance, to the neon tube oscillator.

The Illustration shows diagrammatically a
circuit for the study of the behavior of the
neon lamp under various potentials.

covered with silver -leaf at both ends.
When one of the ends is charged, as by
contact with a live ignition plug, an opposite
charge is induced in the other end, and
the circuit being completed through the capacity of the tube to the ground, a feeble
current flows through the tube, resulting in
the characteristic bright glow. The failure
of this glow to appear indicates that the
plug is not operating properly.
In the neon lamps used for advertising

The "Oscilloscope"

is

FIG. 3
By varying the capacity of the condenser
shunted across the neon tube in the circuit
shown above, the frequency of pulsations of
the current through the neon tube can be var-

The lower frequencies can be observed
by periodic flashing of the neon lamp. The
telephone receiver in the circuit enables the
operator to listen to the pulsations.
ied.

The neon oscillator offers a novel addition
to methods of "rendering sound visible".
Couple a microphone and battery to the oscillator circuit by means of an audio frequency transformer. If the resistance of
the transformer is too great for the higher
frequencies a resistance coupling with two
high capacity condensers may be used. These
two arrangements are shown respectively in
Figs. 4 and 5.
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Apply a voltage to the neon tube oscillator just sufficient to start the glow in the
lamp. Adjust the frequency of pulsations
to a high audio frequency and talk into the
microphone. The audio frequency pulsations
set up in the microphone circuit will be
impressed on the neon lamp and the lamp

1=1

In recording radio

G.

6

through the
action of an electro -magnetic relay, the introduction of a resistance It in series with the
relay Is necessary to accelerate the action of
the latter.
messages

intensity will vary in accord with the variations in the sound waves impinging on the
microphone diaphragm.
The Neon Tube Rectifier
It has been known for some time that in
discharge tubes the flow of current increases
when the area of the cathode is increased,
provided the electrodes are only a short distance apart. If then, one electrode of a neon
discharge tube is made larger than the
other, the current through the tube will be
greater when the large electrode is the cathode than when it is the anode. Such a tube
on alternating current will be asymmetrically
conductive.
These conditions obtain in the "Osglim"
lamps which are, therefore, fairly efficient
rectifiers.
The Neon Tube Resistance
The automatic recorders in wireless communication have not found extensive application because the speed of operation of the
relays used with these recorders is not
sufficiently high. For it is well known that,
in a circuit containing inductance and resistance the current does not reach a steady
state until considerable time has elapsed
after the application of the electromotive
force.
To improve the speed of operation of the
relay the time constant must be reduced,
but if ordinary resistance is inserted in the
plate circuit of a vacuum tube in series with
this relay, the potential drop across this
resistance will increase directly as the current. As the plate current increases, therefore, there will be a consequent drop in potential across the vacuum tube. To obviate
this defect neon tubes have been used for
resistance. In comparing the current -voltage
characteristics of ordinary metallic resistance with that of a neon discharge tube the
advantages of the latter will become apparent. It will be noticed that over considerable
variations in current the potential across the
lamp remains constant. Such resistance introduced in the plate circuit in series with
the relay will reduce the time constant,
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The illustration shows a comparison
7.
of the current -voltage characteristis of n metallic resistance and of a neon tube respectively. In obtaining data for the latter graph
a resistance in series with the neon tube was
gradually decreased, thus increasing the current through the lamp. The voltage across
the lamp was measured for each value of

Fig.

current.
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accelerating the action of the relay without
impairing the operation of the vacuum tube.
This method has proved so successful that
it has been embodied in the so-called Anson
Relay manufactured in England. Experimenters will find this application of the neon
tube interesting and useful.
The "Stroboscope"
By the interrupted illumination of pictures
of successive stages of motion presented
to our view, an illusion of motion can be
created. This is the principle by which
the familiar motion picture operates. Simpler representations of motion can be
achieved by the amateur experimenter with
the aid of an electric motor and a neon
oscillator. Cut slots in a large disk of
cardboard as shown in Fig. 8 and cover the
slots with tracing cloth or other transparent
material on which pictures illustrating some
action, as for instance a horse and rider
jumping a fence, or two boxers, etc., in successive stages have been drawn. Mount a
neon lamp as shown and connect it in parallel with a variable condenser. The disk
is mounted on a shaft and driven through
pulley and belt by a small toy motor. Set
the disks ín rotation so that about 10 pictures
pass the lamp per second. Then vary the
"oscillator" condenser until the lamp glows
only when a picture is in front of it. When
this adjustment is reached, preferably in a
darkened room, an illusion of motion of the
objects represented in the pictures, will be
observed. The advantage of this form
of stroboscope is that the speed of rotation
can be adjusted to any suitable value and
the intermittent illumination of the neon
lamp can then be set in synchronism with
this rotation.
Another form of the stroboscope offers
a baffling demonstration before an uninitiated parlor audience. A disk with four'
black segments (see Fig. 9) is mounted on a

The diagran
"stroboscope."

illustrates the action of the

The periodic flashing of the
in synchronism with the
rotation of the large disc carrying near its
periphery a series of pictures depicting the
successive stages of some"action. The resulting effect will be an Illusion of continuous

neon

lamp

is set

action.

shaft and rotated by an electric motor as in
Fig. 8. The room in which the demonstra-

tion is made is illuminated only by the lamp
of the neon oscillator which is placed in
front of the disk. The disk is set in rotation
and the neon lamp circuit is closed. The
spectators will observe a slow rotation of
the disk. The demonstrator by merely adjusting the variable condenser can apparently accelerate, retard or reverse this
rotation. He can make the disk go so slowly
that it seems almost to stop. He can make
it go rapidly in one direction and then suddenly reverses the direction of rotation. And
all these changes are made without altering
the motor circuit!
The principle back of this "Magic Wheel"
is very simple. Referring to Fig. 9, suppose
the disk makes 1,800 r.p.m. Then since
there are four segments on the disk, 4x18011
or 7,200 segments will pass point A per
minute, or 120 per second. Now if the frequency of pulsations of the neon tube oscillator is 120 per second, the neon lamp will
glow every time a segment reaches the point
A. In other words at every instant that the
disk becomes visible a segment is at point A,
causing the illusion that the disk is station-

ary. Under these conditions the interval of
time between successive glows of the neon
lamp is the same ass that required for the
wheel to advance one segment.
But suppose the frequency of the neon
lamp is greater than 120, say 150 glows per
second. Then the motion of the segments

FIG.9
rotating disc such as that shown above
observed by the light of the neon tube oscillator gives rise to an illusory apparent motion
which may differ In speed and even in direction
from the actual rotation of the disc.
A

will lag behind the glows. That is if when
the lamp is glowing, segment 1 is at point A,
at the next glow segment 2 will not have
reached A but will be seen at point B. At
the next glow again, segment three will be
seen at point C, and so on, the successive
segments being observed at constantly more
and more retarded positions. This effect will
create the illusion that the disk is rotating
in a clockwise direction (that is, opposite to
its actual direction of rotation). By increasing the neon oscillator frequency, that is by
decreasing the capacity of the variable condenser, the speed of this apparent rotation
can be increased and vice versa.
Now, by reducing the frequency of the
neon oscillator below the synchronous frequency, that is, below that at which the
disk appears stationary, the apparent rotation
can be made clockwise at a rate well below
the actual speed of the disk. This requires
a considerable increase in the condenser capacity. The arrangement is perfectly flexible and the changes in apparent rotation respond very quickly to the adjustments in
condenser capacity, so that the innocent spectators will wonder at the incredible rapidity with which the rapidly rotating disk
changes speed and even reverses from high
speed in one direction to an equally high
speed in the other, without coming to rest

Carbon Dust Experiment
THIS simple experiment requires a doorbell transformer, an old Ford spark coil,
a little pile of carbon dust made from the
carbon of an old dry cell battery, and a

newspaper. Queer effects may be seen by
holding the rubber insulated wire over the
top of the dust which is placed upon the
newspaper. When the current is turned on
the carbon dust moves in wave -like circles
in and out, as water does when a stone
is thrown into it.
Contributed by F. E. BERRY.
110 V.

A.C.
CARBON DUST

PAPER

INSULATED WiRE

SPARK
COIL_

A curious electro -static experiment is Illostri fed above. The secondary lead from a
Ford spark coil is brought near a small pile
or carbon dust on a piece of paper. As the
primary circuit is closed the electro -static
field set up by the secondary potential wall
cause the carbon particles to assume positions
in wave -like circles.
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Experimental Microphone and Transmiler
13q

HOME-MADE microphones ha v e
always been the bugaboo of electrical experimenters. The writer
can well vouch for this when, after
laborious filings of battery carbons to pointed ends; snuggling the double pointed carbon

"

Ragmond

13.

Wailes

supposedly movable carbon is inserted
haphazardly between two carbon electrodes.
Small cups are drilled in each carbon.
The lower carbon holder can he a half
inch of a carbon rod affixed to a flexible
L -strip which is moped by the adjusting
a

3. is the usual two tube amplifier for use
with either of the instruments, the microphone or the transmitter described herein.
The circuit, Fig. 4 is a method by which
one tube can be used to amplify the output of the instruments.

METAL RING HOLDER
RASCO* ,7G CARBON
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An interesting and novel variation of an old theme is shown in this illustration of an
.
A sharply pointed carbon rod in contact with a loosely supexperimental micron)
ported carbon diaphragm assures a high degree of sensitivity.

into the "sensitive" position between two
carbon electrodes connected in series with
a receiver and bundle of dry cells discarded
from the garages of the then battery ignition automotive days, the whole compilation of what should be a good microphone, which should amplify a fly's walk,
refused to work.
Yes, I shouldn't forget the time when
thy little brother was told to talk against
the bottom of a tin can which was supposed to act as a diaphragm which compressed a pill box of carbon granules and
thus send the pulsating current of the
worn out discarded batteries of the same
old days through the 75 ohm pony receiver
which I, on the second floor, held tightly
to my ear. The "transmitting" was produced in the cellar. And did I hear him?
Well, I guess not!
But here are two little telephonic items
about apparatus which will work very well.
They are a microphone which is fairly
sensitive and a carbon diaphragm transmitter which translates speech into electrical impulses very well, the tone being very
clear when the simplicity of the instrument
is considered.
Both or rather the three instruments described here can be made from the average experimenter's catch-all box. Perhaps
the only item which would not be found
there is a carbon diaphragm, but this can
be purchased very reasonably from the dealers in electrical supplies.
The Microphone
You should not expect too much from
a home-made microphone based on a -vibrating carbon rod principle. Telephone
corporations have spent years of research
before the commercial transmitter and
super -sensitive "mikes" were perfected.
What can be assembled in several hours
of constructing and adjusting cannot equal
a perfect product which is the development/
of years. At best, the home-made microphone works fairly well..
Fig. 1 shows how the same is assembled.
A 3" length of carbon rod is filed to a
point on both ends and inserted between
two carbons, one stationary and the other
movable and adjustable. This item, that
of adjustment, greatly improves the operation of the instrument and eliminates the
hit-or-miss product which is formed when

knob operating through a rigid %" L -bracket
or strip. The carbon is held on the flexible
L by means of a thin copper sheet cup
which is soldered to the L and bent with
the fingers to make contact with the carbon.
The upper carbon holder is a length of
carbon rod thrust through the wooden standard, and has a contact with the circuit at
the rear.
The two lower L-strips are fastened to
the upright post by a common machine
screw. which in turn receives a binding
post at the rear.
DOUBLE
TED
POIN

BOTTOM

CARBON
HOLDER

lr<II

CUP
INDUCTION
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IAn induction coil dr audio frequency transformer used in connection with the carbon
rod microphone forms an excellent large amplitude microphone for experimental work.

A small telephone induction coil or audio
frequency transformer can be mounted on
the base of the instrument and used to step
up the impulses caused by the variation of
resistance between the loose carbon rod and
the stationary carbon top and bottom contacts or holders.
Connecting the Instrument
The two contacts, or top and bottom
carbons (a and b), can be connected in
series with a dry cell and telephones and
ordinary household vibrations will be heard
very loudly. A watch resting near the
microphone will sound like a miniature
sledge hammer pounding away at your ear.
The diagram of connections shows some
methods for procuring g r eater output
strengths from the microphone. Fig. 1 is
the simplest. Fig. 2 shows the induction
coil or audio -frequency transformer. Fig.

L
A very delicate microphone can be construeted with a double pointed carbon rod
supported between t uo carbon discs.
.

Another Simple Microphone
Our second instrument can be made. from
three pointed rods mounted in holes in 'a
wooden base and capped with a carbon
diaphragm. Two of the carbon rods are
connected together and made the A ter-.
minal, the other carbon rod being connected
.

with a binding post and made the. B 'terminal.
A Carbon Diaphragm Transmitter

This little instrument will translate electricity, and so transfer the human voice
with quite a degree of clearness. In the
main, it consists of a carbon diaphragm being made the A electrode or terminal, with
a pointed rod of flashlight battery carbon
lightly pressing against the middle. This
pointed carbon is the B electrode.
The pointed carbon rod is adjusted by
means of a knob and screw which feeds
through a stiff L bracket. The carbon rod
can be very conveniently fastened by soldering to the copper strip which is moved
by the adjusting screw. To do this, one
should leave intact the little brass cap which
is found on the flashlight battery carbon,
as this brass cap is soldered to the movable
strip.
The carbon diaphragm is held against
the sounding board and in front of the
circular hole cut in the board, by means
of a light clamp of copper or brass strip
about half an inch long. It is best to make
a cardboard gasket to fit around the edge
of the circular hole through which the operator speaks, and allow the carbon diaphragm
to rest upon this, the diaphragm being held
by the thin metal strip; which in turn is
fastened to the board by means of a machine screw carrying a binding post as shown.
As a substitute for the carbon diaphragm,
one could possibly use a thin metallic diaphragm with a little button of carbon rod
glued to the center. Tinfoil could he then
run to the button to make contact with it and
the binding post B.
In operating these easily made experimental instruments, the lightness of contact should be varied along with the applied potential
the working battery
which can be one, two or three dry cells
in series until best results are secured.

-

-
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Mechanicalhi Depolarized Primar] Cell
13ti

pOLARIZATION, due to the collec-

tion of hydrogen gas upon the negative electrode of primary cells, is a
common defect of all such batteries.
The usual method of preventing this is
to use some oxidizing chemical in the cell
to prevent the formation of hydrogen. Nitric
WOODE N
DISC

BATTERY

JAR

ZINC

-r

VELVET
GLUED TO
CARBON
SULPHURIC
ACID

SIMPLEFORII WITH CARBON ELECTRODE
All experimenters will welcome this novel
Method of depolarizing a wet cell. A coating
of velvet glued to the carbon electrodesois carprobonized and the fine Irregularities
duced prevent the accumulation of hydrogen
bubbles on the electrode.

and chromic acids have been used. These
are quite satisfactory when used in double fluid cells with a porous cup, except that
nitric acid evolves nitric oxide gas. Such
batteries, however, are a nuisance to handle
and fill.
Single fluid cells such as the common
bi-chromate cell which have the depolarizer
dissolved in the attacking fluid, while simpler and more convenient, rapidly deteriorate in use and fail to give a constant
current. As an alternative to chemically
depolarized cells, mechanical depolarization
has been tried in several forms either by
roughening the negative plate, by having a
flowing electrolyte or by blowing air through
the cell.
The earliest attempt of this kind was a
cell devised by Smee in which the negative
electrode was a plate of platinum or of
platinum -plated silver, the surface of which
was roughened by depositing the platinum
electrolytically. In this cell, the hydrogen,
due to the mass of fine particles on the
surface of the platinum plate, did not adhere readily to it and the cell gave a fairly
constant current. Such a cell, however, due
to the present prohibitive price of platinum,
is manifestly impractical. The E. M. F. of
the Smee cell was also quite low, being less
than half a volt.

Earle R. Caley,

L3.Sc,

The cell whose construction is described
in the present article follows the idea of

the Smee cell except that instead of using
a specially roughened platinum plate a
specially prepared surface of carbon is employed, the other elements of the cell being
simply dilute sulphuric acid and zinc. This
cell can be readily constructed from materials and tools easily obtained by the electrical experimenter. The trick lies in the
preparation of the special carbon electrodes.
This process is detailed below.
An ordinary cylindrical battery carbon
from a discarded dry cell is first obtained
and thoroughly cleansed of any adhering
matter by the use of sandpaper. A small
quantity of ordinary heavy velvet of fine
texture is next procured. A piece of this velvet is then cut out whose length is equal to
that of the battery carbon, and whose width
is such that it will wrap around the carbon
once. The velvet is then cemented upon the
carbon by using ordinary liquid glue and
water-glass, the water -glass being used along
a half -inch strip at the top and for a quarter of an inch width where the edges are
joined; the glue is used for the remainder.
In this way the carbon is surrounded by a
layer of velvet.
After the cloth has thoroughly dried it
must then be carbonized upon the electrode.
This is done by putting the wrapped electrode in a closed metal vessel such as a
piece of iron pipe with caps for both ends,
or a tight -fitting tin can, burying it in the
container by completely embedding it in coal
or coke dust, and placing the whole in a
good hot coal fire for several hours until
carbonization is complete. After cooling,
the carbon electrode is removed from the
metal box and gently tapped to free it from
any adhering coal dust. It will now be
found to be completely covered with a coating of carbon taking the form of the velvet.
It is this surface that constitutes the active
depolarizing medium.
As shown in the illustration, this electrode is fitted in a wooden disc with an
ordinary battery zinc as the other electrode, the two electrodes are set in a battery jar containing a 20 per cent. solution
of sulphuric acid, and the cell is ready for
operation. The E. M. F. of this cell is
slightly less than one volt, but the current
flowing from it will be found to be quite
constant over a long period of time.
The above arrangement can, of course,
be modified if cells of greater ampere output are desired. A number of carbons prepared as above can be used with a similar
number of zincs in a single cell to obtain

a

lower resistance.

Another modification

even more effective than the above one is
to do away entirely with carbon electrodes

COPPER

PLATE
COATED

WITH
CARBON

ZINC
PLATE
ACID.

PLATE FORM -ACTIVE MATERIAL ON
COPPER
-- END VIEW
The carbonized velvet depolarizer is applicable to other than carbon electrodes. It has
been tried with success on copper electrodes
to which the velvet le applied as to the carbon
electrode.

as a base upon which to form the active
surface and to form this active surface
upon plates of copper.
Pieces of velvet the same size as the
copper plates are fastened on by brushing
alternately liquid glue and water -glass in
half -inch bands across the surface of the
copper and attaching the velvet thereupon.
These are then dried and carbonized as
before. The exposed edges of the copper
plates should be coated with some waterproof varnish. By building up a cell of
such plates alternated with plates of zinc
of the same size a cell of high ampere
output and low resistance can he obtained.
These cells should all be arranged so that
the zinc can be slipped out of the solution
when not in use, but the carbons should be
allowed to remain in the liquid. 'The simplicity and effectiveness of this type of cell
make it a good one for experimental work
where a constant and considerable current is
desired with a minimum of attention. This
cell is far superior to the ordinary bichromate cell, except perhaps when such cells
are freshly set up; over longer periods of
time it is more reliable and requires less
attention. Be sure to amalgamate the zinc.

Simple microphone
ASIMPLE but efficient microphone can
be made from odds and ends generally
to be found around the experimenter's shop.
Secure an old Victrola reproducer, taking
care that the diaphragm is in good condition; then a glass tube about one inch long,
a cork, some carbon granules or chips from
a dry -cell post, a few feet of copper wire
No. 18, a pair of phones, a couple of good
dry cells, two binding posts, a wooden base
six inches long, three inches wide. one-half
inch thick, and two pieces of wood three
inches long, three inches wide, one-half inch

.

thick are the requirements.
Drill a hole in one of the small wooden
pieces, so that the glass tube slides through
tightly; then drill a hole in the other small
piece so that the nozzle of the reproducer
fits snugly.
Fasten a copper arm to the iron spindle
projecting from the diaphragm, so that one

end of the copper arm enters the glass
tube but does not bind in it. Put some
tinfoil in the glass tube close to one end;
fasten a wire to the tinfoil and then to one
of the binding posts. Put a few pieces of
carbon in between the copper arm and the
tinfoil, and connect a \vire to reproducer
An ordinary % ietrola reproducer is here
employed for the construction of an effective
experimental microphone. The reproducer is
supplemented by a tube of carbon granules
whose resistance varies in accordance with
hue diaphragm vibrations,

spindle and then to the other binding post.
The tone and clearness can be regulated by
moving the glass tube in or out from the
copper arm.
Then connect the instruments as shown
in the figure.
Contributed by SHERWOOD SMITH.
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crhe ElecironrUalve Converter
.A

Vacuum Tube with Filament Currents of 4400 amp. and Plate Voltage of 200,000 Volts
By William Grunstein, E.E.

AS our industrial

civilization grows in
complexity, power generated at a
convenient location must be trans.
mated to more and more distant
places. At the present stage of electrical
development transmission lines extend over
as much as 300 miles and the time is not
very distant when centralized generation
with concomitant large area of distribution
HIGH TENSION A.C.

STEP-UP
TRANSFORMER

Besides, the output of such A.C. generator
may be directly connected to a transformer
and the terminal voltage stepped up to the
transmission voltage, at very high efficiency.
In other words, while direct current may be
of advantage in the transmission line, the
use of alternating currents is preferable at
both the generating and the receiving ends

(Fig. 2).

LARGE CORONA LOSS

FIG.I

STEP-DOWN
TRANSFORMER

tion used almost universally today depends
on the electrostatic influence of a third element in the tube.
That is, the electron
flow is varied by altering the electrical
charge on this third element, the so-called
grid.
Another method, which has not found general application, depends for its operation
on the influence of an electro -magnetic field
HIGH TENSION

A.0 GENERATOR

D.C.

STEP-UP
TRANSFORMER

LOW

SMALL CORONA TENS 1011

A.C.

LOSS

CONVERTER"

STEP-DOWN,
TRANSFORMER

FIG. Z
Corona is a glow appearing on high tension transmission lines as a result of the radiation of energy
from these lines, due to the
ionization of the surrounding air. The loss of energy through such radiation is greater on alternating
current than on direct current
transmission systems. The diagrams above give a comparative representation of an 1. C. and a D. C. transmission
system.
will become general practice in the electrical
industry. These requirements will raise new

and difficult problems, which the electrical
engineer will have to solve before long distance transmission becomes practicable.
Among the foremost of these problems is
one involving the voltage of transmission.
At high voltages the air between conductors becomes ionized and corona losses result.
This loss, over a large range of
frequencies, is proportional to the frequency
of the current traversing the line, and by
making the frequency zero, that is, by using
direct current, the corona loss may be made
as small as % or % of the loss at a frequency of 60 cycles per second.

PATH
OF
ELECTRON

FIG.3

Charged particles such as electrons moving
in a magnetic field are considered to follow
a circular path.
In fact, in a very strong
magnetic field un electron moving Nish a comparatively small velocity may he forced to
move in a circle without leaving the field.

Such transmission system would have to

provided with converters at both ends of
the line, but the rotary converters used
almost exclusively on modern power systems could not be employed in the case under
consideration. For the rotary converter is
open to the same objections raised against
the direct current generator, that is, it is
not applicable to the conversion of currents
at high voltages. For the purpose of direct
current transmission at high voltage over
great distances, a radically new t) pe of con\erter will have to be designed.
It is an added tribute to the ultimate utility of disinterested research that this requirement is met by a device which less
than a generation ago was of merely academic interest.
The electron valve which
has found such extensive application in the
form of the radio vacuum tube finds here
another extended field of usefulness.
The electron valve has already been employed as a converter in the form of a small
power rectifier, and when used in an oscillating circuit, it serves essentially as a converter of direct into alternating currents.
but it has not been applied to high power
high potential conversion. That it is eminently adapted to serie such function has
been demonstrated by A. \V. Hall of the
General Electric Co., who in his recent experiments has developed a vacuum tube conlerter of very high efficiency.
Most of our readers arc acquainted with
the fact that the space between a hot filament emitting electrons and a cold electrode
by which these electrons are attracted is
unilaterally conductive, that is, current can
flow only from the latter electrode to the
filament. All electron valves operate on this
principle, but in those employed in radio
circuits the flow of electrons through the
tube is modulated. The method of modula be

on the electrons emitted by the filament. It
is known that when an electron moves
through a magnetic field, whose lines of
force are at right angles to its direction

of motion, the electron

is constrained

to

move in a circular path (Fig. 3). In fact,
if the field is made strong enough the electron may be forced to stay in the field and
revolve in a circular orbit whose diameter
is smaller the stronger the field.
In this

way if a magnetic field is applied transversely to the motion of the electrons in a
vacuum tube the electrons may be deflected
to such an extent as to prevent them from
reaching the plate and to constrain them to
return to the filament (Fig. 4). In a small
power tube a separate coil would have to
be wound around the tube to supply the
magnetic field, but in tubes of very large
ELECTRON

MAGNETIC

FIELD

CURRENT

It

FIG. 4
is well known

that a current passing
conductor sets up a magnetic field
An electron emitted by a
heated conductor will, if the field is strong
enough, be constrained to move in is circular path and be forced to return Into the
cond uctor.
through

a

as shown above.

power employing heavy filament currents the
magnetic field set up by this current is
sufficient to deflect the electrons. It is of
course necessary to make this magnetic field
strong enough to overcome the electrostatic
field between filament and plate.
In the tube developed by Mr.
Hall, which he calls "Magnetron"
(Fig. 5), the filament is a straight
wire coaxial with a cylindrical
plate which forms the anode.
The filament has a diameter of
2.0 cm. (.79 in.) while the diamGLASS
eter of the anode cylinder is 8.0

Now long transmission systems require
high transmission voltages and these in turn
may cause serious corona losses (Fig. 1).
It may therefore be of great advantage to
transmit power in the form of
direct rather than alternating curFILAMENT
GLASS
rent. Ilowever, alternating current machinery has become so
prevalent that such current must
A
be available at the receiving end
of the transmission system. FurWATER
ANODE
ther, great difficulty has been exJACKET
perienced in the past w ith the
generation of direct current at
FIG. 5
high voltages, the alternating curThe illustration shows the two -electrode vacuum tube called
Magnetron designed by A. W. Dail of the General Electric. The
rent generators being very much
tube
is essentially like the ordinary diode tube used in radio but is
better adapted. by virtue of
built on a larger scale and is of a different form. It has a plate
higher insulating capacities, to
voltage of 200,000 volts and a filament current of 1400 amperes.
It itas a power output of 10,000 kw.
the generation of high voltages.

cm. (3.1 in.). A current of 4400
amperes is required to heat the

filament, raising it to a temperature of 2500 degrees C. At this
temperature the electron emission
is intense enough to cause the flow
(Continued on page 201)
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HomeoMade Bafferij Carbons
By Earle It. Caley, B.Sc.
THE usual procedure that the elec-

trical experimenter follows in obtaining carbon electrodes for homemade primary batteries is to break
open some old dry cells and to extract
therefrom the round or corrugated carbons
that are used in this type of battery.
Oftentimes, however, if the amateur does
much experimenting with primary cells he
may desire to have flat carbon plates.
curved carbon plates or hollow tubes of
The present
various shapes and sizes.
article describes in detail a simple process
for moulding carbon electrodes of any desired size or shape for use in primary batteries or any use to which such carbon
forms may be put. The materials and tools
used for this process are cheaply and readily
made or obtained, so that the cost of making
these carbons is very little, the chief expenditure being in time.
The basic material used for this process
The hard variety
is ordinary gas coke.
that has been thoroughly ignited gives the

This simple form made of pieces of board
affords a very satisfactory mould for tamping
the coke and graphite mixture to be used for
battery carbons. The form shown above Is used
for making carbon plates. Some gluecose syrup
or other binder is mixed with the pulverized
material.

best results. The coke must be reduced to
a very fine powder free from any lumps
or foreign matter. A preliminary breaking up of the large coke lumps must first
be effected. The best way to do this is to
enclose a considerable quantity of the
coke in a coarse cloth or burlap sack, lay
this upon a stone or cement floor and
strike it repeatedly with a heavy hammer
or wooden rammer. After this preliminary
reduction has removed all large lumps, the
contents of the sack are removed to a large
iron or porcelain mortar and ground down
to a fine powder. This material is then
sifted through a fine linen cloth or a fine
mesh copper gauze sieve. The fine powder
so obtained is used for moulding the electrodes. A considerable quantity of this powdered coke may be prepared at one time
and preserved in wide -mouthed bottles or
Mason jars for future use.
Having now obtained a quantity of cok powder this is placed in a measuring cylinder or graduate and a quantity of ordinary wheat flour added so as to increase its
volume about one -sixth. If available. a small
quantity of powdered graphite may also be
added at this time to increase the conductivity of the finished product. The wheat

flour acts as a binding medium The powders are then thoroughly mixed. This intimate mixture is now dampened by cautiously adding a water solution of glucose
made by adding a tablespoonful of Karo
syrup to a pint of water. It is important
that the powdered mixture be made damp
throughout and yet not be actually made
wet with the glucose solution. The dampened mixture is now allowed to stand
several hou-s in a closed vessel to allow
it to become evenly moist and to give time
for the flour to swell and become sticky.
It is then ready for moulding.
These moulds may be of any convenient
shape or size as shown in the illustration.
but the simple case of moulding and baking a long cylindrical electrode will be
carried through as an example of the working of this process. A tube of seamless
brass or steel tubing is selected having an
internal diameter equal to the desired diameter of the carbon rod and a length equal
to the length of the electrode. A tamping
rod for this mould is made from a piece
of metal rod of a slightly smaller diameter
and about twice as long.
The tube mould is then clamped in an
upright position on the surface of the workbench or table. A small quantity of the
coke mixture is next introduced into this
tube and firmly tamped into place by means
of the metal tamper and aided by blows
from a light hammer.
This procedure of filling and tamping
is then continued until the tube is nearly
filled tip. The moulded rod must now be
discharged front the tube. The tube containing the moulded rod is laid flat upon
the table with one end of the tamping
rod in one end of the mould and the other
end of the tamping rod resting against a
wooden block firmly nailed to the table
top. By grasping the filled tube and exerting an even, steady pressure against the
tamping rod the moulded product will be
discharged. The moulded electrode must he,
at this point, handled with considerable
care, since it is quite easily broken.
If any holes are desired in the finished
product for the attachment of binding posts.
wire or similar objects these should he put
in at this time by means of an awl or twist
drill, carefully and lightly applied. The next
step in the process is the baking of the
moulded objects.
This baking process occurs in two steps.
The first step is in reality a simple drying
preparatory to the real baking or carbonizing process. In this first step the moulded
rod is placed in an ordinary gas oven such
as are found ín kitchen stoves.
The rod is placed in the oven while
cold, upon a flat iron plate, a small fire
lit, and the rod is dried for a half an
hour at this low temperature. The fire
is then slowly increased until the oven
reaches its highest temperature. This baking will take two hours or more. Too rapid
drying will cause distortion of the moulded
electrode. The oven is then allowed to cool
down with the rod in it, which is removed
when cold.

The next step is the carbonizing process.
The rod must be packed in a box of coke
dust and subjected to a red heat. A convenient box for the rod whose manufacture we are describing is a section of
ordinary iron pipe capped at both ends.
The dried rod is packed in this pipe completely surrounded by powdered coke. A
small hole must be drilled in one or both
caps to allow the escape of gases generated in the carbonizing process. The pipe
with the enclosed rod should be placed upon

or three
hours.
If an electric tube furnace or muffle is
available this is a more convenient as well
as a cleaner source of heat to apply in the
carbonizing process. In this case the rod
could be packed in a silica tube with coke
and allowed to remain two hours at red
heat. After heating, the rod and carbonizing box are taken from the fire and allowed to cool. The rod when removed is
now finished. The electrode as it comes
from this process is firm and strong, although somewhat light and porous.
In case a heavier and denser product
is desired, which will also be a better electrical conductor the rod may be further
treated as follows: It is boiled in a 50
per cent. solution (by volume) of Karo
syrup in water for about 20 minutes and
then dried and carbonized again as before.
By repeating this latter procedure several
times a very dense and heavy product may
be obtained.
The entire process as detailed above may
be used for any other shape, such as plates,
a good coal or coke fire for two

The moulds illustrated above enable the experimenter to make rods or hollow cylinders of
carbon. The buttery carbons so formed must
be dried and baked after removal from the

mould.

tubes or articles of irregular outline, with
but slight modifications. The illustrations
suggest forms of moulds for two other
shapes. Large, wide carbon plates are excellent for bichromate plunge batteries,
when zinc plates are used for the negative
electrodes. Such batteries are capable of
yielding a heavy current. A mould for
such plates is shown. It is constructed from
two pieces of one -inch smoothly planed and
sanded hardwood separated at the ends by
two half -inch strips of the same material.
.\ tamping plunger is made from a board
of the same material that is slightly smaller
than the opening. The inside of this mould
should be given a slight plating of vase line or graphite so that the moulded plate
can he easily forced out. An alternative
method of making a mould for plates is
to arrange it with hinges, thus lessening
the liability of breaking the plates when
removing them from the mould.
.A mould for hollow carbon cylinders is
also shown. This consists of two sections
of hollow brass or steel seamless tubing
of different diameters. These are placed
one inside the other and the powdered coke
mixture is tamped between them by means
of a plate of brass or. steel.,
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lnireroPoles
By Harold Jackson
Left. The field of
no inter -pole generator. The small
coils are wound on
the inter -poles.

Right. A portion
of the field of an iut e r - pole
machine
with a part of the
armature showing
the loading
coil,
and one of t h e
brushes bearing on
the commutator,

Below. Diagram
of Held and armature of the inter p o 1 e generator
showing the polarity of lines of force
and direction of ro tat ion of the arma-

ture.

orderto improve commutation and
prevent the necessity of shifting the
position of the brushes for changes in
speed or load of dynamos and motors, small
auxiliary poles, called "inter -poles," are
sometimes provided in addition to the regular poles of the machine. These interpoles, as the name implies, are placed between the main poles of the field as shown
in Fig. 1.
As shown here these poles are small in
comparison to the regular poles. It is the
fluty of these smaller ones to provide a
magnetic flux of such polarity as to reverse the direction of the current in the
short-circuited coil during commutation.
Sparking at the brushes is due to selfinduction and will occur if the coil is thrown
into a magnetic field of opposite polarity
without the direction of its current being
stopped and started in the opposite direction. Inter -poles are wound so that their
flux cause this reversal of current, in order
that the current in the coil will be flowing
in the proper direction when the segments
to which the coil is connected leave the
brush.
Inter -poles are connected in series with
the' armature so that either all or a definite part of the armature current flows
through them. The density of the interpole flux therefore varies with any change
in the armature current, which results in
their magnetizing effect varying directly as
the armature current, just as the effect of
the cross -magnetizing ampere -turns varies
with the armature current, and if the effects
balance at one particular current, they will

the main north pole, in the direction of rotation, is a south pole, and those that follow
the main south poles arc north poles.
The coil in leaving the main poles passes
tinder the inter -poles, which quickly reverse the direction of the current in the
coil the coil then passes on under the following main pole with its current flowing
in the direction in which it would
be induced to flow while passing under this pole.
Fig. 3 shows this in more detail. Here a
single coil is shown on the armature core.
This coil is undergoing commutation, that
is, it is short-circuited by the brush,
while
the direction of its current is reversed
by
the action of the inter -poles.
The polarity of the poles in this figure
corresponds with those in Fig. 2; the upper
part of the coil therefore is passing from
a south pole into the influence of an
pole of opposite polarity; or under a internorth
pole. Likewise the part of the coil on
the
right side of the armature is passing from
a north pole to an inter -pole of south
ity. The influence of these two interpolarupon the coil will cause the direction -poles
of its
current to be reversed during the brief
interval of time in which ít is short-circuited
by the brush; the coil then moves
on under
the main poles with its current flowing
in
the proper direction.
;

practically balance at all currents. The
strength of these poles is therefore automatically regulated, which tends to provide
a rigid magnetic field at all loads and speeds
for which the machine ís designed. The
position of the neutral plane of minimum
induction will remain practically constant.
The dotted lines in Fig. 2 show in a
general way the magnetic circuit of an
inter -pole field wound for clock -wise rotation as indicated by the arrow on the front
of the armature. It can be seen here how
the inter -poles provide an auxiliary flux
through which the armature coils must pass
before it enters the flux of the main poles.
As sho',vn here the inter -pole that follows

Induced Current Direction
By Harold
THE direction of current induced

in a

wire while passing through a magnetic
field depends upon the direction in which

the wire is moved and the polarity of the
field. The induced current will flow through
a wire in one direction while moving in a
given direction past a north pole, and in
the opposite direction while moving past a
south pole.
The illustration shows a method by which
the direction of the induced current can
easily be determined. In the diagram the
two poles (N) and (S) are shaded with
diagonal lines, those on the north pole slanting in the same direc(ion as the slanting
part of the letter 'fir" while those on the

Jackson

south pole slant in the opposite direction.
The wire is represented by a narrow slot

3

Very ingenious way of determining or illustrating the direction of currents induced by
sweeping a wire through the magnetic field.
It should be tried by our readers.

in a strip of paper as shown at
the top of
the illustration. This strip of paper
is
moved in a downward direction across the
poles as indicated by the vertical arrow.
The narrow slot passing over the oblique
lines will give the effect of an apparent'
motion in the direction in which the induced
current would actually flow.
The direction of the currents in the wire
for downward movement are indicated by
the horizontal arrows. The upward movement of the paper will cause the apparent
motion to be reversed, which will indicate
that the current would flow in the opposite
direction with the reversed direction of
movement, a condition that obtains.in practice.
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Electrical measuring Instruments
iiq Harold Jackson
THE operation of electrical measuring

instruments depends upon' some effect
produced by the current, such as heating or magnetic effect. Since the magnitude
of such effects varies with the value of the

Fig. I. Diagram of the construction of a
moving ar tore instrument. The coil acts
at right angles to the field of the magnet and
moves' the armature carrying the index.

The moving armature type of instrument
simple form; the arrangement of the
parts is shown in Fig. 1. As seen here,
a soft iron armature is pivoted between
the poles of a permanent horseshoe magnet.
The magnetic attraction of the magnet holds
the armature in a horizontal position as
shown. A coil of wire is placed around the
lower ends of the magnet as indicated.
When a current is passed through the
coil a magnetic field is set up which is at
right angles to the field of the permanent
magnet. This results in the armature being
turned from its initial position until equilibrium is established between the two fields.
A pointer attached to the armature shaft
moves with the armature and travels over a
graduated scale placed back of the range
end of the pointer. This scale is graduated
to read either volts or amperes, according
to the winding of the instrument.
Fig. 2 illustrates the construction of the
moving coil type of instrument. As in the
preceding type, a permanent magnet forms
the basis of construction. This magnet is
provided with curved pole pieces and a small
drum armature. This armature has a single
coil, applied as shown, and pivoted betweeh
the poles as indicated. The pointer is held
is a

current it is possible to obtain the value
thereof by determining the magnitude of
the effect.
The most common type of measuring instruments are those which depend upon the
magnetic action of the current for their
operation. Only that type will be described
in this article. Hot wire and electrostatic
instruments, etc., are types sometimes used,
and though more bulky than the magnetic
type, possess some advantages. Hot wire
instruments are not affected by magnetic
fields as are those of the magnetic type and
operate on A. C. or D. C. Electrostatic
instruments are used for measuring high
pressures, up to 200,000 volts.
The winding of an ammeter consists of
a few turns of heavy copper wire, as it is
essential in this instrument that the resistance be kept as low as possible. In
automobile ammeters, which show "charge"
and "discharge," a single turn of heavy
wire is used to supply the magnetic field.
Ammeters are always connected to the circuit in series.
Voltmeters, quite oppositely, are wound

Here the

Fig. 2. A moving coil Instrument.
pivoted core is in the opening of a coil of wire
surrounding it, core, coil and index all moving
together. The current goes through the coil.

with very fine wire, as it is desirable to
have the resistance of these instruments as
high as possible. Otherwise the operative
principles of voltmeters and ammeters are
quite the same.

Fig. 3. An eccentric 'arse instrument in
which a hairspring brings the index back to
zero and holds it there. When current passes
through a coil, an eccentrically pivoted armature is uttracteu anti moves the index.
in the zero position by two spiral springs
located at the ends of the armature. These
springs also serve as electrical connections
for the armature coil. Using the springs
in this way makes electrical connection with
the armature coil possible without the use
of brushes, the friction of which would render the instrument useless.
When a current is passed through the
armature coil the armature becomes magnetized. The reaction between íts field and
the field of the permanent magnet causes the
armature to rotate, carrying the pointer
across the graduated scale. The greater
the value of the current in the armature
the greater will be the reaction, which
causes a greater deflection of the pointer.
Magnetic vane instruments are also of
simple construction. This type is shown in
Fig. 3. Here a magnetic vane is secured
to the pointer shaft. This shaft is pivoted
a little off center in relation to the current carrying coil, as shown. A spiral hairspring holds the pointer in the zero position.
The principle of operation of this type
of instrument is this: if a piece of iron
which is free to move be placed in a nonuniform magnetic field it will move so as

to conduct the maximum number of lines

of force. Therefore, the vane being pivoted eccentrically, will be induced to swing
around, for by so doing it will come closer
to the inner edge of the coil, where the
magnetic flux is more dense. The greater

Fig. 4. The solenoid instrument. Here a
solenoid Is provided with a curved core, which
is attracted to a greater or less extent by the
current in general proportion to its strength.
A very simple and useful instrument.

the value of the current in the coil the
greater will be the number of lines of force
near the coil, consequently the vane will be
attracted further causing a greater deflection of the pointer indicating the increase
of current through the instrument.
Plunger or solenoid type instruments depend upon the action of a solenoid for their
operation. Fig. 4 shows clearly how this
principle is applied. A curved soft iron
plunger is arranged so that it will be drawn
into the solenoid when the current to be
measured excites the solenoid by passing
through its winding. The greater the value
of the current passing through the winding
.the further the plunger will be drawn into
the solenoid.
The plunger and the pointer are mounted
on the same shaft so that the pointer indicates exactly the amount of the plunger
movement. A spiral hair -spring swings the
movement back to the zero position when
the current is disconnected from the instrument. This type of instrument is slightly
less accurate than some of the others, due
to the residual magnetism of the plunger.
Fig. 5 illustrates the inclined coil type of
measuring instrument, a type extensively
used in measuring alternating currents. In
a

Fig. 5. An inclined coil measuring instrument; when current passes the magnetic vane
pivoted within the opening of the coil is,
moved more or less, according to the strength
of the current.

this instrument the current -carrying coil is
mounted at an angle of about 45 degrees to
the pointer shaft, as shown. The shaft is
fitted with a magnetic vane, which is also
mounted at an angle as indicated in the
insert. When a current is passed through
the coil the vane will turn so that its long
sides are more nearly parallel with the lines
of force, causing the pointer to move across
the scale. The movement is restrained in
the usual manner by a spiral hair -spring.
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Easily made galvanometer
13y
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6-40

COPPER WIRE
COIL
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Y

The galvanometer here shown in section is
within reach of every experimenter. It is of
the moving coil type with wire suspension,
one absolute requirement being a strong
horseshoe magnet with broad poles.

Raymond B. Wailes

The core for the moving coil which is
suspended in the circular field poles of the
magnet is made of writing paper cut to size
and glued together. A strip of paper three eighths of an inch should be used and bent
so that it just fits into the place occupied
by the armature of the shocking machine.
Just a bit of glue should be used to hold
the form together.
The moving coil is now to be wound.
The insulated wire taken from the secondary of a spark coil is very suitable for
this, although you can use any size wire
smaller than No. 34. Old telephone magnets afford a source of supply for the wire.
Wind on as many turns as you see fit, the
more the merrier, but at the same time
you must remember that your coil may be
too heavy. The writer wound on 100 turns.
You do not need to wind it evenly, although
this is desirable. About eight inches of the
wire are left as leads and the wire is fastened in place by a very small amount of
shellac. The winding must stop at the mid-

FVERY electrical experimenter has need

for a sensitive galvanometer during
periods of "experimentation.'
Many articles have appeared which have
treated on the construction of this instrument, but as you have doubtless found, there
was a certain item of the construction which
was complicated or required exceedingly fine
workmanship. Lathe work alone on some of
the instruments described in the literature
has been the drawback for many amateurs
who would not attempt to construct the article as they had no lathe. The galvanometer described here can be readily made
and produced by one with the humblest of
shops.
The principal item is the permanent field
magnet. The one used by the writer for
this particular instrument was taken from
a small toy shocking machine. This type
of machine should be well remembered by
every experimenter. It is the popular one
which has the little crank on the side to
rotate the armature and a little contact
breaker in the shape of a cam on the shaft
to interrupt the current. Remember it?
Possession of the red magnet of this type
of shocking machine means that the galvanometer is half constructed, and in several hours you should have the whole instrument completed.
his

It,

'r
..

,.,

This photograph displays the admirable
plainness of an enicient and readily constructed galvanometer of high sensitivity,
which will prove a welcome asset to all ex-,
perlmenters.

die of the top and bottom pieces of the writing paper form. In winding you can make
a wood form over which the paper is placed,
the wire being wound directly upon the
paper.
The magnet is mounted upon the wooden
support at a distance of three inches from

POINTER
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SCALE/
COPPER
STRI P

SOLDER

Despite its titter sintplicit.y, this efficacious
adjusted with rethe tension in the
of the adjustment
apparatus.

ter can be finely
spect to coil position and
suspension wire, by means
screws at the top of the

gallon

the base. In the side view of the instrument shown here the metal strip held by
screws (SS) hold the magnet firmly in
place. The binding post is soldered to this
metal strip, and serves for one terminal
of the little coil which you have just wound.
The copper strip connecting the lower end
or suspension of the coil is connected to
this binding post.
The upper suspension of the coil is soldered to a bent L-shaped piece of wire
which has a small binding post knob threaded to it. Two binding posts and a length
of brass threaded rod serves to make the
whole upper suspension and connection.
The wire which is wound upon the little
paper frame extends upward and is used
for the suspension. The lower or remaining free end of the coil is soldered to the
copper strip at the bottom of the instrument, which in turn is connected to the
binding post near the base.
A small aluminum or even copper wire
pointer can be fastened to the coil by means
of a drop of sealing wax. A scale can be
mounted on the face of the magnets through
the two screw holes, which supported the
armature bearing in the original shocking
machine instrument.
Adjustment of the coil to make it swing
in the field and not touch the sides is effected by bending the lower copper strip.

Photographer's Printing ci'able
By C. H. Ostermeier
THE average amateur photographer cannot afford to buy one of the fancy printing lamps which are offered for sale, and
usually manages with some kind of makeshift. This is not conducive to good and
' regular work and he should fix things in
the dark room permanently, so that printing
and developing can be quickly and economically done.
The small wooden kitchen tables which
can be bought for two dollars or so are
ideal for the dark room. The top is covered with plain white oilcloth or treated
with some good waterproof varnish to protect it and make it easy to clean. Procure
an old automobile headlight (with a good
reflector and a plain glass) and mount it
face up at the left end of the table. The
glass should be removed and coated on both
sides with ground glass solution to diffuse

W ATCI1

HANGING
ON WALLY(5

&fit)U N D

RUBY LIGHT

FIXING SOLUTION
DEVELOPING SOLUTION )

GL'A55

A photographer's working table operated by
electric lamps, for developing and printing.

the light evenly. The bulb may also be
thrown out of focus by turning the adjusting screw, to help diffuse the light. The
printing time is controlled by a pedal of
wood and fitted up with a contact device
and spring. Pressure with the foot will
light the lamp and the time can be measured with a watch hanging in front of the
operator in the light of a ruby lamp.
If the photographer finds that the printing time is shorter or longer than about ten
seconds, he should change the size of the
lamp or change the resistance in the circuit
so that the average negative takes about tell
This is long enough to avoid
seconds.
errors and to apply corrections . for heavy
or light negatives accurately.
To use the light, simply place the negative on the glass with the sensitized paper
over it and press on the pedal with the foot.
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Night Light
AVERY convenient and economical night

light for use in the hall, sick room or
nursery, can be made out of an old flashlight case and a small transformer which
can be easily constructed with ordinary tools.
The most important part of the night
light is the step-down transformer. This is
of the open core, auto -transformer type.
Make a core of iron wire about two
inches long and one-half inch in diameter.
Form spools on the core by slipping over
it three heavy cardboard or fibre washers,
one on each end and one in the middle.
The core is then wrapped with paper and
one section is wound full of No. 38 enameled wire, which should make about 3750
turns.
The other section is wound with No. 25
wire, giving approximately 200 turns. and a
tap is brought out at about 100 turns,
and then the section is filled as before.
Protect the small wire by wrapping with
paper and connect the transformer as shown
in the diagram.
Solder all connections,
using resin only as a flux, otherwise the
small wire will corrode quickly and an open
circuit will result.
The attachment plug is fastened in the
bottom end of the flashlight case to make
connections with the 110 volt circuit quickly.
Connections inside the case for 110 volts
should be made with fixture wire.
Two voltages are made available by this
arrangement. If the entire secondary winding of 200 turns is used, a six volt bulb
should be connected. while if the low step
of 100 turns is employed, a three volt lamp
should he used.
Contributed by C. H. OSTERMEIER.
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his head save his feelings and the illustration describes his success. And right here,
brother sufferers, let me say that it works
and works to perfection. and the entire cost
was an old alarm clock and about half an
hour's work one evening.

post.

A perfected arrangement for opening the
dampers of a furnace by an alarm clock. This
is shown as operating a hot air furnace, but
of course eau be applied to other types of
healers.

First put up a shelf near the furnace
Any kind will do as long as it

shown.
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IRON WIRE
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FIBRE WASHERS

ATTACHMENT PLUG

I night light made out of a flashlight case
which contains within itself the transformer.
II is supposed to be adapted for use on a 110

as
is

strong and rigid. Place the alarm clock on
this shelf and wire it down, as shown in
Fig. 2 (H). Next purloin, steal, or diplomatically ask your wife for an old spool
from her work basket. Slot this just enough
so that the key of the clock fits snugly in
the slot. Next get some fish line or any
strong small cord and rig up as shown.
Small rings and hooks as shown in Fig. 5
work admirably. Of course, if you demand
precision go to your local hardware store
and buy miniature pulleys.
Fig. 1 (A) shows the clock mounted as
explained. The cord J is fastened to the
bar (B) which in turn swivels on the
fulcrum post (C). Be sure at this point
to place this post near the end of 'he hori-

volt circuit.

A Warm Dressing Room
THE song which says. "it's nice to get

up in the mornin', but it's nicer to
lie in bed," aptly expresses the idea of a
good many of us, especially on a cold winter
morning about 5 a. m. Those of us who
live in the city merely bang on the pipes
beside the bed with good or bad results,
but the chap who exists in the country has
to answer his own raps by shivering his
way to the lower regions and opening up
friend furnace.
The writer endeavored last winter to make

zontal rod in order to enable the spring
in the alarm side of the clock to exert all
possible pressure and lifting energy. Next
run the line down to the bottom door of
the furnace, allowing just enough line to
permit the door to close without slack in
the line, when the spool on the clock is
unwound. The line (K) denotes the check
control. On hot air furnaces where the
check is opened at night this line will hold
it open if adjusted to just the right length.
When the alarm goes off in the wee sma'
hours of the morning the movement of the
bar slacks this line, thereby closing the
check at the same time as the cord (H)
opens the draft. By the use of hooks to
fasten the line, the entire apparatus may
be disconnected during the day and reconnected just before bed -time at night.
This device must of course be adapted
to the particular style of furnace you may
have, but will operate equally well on hot
air, hot water or steam plants. The line
to the check valve or damper is not required on the usual steam plant as you
have a bar and diaphragm valve to which
your lines from the clock and to the bottom
door of the furnace may be attached without
requiring the making of any bar or fulcrum

A
Clow the chimney damper is operated by the
motion of the clock in order to turn on the

drift

before the occupant rises.

The clock I used was of the eight day
variety which only required that a button
be pushed in F and F', Fig. 2) to reset
it for the same time the next morning.
When winding the alarm, wind spool and
all. This will unwind the cord and leave
it in a position to act when ready, at about
4:30. The house was up to its usual daily
temperature at 6:30. Try it and star, the
day right.
Contributed by C. O. Iegs.

Two Toned Electric Bell
AASINGLE electric bell will indicate
whether the front or back door push FRONT -DOOR
PUSH BUTTON

BATTERY

OR BELL
TRANSFORMER

BACK-0O0R
PUSH BUTTON

`R

OSTAT

An electric bell operating through

a

trans-

former and made to give Iwo distinctive
sounds by having two circuits of different
resistances through which it is rung by two
push -butt tons.

button is pressed if the arrangement of
the circuit shown is used.
A rheostat is inserted in series with one
of the push -buttons, preferably the one at
the rear of the house, and the resistance is
set at the point that will cause a noticeable
difference in the tone and loudness of the
electric bell.
The other push-button circuit is not
changed. \\ hen this arrangement is in use
there is never any doubt as to what door
of the house the visitor is at.
Cootributed by H. P. CLAY.
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Simple Reflector
AGOOD reflector for a show -case or
work -bench can be made by cutting
a piece of tinfoil in accordance with the
pattern given and sticking it on an incandescent lamp bulb with shellac.
Contributed by L. I. DUruv.

In practice the initial vibrations of the
fork are almost imperceptible, but gradually increasing in amplitude, they finally
give rise to a note of utmost purity and
maximum volume.

Experiment in moving

Sounds from Incandescent
Lamp
AN experiment is described here which
may be of interest to experimenters.
One wire of a wireless head set was connected to one side of 60 -cycle lighting

Globules

4-I

HO V.

60

CYCLES

By C. H. OSTERMEIER

ACURIOUS and interesting experiment
may be performed with the aid of a
microscope or a powerful magnifying glass
and a few odds and ends usually found
in the home.
Take a shallow saucer or other dish or
pan which will reflect light and pour in
gasoline to about one -quarter inch depth,
then add a small amount of alcohol and
agitate the mixture.
Now if the surface of the liquid is observed through a glass, it will appear as
in the illustration. Innumerable small drops
of alcohol will be perceived floating around.
Each one seems to be headed for some
larger drop and each one is deflected from
A compact reflector is obtained by this ingenious arrangement of tinfoil attached to
one side of the glass bulb of an incandescent
lamp.

Electric CTuning Forks
By CHARLES D. SAVAGE

THE electric tuning forks described heretofore have depended either upon the
use of vibrating contacts or upon the pulsations of an alternating current. Neither
arrangement gives the absolutely synchronized vibrations of the one here illustrated.
As shown in the illustration, a sounding
board is used for mounting both the tuning
fork and a transmitter button. The latter
forms part of a circuit containing, in addition to a six volt battery, an electromagnet
wound to a minimum resistance of 15 ohms.
The poles of the magnet enclose the
prongs of the fork closely, so that only a
short air gap intervenes. Sonic suitable
support is used to hold the magnet in this
position.
TUNING
FORK

TRANSMITTER
BUTTON

SOUNDING

BOARD

.411J117

CE,I

DRS

Eu

-rtes_ -

__-

MAGNIFIED

VIEW

g

DIA. LOOP

ef

SMALL WIRE

1
DROP OF THE

MIXTURE. WIRE.
MAGNIFIED.
The experiment illustrated above affords an
interesting study of the movement of minute
15

The arrangement here shown brings the
study of the famous Edison effect within
reach of all experimenters. The now indispensable radio vacuum tubes are the outgrowth of this simple experiment.

mains, the other to a strip of tinfoil stuck
on the lamp bulb as shown.
A low pitched note of one-half the pitch
of the 60 -cycle current, or of thirty waves
to the second, was heard; when the lamp
was turned out it ceased. If the hand was
touched to the tinfoil, thus grounding it,
the usual high pitched note was heard.
This low note must be caused by negative
charges thrown off from the hot filament
to the cold tinfoil on the outside of the
glass, causing a rectification of the slight
current through the phones.
Contributed by Roy BLACK.

Silver Polishing

alcohol globules floating in gasoline.

By ARTHUR A. BLUtdENFELD
may be cleaned by electricity in
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Complete synchronism between the vibrations of the tuning fork and the interruption
of the current through the electromagnet is
accomplished by the introduction of a miin the electrical circuit.
cron!

The operation of the apparatus as described above should now be evident, and
is as follows:
The microphone picks up the vibrations
of the fork and in turn varies the strength
An intermittent,
of the electromagnet.
though periodic, attraction results, whose
effect is to keep the prongs vibrating in
exact synchronism. It is easily seen that
the frequency of vibration is absolutely
dependent upon the natural period of the
fork, whatever that happens to be.

is

chance to make some easy money. We
will pay one cart a word upon publication for all accepted articles.
you have performed any novel experiments, if you see anything new electrical. if you know of sonic new electrical stunt be sure to let us Year front
you. Articles with good photographs
are particularly desirable. Write legibly, in ink, and on one side of the
Paper only.EDITOR.

If

its path half a dozen times or so before it
hits and unites with a larger drop. Around
lie very large drops the smaller ones form
`lines of march" and proceed in straight
Ines to the large particles. Each large
drop has from two to seven such lines. In
he lines themselves, the larger drops each

have their own lines of smaller drops moving toward them. The whole makes a very
pretty and interesting spectacle.
Make a loop one -eighth inch in diameter
on the end of a piece of small wire. Dip
the loop in the mixture and then look at
the drop through the glass. The same picture will he observed as above, on a smaller
scale, with the addition that the particles
bounce against the wire rim with great
speed and "pep." If the drop is observed
from' below, a strikingly clear image of
the surroundings will be seen.
If a drop of the liquid is collected on
the end of the wire, the same effects will
be seen and the wire inside the drop will
be magnified by it. The liquid thus acts
as a lens.

METAL CLIP

-..1- METAL

POT

TARNISHED SPOON
SOLUTION OF A
SPOONFUL
OF
SALT -AND ONE OF BICARBONATE OF
QT, OF WATER
SODA IN
A novel application of electrochemistry to a
household problem is illustrated In this experiment:
Let electricity do your silver
I

cleaning.

Dissolve a teaspoonful each of salt and
bicarbonate of soda in a quart of water in
an iron or copper pot. Then connect the
negative of a battery of dry cells to a tarnished spoon and connect the positive to
the metal pot. Place the spoon in the
water, taking care that it does not touch
the pot, as this will cause a short circuit.
In about a minute the silver will be clean.
By this method none of the silver is
rubbed off and plated silverware may be
made to stay bright a long time.
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Simple Condenser
SET an ordinary dry tumbler on a table.
Next take a metal tray and set it on
the tumbler. Now take a piece of heavy
drawing paper about the size of the tray
and heat it strongly. Then rub the paper
briskly with a clothes brush.
Now lay the paper on the tray. Bring
your finger near the tray and a spark will
jump to your finger. If a thread is attached to a small stand and placed near
the charged tray, the thread will cling to
the tray. The action is similar to that of
the well-known electrophorus.
Contributed b1' THOMAS PRINGLE, JR.
TRAY

PAPER

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the resistance
C, D) is varied by means of a sliding
contact (S). When the contact is at the
position shown the current from the terminals (A) and (B) pass in through, say,
(A), through part of resistance (AC),
out (S), and then to (B). It will be seen
here that the length of resistance (CD) is
wasted when the slider is in the position
indicated. How this objectionable feature
can be eliminated and a more sensitive degree of regulation procured can be seen from
the figures following.
Fig. 2 shows how two resistances with
sliding contacts can be used to regulate any
device to a nicety. Merely moving either
slider to the left increases the current flowing, and moving the two at different position introduces a fine degree of regulation
which could not be obtained if the two variable resistances were connected in series with
each other, as would commonly be done.

(A,

Moving (S) to the left or (T) to the
right will increase the current flowing
through the whole system. With switch
(S`) open, connections can be made by mere
variation of the sliders so that the resistance
can be used as the ordinary type in series,
or two resistances in parallel. With either
(S) or (T) in the off position, the ordinary
type of laboratory variable resistance will

keeping switch (Si) open.
The double slider and switch can be
added to any of the types of variable resistances incorporating sliding contacts which
have been described in past issues of PRACbe had,

TICAL ELECTRICS.

Contributed by RAYMOND B. WAILES.

Rat Trap Burglar Alarm

An improvised electrophorus for after-dinner magicians; a tray. a tumbler and a piece
of paper are the materials needed.

FIG

Electric Fly Killer
TAKE two

pieces

I

B

of quarter round mould-

ing and fasten together edge to edge
shown in Fig. A. Ten or twelve feet
of bare copper wire, no larger than No. 24
gauge, are wound the full length of the
moulding, keeping the turns about one -eighth
inch apart. An end about three inches long
is left free and the other end is fastened
to the .moulding.
A second wire is now wound in between
each turn of the first, care being taken not
to have the two wires touch each other.
When this winding is finished three inches
are also left free at the same end that the
first excess wire was left and the other
end fastened in the moulding.
An electric plug is now fastened to the
two wires and secured to the top of the
moulding. To finish the device, cut a piece
of tin in the shape of a saucer and tack on
the bottom of the moulding.
The full potential of the circuit is mainAny fly
tained between the two wires.

Let your rat -trap protect you against burglars.
An ingenios suggestion is indicated
above; when the trap is sprung it not only
closes an alarm circuit, but discharges two

as

PLUG
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blank cartridges.

FIG 2

D

o

_

S'

13

FIG 3

WIRE

11r.

a door or window is opened
this alarm will explode two blank
cartridges and ring. a bell, which may be
placed in an adjoining building or room.
First procure a rat trap of the spring
type, as illustrated, some wire. string, two
blank cartridges, bell, dry cell and some
WWfHEN

represents a single resistance designed
to accomplish the effects of the two rheostats
in Fig. 2; an advance on that and on the
single rheostat Fig. 1 used so much by experimenters.

Fig.

3

solder.
Then drill holes for the blank cartridges
and the string, as shown. Next solder two
studs on the corners of the spring -bow to
Then attach
set off the blank cartridges.
the string to release the catch, as illustrated.
A f ter this has been done the wires are
put up. These may be run so as to be out
of sight and the bell and batteries may be
placed wherever desired. Then connect the

FIG.A
FIRST WINDING
SECOND WINDING

TIN SAUCER

A diabolic device for the electrocution of the
house -fly; as lie alights on it lie bridges a gap
and closes a circuit.

alighting on the coils inevitably receives his
death shock as he bridges the small interval between the windings.
Contributed by

II.

J. WEBER.

Double Duty Resistances
THE

usual form of resistance or rheostat is placed in series with the line or
current supply and the load or device to be
controlled.

Fig. 3 shows a resistance fitted with two
variable contacts or sliders and a switch.
This instrument has just been patented arid
is manufactured by a well known scientific
firm.
(S) and (T) are the two sliders. The
switch is shown as (S'). By using these
three variable factors the resistance can be
made to do double duty. For instance, the
objectionable feature of the resistance in
Fig. 1 is that when a high current is passed
the resistance (A, C) is heated quite perceptibly, while the resistance (C, D) is not
being used. By utilizing the scheme in Fig.
3 this unused portion can be brought into
use, thereby releasing the overload to which
the portion (A, C) is being subjected.
In Fig. 3, with the switch (S') closed,
the current will enter, say, at (A). It will
then go to slider (S), through the left-hand
part of the resistance to (E), then to the
other terminal of the improved instrument
(B). The current will also pass through
(T), through the right-handed portion of
the resistance, out (D), through switch (S)
and then to binding post (B), meeting the
other portion of the current and combining
with it. Thus a double resistance is secured

with one resistance.

The general hook-up and string connections
for Ike rat -trop burglar alarm. Note the
cartridges.

bell and battery circuit. Connect the wires
for tl;e trap to small strips of brass to be
placed so as to fit into the holes for the
blank cartridges and be tightly held by
them. This is done to secure a good contact.
Great care must be taken in putting the
blank cartridges in place or they may explode unexpectedly.
\Vhen the string is pulled the trap is
sprung. The spring -bow flies over and explodes the cartridges. This closes the bell
and battery circuit and the bell continues
to ring until switched off.
Contributed by ROY HAFNOR.
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Electric Christmas Caree
By H. MANUEL

long. A hole one inch in diameter is then
drilled from end to end. Next a hole of a
diameter to fit the small end of the horn
is drilled at (A) in the illustration, through
one side on!). III this hole- the small end
of the horn is placed.
The other figure of the illustration shows
where the phones and the horn go.
Contributed by O. G. SANGSTER.

tuhe

wood

A shocking but brilliant book, illustrated
above, is connected through its gilt-edged
pages to as spark coil. causing bright scintillations around its edges.

THE illustration shows a very simple

is

phones.
An animated Christmas tree with flashing
electric lights can readily be constructed with
apparatus nssentblcd In the experimenter's
laboratory.

PHONES 2

LAST Christmas we greatly enjoyed the
1

made at home.

its branches were weighted down with all
kinds of fruits and candies, but because it
was operated by electricity.
By means of the Meccano toy motor, the
Christmas tree was entirely operated and
controlled, flashing with different colors of
lights and swinging and trembling with flying birds and dancing dolls. All these movements were operated by the little motor,
connected with the A. C. light line stepped
down to 12 volts. The motor works as a
flasher and as a controlling device for the
moving birds and dolls. As a flasher there
was attached a wooden roller which controls the switches 1, 2, and 3 and the lights
by means of corresponding contacts 1, 2,
3 on the roller.
\Vhen these projecting
contacts pass over the switches they open
or break the circuit of the lamps. The
projecting contacts are arranged so that they
close contacts one at a time. \\'hen contact
1
passes over switch
the red light will
flash, contact 2 when on switch 2 will flash
the white light, etc.
As a controlling device of the dancing
dolls and flying birds, a small crank was
attached to the same roller at the end. The
crank 5 is also connected with a horizontal
rod 4 which slides back and forth when
the motor is in operation. Now all the
dancing dolls and flying birds are connected
together with this sliding rod by means of
strings. And when the motor is in motion
the lamps light up flashing in different colors
and the dolls and birds are set in motion at
the same time.

Et;;;t.

-

i

Sparks Without Wires
THE materials required for this trick

are a one-half inch spark coil, three or
four dry cells, and some No. 40 enameled
copper wire. The wire can be obtained
from an old 2,000 -ohm telephone receiver.
Two lengths of the wire should be tied
with a silk thread so that their ends are
about one-half inch apart. The wire and
thread are stretched across the room, with
the break or separation of the wire, in the
middle. If this wire is placed in a room
illuminated with orange light, the wire will
completely disappear.

1

\

.Adapter for Loud Speaker Horn

/

6-

X=Dionerer ofeno' of
LoúcJ Speaker Horn.

To make a "loud speaker" of y our headphones you need merely a gramophone horn
and the readily constructed soft wood tube
illustrated above.

ASIMPLE phone adapter for gramophone
or loud speaker horn can be constructed
in the following way:
A piece of soft wood is turned to a diameter of two inches and is cut off six inches

experiment, and one quite effective, in
which there is utilized an ordinary giltedged book.
The gilt on books, if of good quality. is
put on with gold leaf and by connecting
such a book to a spark coil very beautiful
effects are produced by the scintillations,
and the effect can be changed by shifting
the pages about a little so as to alter the
scintillations.
Contributed by HERBERT TRAYLOR, JR.

Christmas Door Wrealth
By J. J. BRADLEY

DURING the Christmas season

I worked
out a novel idea and rigged up the
contrivance. It consisted of a Christmas
wreath on the front door decorated with
various colored lights.
The diagram shows the connections in
detail, and the explanation of its working
is as follows: Four dry cells are arranged
as shown; two cells are in series and two
in parallel.
I arranged them thus after
much experimenting as I found this to be
the best plan. \Vhen a person presses the
bell push-button the bell rings; current also
flows from a point designated as (A), which
is beyond the push-button and operates a
-relay at (B). This relay closes the lighting circuit through the incandescent lamps
on the wreath.
The lighting current flows from the fuse
block to contact (C) and as the armature
of the relay is attracted due to the flow of
energizing current from the dry cell battery, the same lighting current flows along
the armature through the relay frame and
then out through the lamps.

SILK THREAD

WIRE

1"---3.r11 A

E

'1/

SPARK COIL

turned to tit the
horn and t h e

Christmas tree which

Book

practical

A

and neat device
enables you to
eatltiy adapt
your headphones
to a luud speaker
o r gramophone
born.
A
soft

It was very wonderful, not only because

Experiment with C,jiltEdged

SPARK COIL
DRY CELLS

-

Mysterious "wireless" spt rks are produced
before the eyes of wondering spectators who
du not suspect that wires. rendered invisible
in the orange illt. ntlnat ion, are stretched
across the room and connected to a remote

spark coil.

The wire should be stretched taut across
the room and the two lengths should be
connected respectively to wires leading to
the spark coil in another room. If the
spark coil is now operated, sparks will appear in the middle of the room, apparently
jumping from nothing to nothing. If the
wires are separated at the juncture with
the thread to a distance of two inches. a
luminous blue glow will appear when the
current is turned on.
Contributed by ALDEN JOHNSON.

A cheerful welcome is extended to callers
by this Chri st ntas wreath mounted on
the
dour ttnd illuminated every time the door-bell
is rung. A relay in the bell circuit closes the
110 -volt lighting circuit through the lumps on

the wreath.
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,Awards in the 150 Special Prize Contest
For Junior Electricians and Electrical Experimenters
Paul Kolbe,
1503 E. 75th Pl.,

Cleveland, Ohio

First Prize

Electroplating Without a Tank

be carried in a pocket and secretly wired
under the coat to the neck and up to the hat
over the hair on the back of the head. The

By PAM. KOLBE

ELECTROPLATING without

a

Third Prize, $10.00
Raymond L. Horn,
102 E. Pearl St.,
Burlington, N. .1.

Second Prize, $15.00
H. Bushlowitz,
1636 S. 5th St,
Philadelphia, Pa.

First Prize, $25.00

tank

is

rendered possible with the following
easily made apparatus.
It consists of a rubber ball, A fitted at
one end with a glass tube, B, which carries

$50 IN

PRIZES

A special prize contest for Junior
Electricians and Electrical Experimenters will be held each month.
There will be three monthly prizes
as follows:
First Prize $25.00 in gold
Second Prize $15.00 in gold
Third Prize $10.00 in gold
Total
$50.00 in gold

current can then be flashed on and off witl
a switch concealed in the pocket.
After Jean had hired a man to walk pas
some theatres at night he soon found tha
this simple invention had overpaid its weigh
in gold, for when customers came to ask
about his advertisement they always bought
something.

Third Prize
Hot Water Alarm
By RAY soN11 L. HORN

G LS

This department desires particularly

to publish new and original ideas on
how to make things electrical, new

the object to be plated.
the hatter is applied by
the Ingenious arrangeThe solution is fed to
the sponge through a glass tube In which an
electrode connected to one terminal of the battery makes contact with the plating solution.
The other terminal of the battery is connected
to the object to be plated.

Instead of immersing
in the ',luting solution,
means of a sponge In
ment illustrated above.

electrical wrinkles and ideas that are
of benefit to the user of electricity, be
he a householder, business man, or in
a factory.
There are dozens of valuable little
stunts and ideas that we yotmg men
run across every month, and we mean
to publish these for the benefit of all
electrical experimenters.
This prize contest is open to everyone. All prizes will be paid upon publication. If two contestants submit the
same idea, both will receive the same
prize.
Address, Editor, Electrical Wrinkle
Contest, in care of this publication.
Contest closes on the 15th of each
month of issue.
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The simple but effective device shown above
do much to reduce the gas bill In connection with hot water furnaces.
%n alarm
bell actuated by a tiler
hat will ring when
hot water of the required temperature has
reached the level to which the rheostat is adjusted; the latter can be shifted along the
length of the furnace.

will

at the other end a small sponge. A rod, D,
passes through the rubber ball, which is
tightly corked at both ends, into the glass
tube, B. and carries at its lower end the
anode, E.
The connections from the battery to the
cathode, G, which is the object to be plated,
and to the projecting end of the anode rod,
D, are made as shown. The rubber ball is
filled with electroly te, and is squeezed as
needed so as to force the fluid through a hole
made in the cork, 11, into the tube, B, filling
it and soaking the sponge.
The current is then turned on, and by
moving the wet sponge over the cathode, G,
the latter will be plated.
Not only is this an interesting accessory
for the amateur's laboratory but it can be
used in the shop.

ASHORT time ago, our hot water Heater

Second Prize
Opera Hat Electric Sign
By H. BusllLowlrz

SOMETHING unusual in advertising will
usually attract the crowds.

A French dealer in clothes for theatregoers made an advertising sign in which
an opera hat was used for its housing. The
sides of the hat were cut so that letters
were removed to spell out the words of the
sign. These letter holes were covered with
a thin, light fabric of the same color as the
hat. When unlighted the letters remained
invisible; one or more electric lights inside
connected, also with batteries inside the hat.
When lighted the hat quickly becomes a
conspicuous advertisement. The batteries may

5

The customary unsightly advertisement in
the form of "sandwich -man" will soon yield
to the more fashionable sign illustrated above.
Just when the wearer of this outwardly ordinary silk hat has succeeded in deluding tito

unsuspecting public into taking him for o
fashionable theatregoer, the pressure of a button lights a lamp under the hat, and announces
to that same public, in glaring letters, that
the well -tailored suit worn by him is made
by Jeans, tailor.

v,-as connected in the cellar.
Several
times it was lit and forgotten and burned
for bestirs.
I concluded, therefore, that an al a r m,
which could be set for different amounts
of hot water would be very economical in
reducing the gas bill.
I took a thermostat, which would close
the circuit when heated, anti soldered it to a
ground clamp which could be slid easily
along a pipe and be kept against the side
of the boiler.
On the shut-off, on the heater, I rigged a
switch to close the circuit when the gas was
turned on.
On 'he side of the boiler I painted a scale
to determine the distance down the boiler
that the thermostat should be set. An alarm bell is connected at a convenient location.
When a certain amount of hot water is
desired, it is only necessary to turn on the
gas, light the heater and adjust the thermostat to the proper marking on the scale.
When the water gets hot, to the proper
point, the heat will close the thermostat
and complete the circuit, ringing the alarm bell. The bell will stop ringing when the
gas is turned off.
The diagram shows the necessary connections.
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this department are published various tricks that can be performed by means of the electrical current. Such tricks may be used for entertaining, for
INwindow
displays, or for any other purpose. This department will pay monthly a first prize of $3.00 for the best electrical trick, and the Editor invites
¡manuscripts from contributors.
To win the first prize, the trick must necessarily be new and original. All other Elec-Tricks published are paid for at regular space rates.

Trick Spider
AVERY simple Elec-Trick,

and one
which may be very effective, is illustrated here.
A toy spider with the usual vibrating
legs made of very delicate springs is suspended by a rubber band, which must be
very thin, directly above a coil, which is
connected to an. alternating circuit.
When the current passes the spider is
supposed to jump up and down, its legs,
of course, vibrating so that it will altogether present a very funny and attractive
exhibition, at least for some people, not
only for children and not only for the mere
curiosity seekers, as it is an interesting dem-

onstration.
Contributed by PAUL A.

SmstPSON.

GLASS PLATE ONE
SIDE GROUND

GROUND
SIDE

4

6"

CUT OFF STRIP AS SHOWN

FIG.

I

To make the mysterious glass strip that will
}laid both positive and negative charges, cut
a strip such as indicated in the figure from a
plate of glass, one side of which is ground.

ling and avoid cutting yourself on the sharp
edge of the glass, the strip of leather is
passed around a cork and secured in position with a rubber band.
(See Fig. 2,
right hand side.) 'The least rubbing with
a file will take away the cutting edge.
If you now rub any of the three clear
sides of the glass strip with the rubbing

dum powder and a few drops of water are
put on the upper surface of the plate.
For this glass plate, an old photographic
plate that has been cleaned in hot water
can be used. The glass strip is placed on
the emery powder; to handle the strip
easily, a cork or wooden handle is cemented
to the upper side of the strip with sealing
wax. Grasping the handle, the strip is
drawn backwards and forwards over the
glass plate and the emery powder, as shown
by arrow, and in a few minutes the surface
in contact with the grinding medium will
be sufficiently rough.

Table Knocker
By

ROSCOE BETTS

PERHAPS this little device has not been

given the proper name, but anyway its
purpose is to knock upon a table top.
TABLE TOP
BRASS

r

SOLENOID

RUBBER

BAND¡
STRIP OF CHAMOIS

CORK

GLASS

STRIP

TABLE

FIG. 2
According to best authorities, rubbing a
piece of glass should charge the latter posi-

tively. Yet the glass strip shown above will
be charged either positively or negatively at
the will of the demonstrator. The key to this
perplexing anomaly is in the nature of the
glass surfaces, one of which Is ground while
the other Is polished.

This curious toy spider is suspended over a
hidden electro -magnet supplied with alternating current and will Jump up and down In
accordance with the frequency of the current.
Its legs, made of steel springs, will go through
humorously uncanny vibrations.

Mysterious Glass Strip
By C. A.

OLDROYD

HERE is a trick involving static electricity which will puzzle your friends
who think that they know all about
electricity
You show a strip of glass, and maintain
that you can produce both positive and
negative electricity from it by rubbing its
side with the identical strip of leather. Put
to the test, you win every time and pocket
the bet.
The secret lies in the glass strip; one side
is ground glass, while the others are clear.
To obtain such a strip, a narrow piece
can be cut from a sufficiently thick sheet
of ground glass, as shown in Fig. 1.
One side of the strip will then have a
ground surface, while the other three sides
will show clear glass. To generate electricity, the glass strip is rubbed with a
strip of chamois leather ; to facilitate hand I

tool described, the electroscope will indicate
positive electricity, while negative electricity
will be generated when the rough ground
side is rubbed.
To change the electricity to be produced
from positive to negative, the operator need
only give the glass strip an imperceptible
turn, so that either the clear glass side
or the rough side is uppermost.
If a sheet of ground glass is unobtainable, roughen one side of the glass strip
yourself, as shown in Fig. 3. On the table
a glass plate slightly larger than the strip
is placed, and some fine emery or carborunCORK CEMENTED TO GLASS STRIP
WITH SEALING WAX
GLASS

STRIP

GLASS

PLATE

Li/

FINE CARBORUNDUM
AND WATP,R BETWEEN
PLATE AND STRIP

FIG. 3
For the purposes of these experiments, one
face of a glass plate may be roughened, that
is ground, by a method indicated above. Two
glass plates with fine carborundum and water
between them are rubbed together producing
u

roughened surface.

TO

BUTTON,

SOLD ERED
TOGETHE.J

The amateur magician will find the table
knocker illustrated above an effective device In
mystifying the credulous and baffling the

skeptical members of his audience. The device
is merely a solenoid and plunger mounted
underneath the table top and through an invisible wiring supplied with current from a dry
cell. The knocker Is actuated by means of a
push button carried by the demonstrator.

But why knock on a table top? Well,
the reason is this: It is a method magicians
have of answering mystery questions. For
instance, say one knock means "yes" and
two knocks mean "no." And you asked
the magician a question. He would call
upon the magic table to aid him and it
would respond with one or two knocks, the
magician at the same time being several feet
away from the table, probably with his
hands in his pockets (pushing the button).
The end of the solenoid, battery and button circuit could be conveyed to him through
plates under the rug and sharp nails in his
shoes and continued through his clothing to
his pocket, the knocking then being at his
command.
The diagram explains the working principles of the "knocker." The plunger is
made partly of brass (upper part) and
partly of iron (lower part), the two being
soldered together. The object of the combination can readily be seen, to ensure the
adequate motion of the solenoid core.
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What a High School
Student Wants
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What Some of Our Readers Say
}
}InóGA,sI:_
thrl`farlfiL

Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
Please allow a new reader
to voice his appreciation of
your November issue.
I ant enclosing one of your
voting coupons but am adding
these lines so that you might
know my opinion as to the
kind of magazine many young
men are looking for.
\Ve are interested in radio,
not only for itself, but because of its application of
principles which interest us.
Our interests are broader than
those of the radio fan. \Ve
are interested in all the
branches of natural science.
not just electricity, so we like
your chemistry, particularly
electro-chemistry.
Mr. Secor's article on building electro - magnets alone
would make this issue worth
while; one like that every
month and you will sell over
100,000 copies.
The article
on how to build a high frequency resonator is very wel-

I -

Old Electrical Experimenter Comes Back

Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
I ant enclosing your voting
and in addition would
coupon
Dlo
.
143
like to make a few additional
t,r
4.
comments and ask a few questions.
I like nearly all the material
=t.
in your new magazine and am
glad to see the old Electrical
Experimenter come back. Being a student of chemistry, I
appreciate your new magazine
with its chemical department
even more titan the old.
However, there is one improvement which might be
made, which would aid when
referring to back numbers,
and that is placing the name
of the department at the top
of each page. It would also
be a great help if the continuation of articles in tite hack
of the book could be avoided.
Now for some questions: In
1/W13.58
Mr. Gernsback's article, "Radio and Life," he states that
.1
sparks may be drawn from
Mr. Lewis, not content with writing, sends us this amusing photo,
an automobile when under the
come. I would like to know
antenna of the navy station
more about it. theory and apNAA. Would this not cause
plication. I like your "Elect -tricks" and in fact
power
The Words, "Experimenter By H. Gernsback" serious trouble in the case of the radio absorb
anything that can be made, used or understood by
station?
that steel buildings
He
also
states
Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
ambitious students of physics in high school.
the radio waves. This being tite case, it being well
Just a couple of words to express my appreciation
known that when radiant energy is absorbed heat
Very truly yours,
of the restoration of the old Electrical Experiis produced, would not the operation of the super
H. H. WALTER.
menter.
radio of the future allow a sufficient amount of
Peoria, Illinois.
I just happened b' accident to spy the words
energy to be absorbed to produce a dangerous
"EXPERIMENTER" by H. Gernsback on a newsstand
heating effect?
and I'm thanking my guardian angel for keeping
Hoping to learn Mr. Gernsback's opinion on these
my eyes open.
phases of the subject in a later issue, I remain,
seems
It
had
as
if
I
bought
always
the
ElecA Big Hit
Yours respectfully,
trical Experimenter until the name was changed to
FRANK L. AUGUSTUS,
Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
Science & Invention, and now that you are back
Hawthorne, Calif.
to the old policy again-I'nt your customer.
I have your November copy of THE Ex PERTI never was interested in chemistry until your
NI ENTER before me and
I like the new sections you
articles showed me the interesting points of the
have added very much.
experiments.
I think that this magazine should make a big hit
There are two articles I wish to especially comwith all experimenters.
The Experimenter Is Great
mend. The first is by Roy C. Hunter on a "Simple
Yours for success,
Telegraphone." I ato constructing one and have
Editor, ExPERISI ENTER:
MERLYN P. STEPIICNS,
two or three ideas for using it.
I am sending you the voting coupon and thought
Carbondale, Pa.
Another is by Elvin Tilton on a "Loop Aerial."
that at the same time I might tell you what I think
I have just finished it, stand and everything, and
of your magazine, THE EXPERIMENTER.
it is equal to a $,35.00 loop in efficiency and "looks."
I think the magazine is great.
I have marked
With best wishes, I am,
a few of the subjects on the coupon; these I like
Sincerely,
Votes for Everything on the Coupon
extra
well, especially the Chemistry Department.
B. GRANT,
This I would like to see more of in the magazine,
Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
Cambridge, Mass.
as I am exceedingly interested in it. Also the ElecI have glanced through the magazine and approve
trical Department and Electro -Chemistry.
of everything listed in the voting coupon.
And now for Science & Invention. This magaI especially like the radio section and the timely
zine I would never part with without a struggle,
article by i-i. Winfield Secor. The chemistry
and
I always look forward with eagerness to the
A
Suggestion
for
Our
Radio
Department
articles arc splendid, as is the How and Why
time for its arrival.
Column. I was also pleased to see an improvement
There isn't an article in this paper or, rather,
Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
in the fiction stories. Those printed several months
that I don't read except astronomy.
It was indeed a pleasure to go through the first magazine.
ago were "applesauce." I would suggest departThe Readers' Forum I like very well and the fiction
issue of THE EXPERIMENTER. It certainly recalls
ments for astronomy and physics. I have been
stories a -e fine. As long as these two magazines
Experimenter.
the
old
Electrical
have
I
been
a
waiting for this change ever since Science & Invenare as interesting as they now are, I will never say
reader since 1918 and I was one who did not like
tion became a picture book.
a word against them.
the change to Science & Invention, but I readily
Yours truly,
understood why and did not say anything. I also
Yours truly,
get
News
Radio
and Practical Electrics and like
EDWARD EMMERLING.
LEONARD G. Yocum.
theme very much. I am interested in all "phases"
Norwood, Ohio.
Douglassville, Pa.
of experiments and like every article in this issue.
My only hope is that you will find that the majority of readers will like the line of this issue and
that it will continue to expand, but still stick to
lines. In regard to the voting coupon, I vote
Believes We Have Adopted a Good Course these
Hits the Mark Just Right
in the affirmative to every question. I save every
issue and use them for a set of reference books in
Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
my experimental lab and I wish to add that I
I noticed in the October issue of Practical ElecI have received the first copy of TILE EXPERIwould not sell what I have for any price, as often
tries that the name would be changed to Tile
MENTER and I must say that you hit the mark just
when I ant working on something I will look
EXPERIMENTER and that the magazine would cover
right. It is just the type of magazine I have been
through them until I get what I want and there is
electricity, radio and chemistry. I believe you have
waiting for since you discontinued the old Electrical
hardly a subject that is not covered in some way
Experimenter of which I was a subscriber for a
adopted a good course as it will give the experiby them.
menter a magazine that he can call his. Here is
number of years.
An
article
would
I
like
to
see
soon
is
"Supplying
luck
the
good
to
you.
all
Hoping you will stake a big success out of your
the Plate Potential to Vacuum Tubes in a Receivnew venture so that we may always have THE
You will find enclosed a description of a wall
ing Set: From 110 Volts A. C. 60 Cycle."
panel that I use and if suitable you may enter it
EXPERIMENTER with us, I am,
nil any of the new departments in Tile EXPERIVery respectfully yours,
Respectfully,
MENTER.
CHARLES L. HAUSEL,
ELMER F. HOFF MAN.
Yours truly,
Chester, Pa.
Dunellen,
N. J.
R. D. LEW:S,
Minneapolis, Minn.
R.1E.4titteAc

ya
~1f ntw
's,

MfcoLLEr'

rktvEAPaI-?s,M(f

R,p.L.EWIS

From Girard College, Philadelphia

Better Than "Practical Electrics"
Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
I consider the new EXPERIMENTER a great improvement on Practical Electrics, and wish to congratulate you on the improvement.
I had about concluded to cease my subscription
to Practical Electrics, but now I will renew for the
EXPERIMENTER when my subscription expires.

Woodward, Oklahoma.

/.

R. A. WORKMAN, M. D.

Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
Permit me to congratulate you upon the new issue
of the old EXPERIMENTER, which has taken a great
stride over the former Practical Electric.,.
I have been especially interested in the departments in the rear of the magazine. The boys and
myself at the college always look forward to your
and our magazine.
Yours for success,
RICHARD W. Ross,
Section E2, Girard College, Philadelphia, Pa'

It Supplies

a

Need

Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
I ant very pleased to welcome the Electrical Erperi,nenter back. I purchased my first copy just a
few days ago and was very pleased to see it. THE
EXPERIMENTER supplies a need which your other
publications do not do.
Wishing THE EXPERIMENTER a long life, T
remain,
Yours truly,
Concord, California.

NORMAN PETERSON,
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Latest Electrical Patents
Storage Battery Flashlight

Electrical Railway Lantern

This hantern is provided with a large elecbut powerful
trical ba tery lighting a small feature
of the
Incandescent bulb. The novel
areas
supporting
the
of
invention Is the use
as part of the electrical circuit of the lamp.
and
ends
upper
The arms are threaded at the
screwed into an insulating handle. By turning
this handle the operator can bring the ends
of the arms together and thus close the

circuit.

Patent

1,504,869

issued

to G.

M. Comer,

Chicago, Ill.

Automatic Emergency Light

`-LIGHTS MINUTES

OUT FOR

p.t g(p

A'

Attempts to provide flashlights with storage
batteries have in a large measure been unsuccessful but the invention illustrated above
apparently involves features which can render
the device commercially feasible. ¡Scabies the
miniature storage battery, made to tit the
flashlight case, it contains a a II replaceable electrolytic rectifier carrying sufficient
electrolyte for a single charge. The rectifier
is carried in an insulating case which during
the charging period is filled with water.
Patent 1,5116,302 issued to T. NI. Hopkins.

Photographic Printing Machine

The invention here illustrated is a device
for printing photographs in large numbers.
The pressure of a button closes the electrical
circuit of the electro -magnets which attract
the armature. The latter is linked to a moveable arm which swings down and presses the
negative and the sensitized paper against the
glass plate, beneath which a printing lamp
is located. This movement closes the circuit
of the printing lamp and the time of exposure
is determined by the adjustment of tito

apparatus.
Patent 1,510,7.48 issued to G. Hekers, Rochester, N. Y.

Illuminating Time -Piece

YOUR 5EAT5_

Anti -Static Circuit

The invention shown ubore is an emergency lighting system to lie used in theatres.
churches, and similar places where a temporary
system
disconnection of the main lighting
might cause disturbance. By means of solenoiclosed
dal relay an emergency lighting circuitis Isopened.
as soon as the main lighting circuit
emerthe
of
lighting
the
with
Simultaneously
a sign tin
gency lamp a stereopticon projects
keep
to
audience
the
requesting
the screen
their seats.
and
O.
It'.
Althowf
Patent 1,511.09: issued to
L. S. Bluetit, Berwick, Pa.

Safety Electric Sad Iron

By means of the circuit shown above the
pheric disturbances are coneffects of at
siderably reduced. Two rectifying tubes are
shunted across the tuning inductance and
capacity in the antenna circuit. When, due
to static, the potential across their terminals
reaches a predetermined value, these tubes
form a low resistance shunt across the primary inductance and thus reduce the static
disturbance in the receiver. The critical voltage of the tubes is adjustable.
Patent 1.501,600 issued to Q. 1. Bracket,

Pittsburgh, l'a.

Portable Signal Lamp

day
.

-T

---;

»G\

The electric iron shown 'above cannot overheat. A sealed U -tour, having one leg surrounded by a small heating coil in series with
the main coils of the iron, contains it con -

dueling liquid. Normally this liquid closes
the circuit of the electric iron by making
contact with two electrodes sealed in the tube.
When the iron approaches an excessive temperature the liquid evaporates and condenser
in the upper leg of the II-tube, thus opening
the circuit. By tilting the iron the liquid
Is again brought into operating position.
Patent 1,511,282 issued to D. Ulrey, Wii-

klnburg, Fa.

_5\

/i-

;,

Stereo-Radioscope

-

-r.t

-t

As shown in the illustration this electric
signal lamp contains a small incandescent
lamp in a compact case which lamp is connected to a flashlight battery carried in the
pocket. The circuit can be made or broken
by means of the push-button operated by the
thumb, the entire case being attached to the
fingers by means of a small strap.
Patent 1,504,980 issued to J. Schultz, New

Britain, Coon.

A very neat and useful electric table -lamp
is illustrated above. The riot of the lamp
reflector is graduated in itue rs and a pointer
operated by a clock mechanism mounted above
the lamp Indicates the time. Though such
clocks seem novel at the present time they
were well known and much used during the
16th and 17111 centuries.
Patent 1,5118,876 issued to C. E. Dressler,
New York, N. Y.

This apparatus combine» in one unit the
means for stereopticon protection and for the
close examination of pictures. An adjustable
magnifying device provided with an eye-piece
enables the operator to make a close examination of the pictures, which, when placed in
the other slot Indicated in the diagram, can
be projected through a large lens on a screen.
Patent 1.50.4 989 Issued to B. L. Slitzer, New
York, N. Y.
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idea of this department is to present to the layman the dangers of the electrical current in a manner that can be understood by everyone, and that
Look at the Illustration and then send us your own parbe instructive too. There is a monthly prize of $3.00 for the best idea on "short-circuits."
ticular "Short -Circuit." It is understood that the idea must be possible or probable. If it shows something that occurs as a regular thing, such an idea will
verses. We will attend to that.
Now, let's see what
write
the
have a good chance to win the prize. It is not necessary to make an elaborate sketch, or to

THE
will

you can dot

Here are the remains
Of J. Henry Von Kluck

Here Marjorie lies.
Instead of a bun,

Whose wet ironing cloth
Touched an extension plug.

A socket she tasted
While the current was on.
-HELEN R. HICKS.

-B.

MILLER.

Rests 'neath this sod
Poor Henry McBryer.
He stepped in a puddle
Holding a live wire.

-B.

VAN ANTWERP.

do

DEAD OWL KEEPS
WYMORE IN DARKNESS
W ymore, Neb.. Oct 3.-Elea
a

hls

ei-

a'e
the

trio lights again banked

Moase Darkens
Y

be.

here

Tbureday night after s night of
darkness eaueed by en owl that
fell across high voltage trace
131831013 lines from IdarynIlle.
Eaa.. short circuiting the city's
~ply. Linemen discovered
the dead owl and removed it

Half

a

City,

Causing $20,000 French Fire

c le
n Ip

reerNet net.
epochal Cable to

er

at

I,

Teo

ale

Kee On Tem.,.
Nev. Yeaa Tivm.

-One smell

PARIS. Oct.
LW* succeeded last
2

mouse
night In

throwing half the city Into dackaew and rousing $20.000 damage.
the Central Electric generating plant the Ineulsttivo little
alums! get Itself wised up In the
machinery. tabbing a short clreult.
It was burned to a cinder Imme
diately. But Iha alternating tur
terve
Mete burst Into flames and
pan of the bag plant ..as dentroYed

Al

ar

opt'
and

tu

Freak Lighi ring
th

This stone marks the grave
Of darling old Pete;
His socket was grounded
And so were his feet.

-MAX

HAGSPIEL.

AFRBAK bolt of Ilghteing etr3tk the

ho

upraised shovel of a workman at
Salem. O.. split Into three parta and
Jumped to three different houses. In
tone house It stunned ,lvmonths.old o
twins. Weather boarding and plaster
t. were torn from the second house. The
hr third house was a bungalow. Just cow
of plate d, e. high 13.9 damaged allghtty.
The workman was uninjured
Is

Dank, dismal this grave
Of Mr. Frederick S. Rushes
Whose motor ran swift
While he worked on its brushes.

-L.

GABAL.
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for the benefit of everyone interested in electricity iii all its phases. We are glad to answer questions for the benefit¡
publish such matter as interests the majority of readers.
can be answered for each correspondent.
questions
than
three
1. Not more
to penciled letters.
2. Write on only one side of the paper; all matter should be typewritten, or else written in ink. No attention can be paid
The Editor will, however, be glad to answer special questions at the rate ofj
4. This department does not answer questions by mail free of charge.
special charge will be made. Correspondents
25 cents for each. On questions entailing research work, intricate calculations, patent research work, etc., a
will be informed as to such charge.
short
as
possib'e.
your
letter
as
making
by
Kindly oblige us

department is conducted
THIS
of all, but necessarily can only

Electrolytic Rectifier
(488)-J.

J. Muller, South Ozone Park,

N. Y., requests:
Q. I.-A diagram of a four-jar electroly-

tic rectifier.

A. 1.-The rectifier is shown diagrammatically in the figure. The electrodes may
be any pair of polarizing and non -polarizing
metals, but the best known cells use alurni-

AL

C

AL

A.C. MAIN

The diagram shows a four -cell electrolytic
rectifier provided with aluminum and carbon
electrodes. While such rectifiers have been
constructed for heavier currents, the experist efficient on
menter will find its operation
currents of less than one ampere.

num for the positive electrodes. Carbon or
lead is suitable for the other electrode.
Sodium phosphate will serve well as electrolyte, the chief requirements being the
formation of a film of aluminum hydroxide
on the aluminum electrode. The electrodes
must be of sufficient area to prevent overheating. For more detailed information
refer to "IIow and Why," query 396 in
the April, 1924, issue of the PRACTICAL

Q. 1.-How does the "speaking motion
picture film" work?
A. 1.-One type depends for its action
on the secondary radiations emitted by sodium in a photoelectric cell, when ordinary
light impinges upon it. It is well known
that when light rays fall on a clean sodium
surface the latter emits photo -electrons.
Since these radiations are very weak the
impinging light ray is trapped in a 'tube
as shown in the diagram and reflected several times between the walls, which arc
coated with a film of sodium. The ionization so caused renders the gas in the tube
conductive and a weak ionization current
flows between the grid (G) and the sodium
film. By means of amplifiers the effect is
magnified and transmitted to a loud speaker.
The modulation is accomplished by means
of a thin strip alongside tite picture film,
on which the light and dark portions vary
in intensity, according to the voice to be
transmitted. The light reaching the sodium
film passes through this film and is thus
modulated in intensity. The ionization current will then vary in proportion to the
intensity of the impinging light.
Sooitm-1

Q.

1.-How

F.

Thomson,

Chicago, Ill.,

is it possible to weigh an

electron ?

A. 1.-The mass of an electron is determined by an indirect process. By means
of an apparatus similar to that described
in the August issue of PaneTtcnt. ELECTR1cs, in the article "The Cathode Ray
Oscillograph," the ratio of the charge to the
mass of the electron is determined. Then
the charge carried by the electron is determined by condensing oil or water on it and
observing the rate of fall of resulting
charged drop of oil under the influence of
gravitational and electrostatic fields.
Q. 2.-If the current is due to electrons
emitted by the filament in a vacuum tube,
why is the current influenced by the voltage
between plate and filament?
A. 2.-The potential difference between
filament and plate establishes an electrostatic field which exerts a force on the
electrons. The motion of the electron thus

TWO TURN LOOPS
ROD 2FT. DIA

3 PLAT E
CON D

1,

form of electric

»lance is illustrated

The beat note produced by the Interaction of two circuits oscillating at different
frequencies is altered when conducting substances are brought near one of the two loops
shown In the circuit. The apparatus may thus
serve as a detector of under -ground metals.
above.

experimenter may work out. We have not
tried it and cannot guarantee results. The
principle is this
Those who have used
regenerative radio receivers know perfectly
well that when the receiver is oscillating
and a carrier wave is heard by the heterodyne action, the approach of the hand or
body near the oscillating circuits causes the
audio frequency beat note to vary in pitch.
In fact, the note can be made very high
or low by simply moving the hand. The
note also varies when a metallic object is
placed near the oscillating circuit. Thus
by making the circuits sufficiently sensitive
we can move the apparatus over the surface
of the ground until we approach a buried
metallic object, which will change the f requency of the audio howl. The depth at
which we can detect the presence of the
metallic object depends upon the sensitivity
of the apparatus, which can be made as
sensitive as desired by using currents of
short wave -length or extremely high fre:

Weighing an Electron
asks:

CONDENSER

Rochelle, N. Y.,

ELECTRICS.

(489)-T.

3 PLATE

asks:

C

fi

small volume of weight of any buried treasure make it out of the range of the most
delicate instrument.
We are giving a suggestion that some

Speaking Motion Pictures
(490)-J. James, New

DC

AL

becomes accelerated and this acceleration
increases when the field increases, and therefore the current increases. However, the
number of electrons emitted by the filament
being limited, a plate voltage ís soon reached
which will cause the electrons to fall into
the plate as rapidly as the filament emits
them. This is a condition of saturation.

Diagram of a sodium photo-electric vacuum
tube; a surface of metallic sodium emits electrons when light falls upon it. and these carrying their charges form a virtual conductor,

Underground Treasures
(491)-Rev. Price, Bonham, Texas,

quires:

I.-Is

in-

there any electric machine or
rod of any nature that will enable us to
locate money underground?
A. 1.-We know of no such device. Articles on this subject have appeared in back
issues of PRACTICAL ELECTRICS and in other
publications, but judging from the reports
of those who tried the various schemes,
none work. Theoretically the devices should
work, but in actual practice there are so
many variables that it is practically impossible to obtain an accurate reading. The
Q.

quency.
In the illustrations we show two oscillating circuits, using the ordinary vacuum
tube. These are oscillating at slightly different frequencies, and both feed into the
same output circuit, setting up a loud howl
in the loud speaker.
This howl may be
adjusted to a frequency of 1,000 cycles. The

frequency of the oscillating circuits is iii
the neighborhood of 6,000,000 cycles, or 50
meters wave -length. The presence of a
conducting object several feet away will
cause a great change in the audio note.
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of 170 amperes between the cylinder and the
filament. However, these electrons do not
reach the plate when the filament current is
flowing, since they are deflected by the intense
magnetic field set up by the current. This
field prevents all electron flow even at a
potential of 200,000 volts between cylinder
and filament.
In other words the filament is heated by
a heavy current giving rise to a large electronic emission, but this same current by the
action of its magnetic field prevents any

00-0Ó0O01

HIGH
TENSION

1

D.C.

-C

l

A.C.
LOW
TENSION

-y

MAGNET RON

MAGNETRON

2
.,-GENERATOR

HG. 6
This diagrammtie slew of the electronic converter shows the disposition of two Magnetron
tubes in connection with a specially designed
generator supplying the filament current. This
unit will receive high tension D.C. and supply
low tension A.C. of any frequency or receiving
low tension alternating current it will supply

high potential D.C.

201

Electron Valve Converter
(Continued from page 186)
electrons from reaching the plate and thus
no "plate" current flows, while the filament
current is on. But if the filament current
ceases after it has brought the filament to
the proper temperature the magnetic field
will collapse while the emission will continue, and therefore a current will flow between the anode and the filament. Thus, ii
the filament current is made alternating the
plate current will flow every time the filament current is zero.
Fig. 6, represents a converter system comprising two magnetron tubes, one transformer with a central tap in the high tension
winding and a generator of special design
supplying a filament current of constant
value but regularly interrupted. While this
current flows through one tube the current
At
in the other is zero, and vice versa.
any instant, therefore, the plate current flows
through only one tube.
Now, suppose it is required to convert a
high tension D.C. into a low tension 69
cycle A.C. The generator is adjusted to
supply a current (see wave form in Fig. 7)
interrupted 60 times a second. Since the
plate current flows only when the filament
current is zero the current in the transformer will alternate at a frequency of 60
cycles per second. This would be the action
of the converter at the receiving end of the
line. At the generating end it is required
to convert A.C. into D.C. Here the generator supplying the filament current is
driven synchronously with the A.C. generator so that the filament current is inter-

rupted in synchronism with the alternator
current. The current is thus reversed twice,
first by the A.C. generator, and then by the
converter system, and the resulting effect
is a direct current in the high tension winding of the transformer.The remarkable advantages of such system arc manifest. Not only does it make
long distance high potential transmission
possible but offers an exceedinly flexible
arrangement, the frequency of the converted
current at the receiving end being entirely
ndependent of the frequency of the A.C. generator. Such unit has been shown to be
capable of converting 10,000 kw. at an efficiency of 96%. Furthermore the life of

n

F-1

FILAMENT

I

1
1

FILAMENT 2

FIG.7
The Figure illustrates the wave form of the
filament current generated by the specially
designed generator indicated in Fig. 6. Note
that while current is flowing through the filament of one tube the current hack of the other
is zero.

a magnetron is 60,000 hours,

that

is

about

seven years of continuous operation.

The Ark of thepageCovenant
(Continued froto

say she was perfect and would have to
offer the design to the U. S. government,
so she remained a peaceable machine, ostensibly built for pleasure, and her fighting
kit lay oiled and ready in the strong -room
of the workshops.
II

Milliken Is to Lose the Merlin
As I watched Milliken dance around his
pet, I began to have an absurd feeling of
guilt about taking her away. The mechanic was sure to be aggrieved, and I wondered how I was going to break the news
to him. He stepped back and gazed at the
machine with a rapt expression.
"Don't you think," he said slowly, "that
the band round her could be widened, Mr.
Boon? I don't mean much. Ju-u-st a morsel. Ju-u-st about a sixteenth of an inch
either side, to show up her lines prettier?"
"I had a notion of widening- the band
considerably," said I solemnly, to string him
a bit, "about four inches altogether. Then
I thought of bringing the blue right round
the engine boss, and stencilling a wreath of
emerald-green leaves round her nose, bringing the design right round with the band.
Then perhaps a row of vermilion dots either
side of the blue strip would brighten her

up-"

He was gazing at me with his jaw
dropped.
"Huh!" he said contemptuously. "Why
don't you finish her off like a circus wagon
and be done with it? Want to make her
look like a swing-boat at a
He broke off and grinned.
"You got me that time," he admitted.
"Looks like it," said I. "You and your
'ju-u-st a morsel!' Come up to the office,
Milliken. I want to talk to you."
When I had finished telling him of the
robbery and of my plans, he put a hand on
each knee and scowled at me fiercely.
"Do you mean to tell me you're giving

fair-?"

163)

up your work here to go crook -hunting?"
he demanded.
"You've said it," I replied. "I've got
to stand by the old man in the best way I
can, Milliken. He's up against a big thing."

He thought For a minute.
"Well," he said slowly. "I don't know
that I blame you. Your father's worth
all you can do. But turning the Merlin
into a private limousine-huh!"
''I have to give him the best I've got,
don't you see?"
"Why don't you recondition the J. V. B.
7?" he asked. "She's quite a good bus
yet, up to about three hundred kilometers
per, and more of a passenger machine than
the dlerlin-plenty quick enough for your
dad's purpose, I'd say. It'd be a shame to
use the Merlin. You don't want everybody
down at Battery Park swarming over the
old girl, do you?"
"Wouldn't do them much good if they
did," said I, "but you're right. I'd rather
they didn't all the same. I tell you what,
Milliken. I'll take you with me to the
Battery and you can fly the Merlin back.
Then I'll phone you in the late afternoon

and tell you when to come and pick my
father and me up in the evening. Meantime, you can be putting the engine back
into the Seven, and getting her into order.
And, let me see-who is there among the
men who could handle her for my father
if you and I were otherwise occupied?"
"Young Didcot could. He has his ticket,
and knows the Seven. He's a good pilotonly, a bit careful."
"Didcot, of course," I agreed, for he was
a pupil of my own. "I like the careful
streak in him, especially as it doesn't come
from concern for his own skin. \Vell, that's
the idea. We'll have a bite for lunch, Milliken, and then we'll get back to the Battery as quick as we can."
Soon after noon Milliken and myself
boarded the Merlin and set off for New
York. The silencer was on, and before we

had been in the air a couple of minutes
she was nipping along quietly at three hundred and eighty.
"Let her out, Mr. Boon!" Milliken, the
tempter, whispered in my ear. "Open the
cut-out and let her rip I"
I pilled back the cut-out lever-and the
air suddenly was hideous with noise. I
opened the throttle carefully.
The Merlin Passes Beyond the Range of the

Speed Dial

Breathless, we watched the speed dial.
The pointer travelled in tiny jerks up the
scale: three-eighty-five-six, seven, eight,
nine-three-ninety! Gradually, steadily, and
the roar of the engine now a screaming,
rising note, the pointer crawled round the
dial.
A quick look at Milliken, who was sitting in the toggled scat behind me, showed
me hit ugly old mug streaming with perspiration. His gaze was fixed on the speed
dial, and his lips were moving. For myself,
my jaws were clenched enough to hurt.
FourRound, round went the pointer
eighty-five-six, seven-back to six-seven,
:

eight-eight-a little more throttle-nine,

nine-four-ninety! Creeping, jerking, the
pointer travelled-five hundred!
That was the extent of the dial.

I had

a curious fear that to open the throttle any
more would be to burst something. The
dial said five hundred, and that was the
limit of endurance. I couldn't stand any
more and I throttled down. The pointer
went back quickly-and I whipped in the

cut-out.
Milliken saw the movement, and his lips
went quicker. But I could not hear him.
My ears were still filled with the roar.
The silence was appalling. I tried to speak,
but could not hear myself. Then, gradually the sound of a voice came to me as
from a great distance.
"Hell !-I knew she would! Heaven !-I
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The Ark of the Covenant
knew she would I" it came. "By the holy
old keeno, Methuselah, there's nothing to
touch her. She's a daisy and a duck!
Why'n hell can't they make six -hundred
dials? You peach-oh, you little bird! Oh,
boy !"
It was Milliken, the normally silent, unpacking his heart of words
Gardiner's Bay to the Battery in Eighteen
!

Minutes
Eighteen minutes after leaving Gardiner
Bay we were tying up at the Battery seaplane jetty. I had to shake Milliken to
make him realize we were there.
"Wake up, Milliken! We're there I"
"Yes, yes. I know." He cast a look
of scorn at the fleet of machine around
the jetty. "Look at them I" he cried. "Just
you look at the pack of baby carriages!
Oh, you. bird I" he apostrophized the Ilferlin.
"Bird be damned I" said I. "There isn't a
thing on land or sea that's like her
A feeling of great exhilaration possessed
me as I walked up Broadway. My mind
worked at amaging speed, and I found myself
gathering impressions of the things around
me quicker than I had ever picked them
up before. The traffic appeared to crawl,
and although I was whacking along as
quickly as my legs would let me, I seemed
to be travelling at a snail's pace. It was
an uncanny feeling, I may tell you.
.

III

The Securities Are Found! The Mystery
Grows
My father, when I got to him, had an
astonishing piece of news.
"The stolen securities have been found I"
he said right away.

"What! Where?"
"In the Post Office.

The lot of them,
from all five banks, in envelopes addressed
to various hospitals and institutions-"
"Good heavens !" I yelled. "Then that ass
Glover was right!"
"What's that?" my father asked in a bewildered sort of way. "Glover? Who's
Glover ?"
I told him of the interview with the Post
Office official.
"It's a mighty queer affair, Jimmy," he
said, "and a mighty queer gang of crooks.

They got away with a couple of million
in securities-all of which have been recovered at the Post Office. In gold they've got
away with about two and a half million-"
"If you get the scrip back, what's your
total loss?"
"Two hundred and fifty-three thousand odd
dollars in gold. It's a tidy sum, but in
itself could not affect a bank like ours seriously. The danger is in the rumors that
all our gold was taken and in the loss
of public confidence. There might be a
scare, and a run on the banks."
"No sign of that yet?"
"Not so far, but the news hasn't got into
the country yet," said my father. "There's
something of a panic in Wall Street already.
The markets have all gone bluey."
"I hope you're wrong in your prophecy,
dad."
"I hope I am," he said calmly. "But the
cheap press is working up a fine scare. A
lot of harm will be done if they keep on
with it. You'd think the facts amazing
enough without distortion, but some of these
newspaper fellows have let their imaginations
run riot."
A new point came to my mind.
"Two and a half million in gold, dad,"

asked him, "what would that weigh?"
Over Three Tons of Gold!
"Eh, what's that ? Let me see now."
He figured for a minute on a sheet of
I

"Over three tons, I make it."
"Bother your old scale of weights," I
laughed. "What's that in kilos?"'
'The U. S. A. adopted the metric system
of weights, etc., in 1929.
"You'd better figure it for yourself," the
old man said grumpily. "I've just worked
the thing out from ounces troy to avoirdupois."
"My word," said I presently. "That's over
three thousand kilos-three, nought, four,
eight-to be exact. Say a man can heft
twenty-five kilos at a time. That makes a
hundred and twenty-two journeys to remove
the stuff."
"Trying to work out the composition of
the gang ?"
How Long the Robbers Had to Work
"That's the notion. How long would you
say it would take a man to carry twentyfive kilos from the strong -room to the
front door?"
"Ilow much is twenty-five kilos?"
"Fifty-five pounds, old scale-as near as
doesn't matter," said I.
"That's a pretty good rough guess for
an ingot of gold," the old marl said. "Let
me see now! Up the stair-round-swing
door-better make it three minutes for the
double journey."
"A hundred and twenty-two journeys of
three minutes each makes it six hours six
minutes to remove the stuff-that is, given
that the other banks average the same for
carrying distance.
Even with old-fashioned oxyacetylene plant-and it seems to
me something better was used-they could
get into the banks and vaults in about
fifteen minutes, but to cover any difficulties,
as for instance the bursting of the internal
compartments of the strong -room and such,
let's say twenty minutes altogether. Five
banks at twenty minutes each adds one
hundred minutes to the total, and brings
us up to eight hours working time."
My father scratched his head at this.
paper.

EXPERIMENTERS

and amateurs, we want your ideas. Tell
us about that new electrical stunt you
have meant to write up right along,
but never got to. Perhaps you have
a new idea, perhaps you have seen
sonic new electrically arranged "dofunny"-we want these ideas. all of
them. For all such contributed articles that arc accepted we will pay one
cent a word upon publication. The
shorter the article, and the better the
illustration-whether it is a sketch or
photograph-tire better we like it.
Why not get busy at once? Write
legibly, in ink, and on one side of the
paper only.
EDITOR.

"It was all done inside two hours," lie
protested.
"Yes, I know," said I, "but eight hours
has to be distributed among a certain number of men. Four men could handle the
work in two hours, were it not for the
cumulated hundred minutes that must have
been spent in breaking into the banks one
after the other-supposing they had only
one oxyacetylene plant. Let's say five men
for a start and see how long they'd take
to do the trick. Have you the actual figures
of the gold taken from each bank?"
He handed me a list. On a basis of
journeys of three minutes each, adding
twenty minutes for the breaking -in in each
case, I worked out the bare time that five
men would need to handle the contract
:

Nat. Diet.
..$ 253,500
Guaranty T... 360,250
Subtreas.
.. 1,056,000
Dyers' Nat. .. 450,100
Trade Bank .. 480,250

or 13 journeys
'
18
"
" 52
"
" 23
"

" 24

"

28 minutes
31
52

35
36
182

"
"
"

"
minutes

"Then five men with only one cutting
plant couldn't do it?" said my father.
"No, nor could ten men with only one
plant do it inside the two hours. Ten men
with two acetylene sets could, though. But
fifteen men with three sets could do it
better. One squad for this bank and the
Guaranty, another for the Subtreasury, and
a third for the Dyers' and the Trade."
Possible Anaesthetic Bombs
"M'm," the old man murmured. "Well,
how do you think they worked it?"
"The thing that stops our theorizing right
off is the amrsthetic that was used. What
puzzles me is that the thing is possible
with poison gas, and that no crooks have
hit on the dodge before. But say that
some one has discovered a new general
anesthetizing gas leaving no ill effects. A
big four -thousand -kilo truck-three and a
half tons, dad-comes down Broadway, drops
a gas bomb and five men in gas masks with
a cutting plant at this bank. It drops
another bomb by the Guaranty Trust. Goes
on to the Sub -treasury, where it drops another bomb and another five men. It drops
a fourth bomb at the Dyers' and goes on
to the Trade, where the last gang and
bomb are dropped. It waits until the Sub treasury is cleared, then it picks up the
stuff from the Trade and Dyers', Guaranty,
National Metallurgical, with the men, then
goes on to the Post Office and drops the
securities in the box."
"You think that's the way of it, do you?"
said my father.
"It sounds reasonable
enough, especially as we know the district
was not properly surrounded by the police
until the two hours were
"That's the point," said I. "They might
have used three trucks, or four-or even
five. The thing must have been organized
to go like clockwork in any case. If I
were the police, I'd be searching every garage
in the city. The brain that organized the
coup would see at once that to take the stuff
into the country would be to extend the
time in which they'd be in danger of capture red-handed on the open road."
"It's a notion," said the old man. "I'll
phone it to the detective staff right off."
"By the way," I asked, "has anything come
out about the boxes found at the Post
Office?"
"Not a thing, so far. I haven't heard anything."
"Then I'll go uptown and see if Dan
Lamont has made anything out of the gold
tarnishing. What time will you be ready
to start for Hazeldene?"
"Make it seven o'clock."
I left him at the telephone, and in passing out dictated a telegram to Milliken
asking him to be at the Battery at seven.
The newsboys were still busy about the
streets and were doing an enormous trade.
I bought several of the staider journals
before calling up an automobile to take me
to Dan Laniont's. The first one I opened
in the car had a piece of information that.
if true, knocked the bottom out of my
theory of the trucks straight away. It appeared from the accounts given by several
individuals who had been driving automobiles in the smitten district that when the
drivers became unconscious the engines of
their vehicles had stopped. One man, who
had been driving an electric truck, had
switched off the power just as soon as he
felt himself go faint.
(Continued on page 204)
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25c Book
on Wood
Finishing

FREE
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or soft-old
Our book gives complete instructions for finishing all wood-hard
are as beauor new. Tells how inexpensive soft woods may be finished so theyuse
and how
to
tiful and artistic as hard wood. Explains just what materials in color-gives
to apply them. This book is the work of experts-illustrated
covering capacities-includes color charts, etc. Use coupon below for a FREE

copy.

JOHNSON'S WOOD DYE

(PENETRATING)
Wood Dye is a dye in every sense of the
Johnson's Wood Dye is very easy to apply. It dries Johnson's
no finish whatsoever. Like most
It
contains
word.
in four hours and will not rub off nor smudge-peneanswers one purpose only-it
products
first
class
trates deeply, bringing out the beauty of the grain. dyes the wood-theitfinish
must be applied over it.
shades
Johnson's Wood Dye is made in 17 popular
Varnishes or Johnson's
Johnson's
recommend
We
as follows
Polishing Wax.
Stores displaying the Johnson Service Department
No. 128 Light Mahogany No. 125 Mission Oak
No. 129 Dark Mahogany No. 130 Weathered Oak Sign carry a complete stock of Johnson's Artistic
Wood Finishes and will be glad to show you finished
No. 127 Brown Mahogany No. 110 Bog Oak
wood panels-and answer questions on how to finish
No. 329 Red Mahogany No. 172 Flemish Oak
Oak
Fumed
120
No.
No. 178 Brown Flemish wood the proper way.
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 131 Walnut
No. 126 Light Oak
SON, Dept. Ex. 1, RACINE, WIS.
S. C. JOHNSON
No. 140 Early English
No. 124 Golden Oak
Wood
Finishing Authorities"
"The
SERVE`
No. 180 Gray
No. 160 Brown Oak
(Canadian Factory Brantford)
DEPARTMEN,
Please send me free your Instruction Book on
All shades may be easily lightened, darkened or
Home Beautifying and Wood Finishing. I enclose
Select
label.
every
loe to cover postage and wrapping.
NNSON
intermixed. Full dírectíons on
and
above
list
from
the
want
you
MY DEALER IS
ARTISTIC
the shade of Dye
order it from your dealer by name and number.
.WOOF
My Name
:

&

.

y

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine, Wis., U. S. A.

"The Wood Finishing Authorities"

Address
City and State
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The writer goes on for half a. column
an dsucceeds in telling how bewildered he is.
Then he draws a dramatic picture of the
scene, as he imagines it, during the two
.

crhe Ark of the Covenant
(Continued from page 202)

To my mind the fact about the gasoline
driven cars strongly confirmed my idea of a
gas. I imagined then that only some agent
present in the air could have affected all
the automobiles round Wall Street in the
same way, and I was chagrined to see that
the one vehicle driven by electricity in the
district at the time was ruled out as evidence by the fact that its driver had stopped
The street cars were of no
it himself.
value in this regard, because of their self stopping devices. What would have happened to the truck if the driver had fallen
asleep before he could switch off the power?
I was inclined to think that only a wall
or something of the sort would have stopped
that truck, and that it would have come to
a smash.

terious sleep or for the stopping of the
internal-combustion engines of the automobiles-my notion that the thieves had
used trucks for their coup was useless.
There was the possibility, however, that
knowing the effects of their gas on engines
using the air to carburet the gasoline, the
thieves either used electric lorries or had
some specially arranged engines using compressed air. Such was my fantastic theory, based on a very crude mistake which I
had all the training to avoid. I ought to
llave had more sense.
IV
It was beginning to be difficult to keep
track of all the threads that were woven
into the mystery, and I'll confess that right
there in the automobile I was in something
of a panic when I thought of the job I had
taken on. Every new point that came up
deepened the obscurity in which the whole
affair was wrapped, and I was entirely in
sympathy with one of the newspaper men
whose business it was to write up the robbery. This fellow attributed the whole thing
to a master criminal:

To Make You A
Public Speaker Or
Won't take a Penny
will show you how
/man
or an audience

to control one
of a thousand.
How to conquer "Stage fright." How
to increase your earnings quickly
through this amazing new method.

15 Minutes a Day

That's all i want 15 minutes a day to prove absolutely and beyond a shadow of a doubt that I ran
do for you what I have done for thousands of other
men-increase your income, make you successful,

make you a leader.
C. F. Bourgeolia. President of Robischon and Peckham Company says: The lesson on 'How To Develop Personality in alone worth the entire coat of
the course. It has been of real practical help to me."
Walter O. Ford of the Ford Manufacturing Company writes: "Was always considerably flustered
when called upon to speak. Now, thanks to your
course. I feel perfectly at home and confident.
Every man who wants a strong personality and the
power of effective speech should take your course."
These are big men In their fields and they know
that the man who can hold others beneath the
spell of powerful speech has the world at his feet.
thers of equal ability in every other respect are
passed by unnoticed because they lack the power
to impress others. And yet, there is an amazingly
easy way to acquire quickly the power of vital
convincing speech.
I don't care what line of business you are in. I
don't care how embarrassed you now are when you
are required to speak. I can show you how to rise
quickly above the mess in business
how to jump
into prominence and become a leader with the

THE CRIME OF THE CENTURY!
The Sleeping City.

BIGGEST BURGLARY IN HISTORY
BAFFLES THE BULLS!
Master Mind Behind the \Vail Street
Mystery?
The imagination is staggered (it ran) by

-

poise and assorence that convinces-how to Bell
any number of people, from one to a thousand, on
the Idea yon want to put over.

the possibilities opened up by this morning's
outrage on the five banks. If by wiping
out the consciousness of the denizens of the
Business Center of a Great City for two
hours a gang of criminals can clean that
area of all its movable wealth (for the
loss was vastly exaggerated), who call foretell where such operations will stop? Millions of dollars have been lost in the robbery. Five of the most important banks ill
the country have been crippled. The criminal no longer is satisfied svitlt guerilla raids
on the law-abiding world. He has declared

Free Self Test
I can prove to you, very simply, as I have to thousands of
others-that it is possible for
YOU to become a master of
speech-no matter what
your experience has been. By
a remarkable self -test that I
have devised you can judge
for yourself what this training will do for you. And you
can make this test absolutely
FREE. Do not wait. Fill out
the
DAY.Let tellionobelow
ml weaning special oner,wblsh I may have
to withdraw in a short time. Let
send esa this
elf -tent that
or
will mean for you the opening of
igger sad better career.

y

What This Course
Teaches You
after
How
dinnernspeech s
How to sell more
gods
How
wto train your
memory
How to
your vocabulary
How to make a po-

enlarge

litical speech

How to

develop

senconuence

How to enquire e

Person.
cunning
a

\\ ar!

North American Institute

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 8811 Chicago, IIi.
a

North American Institute
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept, 8811

ft

Chicago, IiI_

Please send me Your free Tent Information that will enable
dderide for mreelf whether or not 1 eso besome a forceuÍ speaker. Aleo send we full Farticulan
slaty Your
end sppteCcfa111mlted tima offer. 1 em under as obliga-

tion ut .ay kind.

Name

Address
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Organized efficiency is the keynote of this
startling coup. In the execution of their
fell purpose the gang of criminals have not
wasted a single movement. The attack was
made with the precision that indicates a
leader of genius. Behind it is the brain
of a master crook, a Napoleon of Crime.
The mind that could conceive the plan of
doping a whole district by mysterious means
and so organize the manoeuvres of his subordinates is not the mind of the ordinary- denizen of the Underworld. It is the mind of
a Warped Genius.
To connote the evidence is a matter of difficulty, for there is no evidence to connote.
The mind of the master crook has seen to

that...

It is like a City of the Dead.
About the silent streets recumbent forms of
sleeping men are huddled in the doorways
or are spread across the sidewalks. Here
and there, with his useless club beside him,
lies the blue -coated guardian of the peace.
A faint gleam of white from another inert
figure shows where the clubman has been
overcome, stricken down by the mysterious
sleep that has fallen like death upon the
idle and the occupied alike. Automobiles,
with their brilliant headlights throwing tine
level beams insisted upon by law, are drawn
up in the roadways, and seem to carry
cargoes of dead men. It is as though some
intangible power had stopped all movement
with the wave of a magic wand. From
the elevated railway on Sixth comes the
roar and hum of a passing train. .
.
That was a point I had missed-and what
about the subways?
and from pleasure districts uptown
is heard the quiet murmur of the traffic,
the subdued echoes of moving people. Except for these, the silence is the silence of
Death.
Suddenly, under the pillared mass of a
great building, a pinpoint of light emerges,
and it grows into a blinding glare. Oxyacetylene! It lights up a cluster of masked
men and flashes off their goggles of blue
glass. \Vith unhurrying speed they do their
work, and in their unconcern cast no glance
at the huddled forms around them. . . .
There's a lot more like that, before he
begins to tell of the first glimmer of dawn.
in which shadowy companies assemble and
break up, man by man, each going his own
way-I suppose with twenty-five kilos of
gold apiece! Well, I had not thought of
a perfect army of crooks to manhandle the
stuff. He finishes up on a great note, like
an old-time "movie" subtitle:
And the Milld that conceived all this, the
Arch -crook, the Master Criminal, brooded
the while over the conquered City. For the
thousandth time, maybe, he connoted his plan
of campaign, and smiled to think that it
could not fail. The whole of civilized America lay at his mercy, and he had the power,
plus the will, to bring ruin and chaos to
its prosperous centers. Tile wealth of the
nation was his for the grasping.
Malign this personality must be, but is it
the motive power of a new anarchistic
movement against established order? Is it,
by any chance, the Master Mind behind a
recrudescence of the Idea we used to know
as Bolshevism? Until the identity of this
Napoleon of Crime is established, until he
is immured in our strongest prison, he, with
his secret and mysterious weapons, has the
wealth of the Nation at his Mercy!
If this Master Mind is to be beaten, only
a Master Mind can do it, and we beg leave
to doubt if the present Chief of Police, the
spineless and supine Conrad Dickermann,
fills the Bill!
\Vith all my own theories gone astray I
was, as I say, quite in sympathy with this
writer in his bewilderment. What sort of
crooks were they who were capable of relinquishing two million dollars in negotiable
securities? It is true that there would have
been some difficulty in disposing of the scrip.
in the face of the broadcasting by radio of
the descriptions, but the thing was not impossible. The newspaper mall was right
when he said that the robbery was a masterpiece of organization, for in whatever
way it was effected, there must have been
the slickest co-ordination between the members of the gang. Nor was he far wrong
in attributing the organization to a "Master
Mind." Something of the kinrl was behind
(Continued on 'page 206) .

If my idea of a gas was right-and I
could see no other explanation for the mys-
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"BUILD YOUR OWN" WITH "RASCO" PARTS!
Buy from the Oldest and Original Exclusive Radio Parts House in the United States
We pay ALL transportation charges in U. S. ALL GOODS SENT PREPAID IN 24 HOURS
Money refunded
NEW AND EXCLUSIVE "RASCO" GOODS
oefrre d
om this page.
t satisfy
HERE it is! The radio tool that will
bring happiness to all radio experiHere is a
menters and constructors.
tool that does 16 different things and does
A tool that does practically
them well.
everything required In building your radio
The tool is built of hardened steel,
set
size exactly as per Illustration, highly fin1.
Here are some of the uses:
ished.
R Counter2. Center punch.
Screwdriver.
sink and reamer. 4- Bus bar wire bender.
5. Bus bar and wire bender for 8-32 screw.
WIRE\
6. Bus bar and wire bender for 6-32 screw.
FORMER',
8. Socket wrench
7. Socket wrench for jacks.
9. Socket wrench for 6-32
for 4-36 nuts.
ii.
nuts
10. Socket wrench for 8-32 nuts.
l.2. Screw gauge for 4-32
Wrench for knurled nuts.
14. Screw
Screw gauge for 6-32 screw.
,cress.
13.
gauge for 8-32 screw. 15 Screw gauge for 10ro2 screw.
16. Knife for wire skinning.
the tool, but
These are only the important uses
es
themselves to every
n
was wwill readilyssuggest
opal other
radio experimenter, You willwonder how' you have got- JACK
ten along before without the 16 to 1 radio tool.
Get
You will never again Will
one of these happiness tools.
without IL 14800 RASCO 16 in 1 Radio Tool, each 50.35

"`RASCO" 16 in
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$1.75

Here is a detector which has been especially developed
by us icr the new Crystodyne circuits. This detector while

using the natural mineral zineite can be used with any
other crystal as ,cell. Several unique features are emilli;iimriúl
bodied in this detector. To begin with it is the only
detector that has a sliding erysal cup with perfect contact
arrangement and which run not only slides but rotates with
an eccentric motion.
(Note slot A.) By means of the
small knob the cup slides easily so that any point of the
wk
crystal can be brought into contact A new crystal can be
inserted immediately by unscrewing the small knob. The
contact plate which at the same time forms the catsshlsker
is made of spring steel. The combination of steel-zineite
1s the only one that was found practical for the Crystodyne oscillating crystal. Note the micrometric adjustment
6900
that can be made by means of the large knob bearing
against the steel spring. This raises and lowers the steel point to the finest possible degree. The base Is of
bnkelite, all parts nickel plated end polished.
16900--Crystodyne Zincite Detector with Crystal
$1.75
1G900-Natural Zincito Mounted Crystal especially tested for Crystodyne work, fits any crystal cup
.60
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RADIO DIAL BUTTON

You are interested in radio;--you have a radio set, or you are
radio experimenter. You know it and your friends know it; but
suppose you casually meet enother radio man. He will not know
that you are interested In radio, nor will you know that he is.
For you and every radio enthusiast the nesv radio dial button
has been created. It identifies you immediately and will help you
and everyone else to break the ice when "Greek meets Greek."
The new emis
a
blem
small button
measuring %

I'

in. in diem.

It

is an exact

replica of a
standard mod-

Na. 4997

radio

ern

dial.

It. has

raised knob
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dial
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DIO"

Lug Assortment
Packet contains fifty of
the most important lugs
for the man who "Builds
His Osen" as follows: 10
lugs for 8/32; 10 for
8/322: 10 prong lugs (sot-

8/32;

All

10

6/32; 10 ditto
fiat typo 8/32.

lugs

Lug
sortment
1a9 95

are

A-

tinned.

G!r
$0.22

" RASCO "

Brackets

line of small brackets evolved especially
"Builds His Own." They ran be used in a number of
hold tuning coil tubes; inductances: spider webs, etc.; to
"Rasco"
attach various instruments to baseboards, etc.
e

; r`CENTER_YUNCH

25c

t h

e
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'Me

assortment

contain

Itere Is an assortment that
everyone building a radio
set needs. Contains the
(onneetore;
4
Adapter following:
122
Amorted
Bushings
(to fit '4" "Perfect" Lugs. 6 Grid
dial to 3/16" shaft); Leak Mountings. 4 Dial
4 Separable Phone Tips; 4
Markers. 6-1475. 6-1476
Ancle Brackets; 24 Lark 3-1490, 2-1505 Brackets.
Nowhere:
36
Assorted 1,Ist Price of all parts,
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14996
N
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is set

In gold. The
entire dial is
made in best
black enamel.

All lettering,

figures and
graduation
marks are inlaid gold on enamel. The knob part Is also In gold. RestgoldDlato
Is used. The button Is equipped with a screw back so that the
emblem can he attached to your button hole in a few seconds.
The most beautiful radio emblem ever made. Thousands are
already being worn and soon everyone interested in radio will
wear
Get one or more of these buttons today. Slade of best
materials. It will positively not tarnish and it lasts for years.
17799 "Itacco" Radio Dial Button. each
50.25
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clip lend hooks to a jiffy onto any wire.
any binding post or other conductor in order
a safe experimental connection.
"RASCO" CLIP LEADS come in two
colors, green and red, to distinguish connecto make

Here to something that every experimenter
This Is a
has been waiting for Impatiently.
flexible silk -covered conductor to the ends of
which are soldered strong brass spring clips.
Instead of using wires to make your connections-screwing and unscrewing binding port,

to
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"RASCO" Clip Leads
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COUNTERSINK
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1s intended as a battery
switch to disconnect your "A" batRASCO
teries.
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finger
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use
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your
and
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thumb.
Also this switch takes up a
minimum of moors, much less than other 4850
switches, the bare of the switch measuring only Is4z', . All metal parts
nickel plated.
A switch you will be
proud to possess. 14850-RASCO Snap Switch. Each 25e
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Crvstodvne Detector. For All NewOscillating Crystal Circuits
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Radio Tool

1

tions.
of

Brass clips hare powerful grip.

clip lead, one foot.

RASCO CLIP LEADS.
Dozen lots
17887

for the man whe
different ways-to
hold up panels; to

brass brackets are
clamped from henry metal and have been designed to do the work right
They are nickel -plated and carefully finished.
builder need, at least
All illustrations are exactly half-size. Every
Order them now and save money end effort.
dozen of these.
$0.03
11475 Brass Angle Piece. 5/16" wide z 7/l6" high. Each
.05
11476 Braes Bracket, %" high a 2 lugs 54" long. Each
.04
Each
11490 Bras. Angle Piece, size %" z 'h
.05
x
long
%"
11505 Brass Angle Piece, aire 1%" high
Dozen lots, each style 15 percent discount.
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Each.,..50.12
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Dealers and Jobbers
SEE OUR
2 -PAGE

AD ON

PAGES
1130 and
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RADIO
N

EWS

Write or wire for territory that is

still

open on the sperfaltles described
this Date. These articles are widely advertised and you will hnve a demand for them almost Immediately.
We shall be glad to send samples to
responsible and rated concerns.
Address all wholesale Inquiries to
RADIO SPECIALTY COMPANY
Wholesale Department
25A West Broadway. New York CID,
on

Place, New York City
CO., 9'8s ParkElkridge,
RADIO SPECIALTY
Md,
Factories: Brooklyn, N. Y.
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The .Ark of the Covenant
(Continued from page 204)
Where neither he nor his fellows
were at all helpful was in suggesting a reasonable explanation of the anaethesia.
it all.
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Take This Short Cut to

Accomplish Your Ambition
The field of electrical engineering offers wonderful
opportunities for trained men to direct and carry out
great industrial and commercial projects. Get a thorough and practical training here in our course of

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
with B. S. Degree in 3 Years

A faculty of specialists Is leading hundreds of
ambitious young men to sure success. Why not you/
can
if you are lacking some preparatory studies you
This L an exmake them up here as you go along.
ceptional opportunity to become an electrical engineer
in the shortest possible time.

ELECTROTECHN I CS

to 2 years In this course makes you a colnpletetly trained electroteehniclan-prepared to Sil such
positions as general plant superintendent, director of
chief
construction,
superintendent of maintenance,
mat
Is the
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draftsman, etc.
between the Electrical Engineer and ate Electricianand a stepping stone to higher
a well paid position
executive work. A grado school diploma or equivalent
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COMMERCIAL
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
in 1 Year

Unparalleled opportunities for brilliant, successful
careers In one new field of Commercial Electrical Engineering. To meet the estnordinary present-day demands for trained electrical business men, consulting
and efficiency engineers, Ire offer this thorough, condensed and very practical training, especially adapted
to high school graduates.

PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY
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months' Electrical Course
learn house, factory and theatre
,firing, testing and meter work. A.C. and D.C. Armaall
necessary mathematics.
ture Winding and
A 3 months' course in A.C. and D.C. Armature
Winding, or a 3 months' Course In Light and Motor
Wiring and Testing is offered to those with limited
time and means.

In
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this complete

daily-you
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AUTO ELECTRICAL SERVICE

ENGINEERING
AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICITY

Electrhal specialists who Instinctively diagnose

and

automotive electrical troubles command high
positions and are well paid. Specialize In starting.
lighting, ignition and storage batteries and command
a big job at a big salary.
locate

"EARN WHILE YOU LEARN"
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young men, bait -time jobs

a

limited number of worthy

rat good wages, and permaunlimited prospects to nil duly
Here is the opportunity of your

nent positions witls
qualified graduates.
life to acquire a thorough. practical training for big paying profession that Is In urgent need for trained men.

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS AGO
The S. of E. stands absolutely alone In the field or
thorough, practical electrical education and In commercial and electrical engineering.

NO NEED OF YOUR BEING WITHOUT AN S. OF E. TRAINING
It does not matter how old you are or what schooling you have had. Students from 16 years up to 50
are in attendance here.
Fill out the following coupon and mall It to -day.
New Term Opens February 16th.

C'ayCHC>aL of

ENG I N EERI NG

of Milwaukee

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
P. E.-125, 415.17 Marshall Street.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Without obligating use in any way, please mall free

illustrated book, "Electricity :md the One (test
Way to Learn it," and particulars regarding the
course I have marked with an X.

72 -page

....Electrical Engineering.

.... Eloctroteehnies.

....Commercial Electrical Engineering.
....Automotive Electricity.
....Auto Electrical Service Engineering.

....Radio Sales and Service.
....Armature Winding.
....Light. Motor wiring and Testing.
....Practical Electricity.
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....IPlan.
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interested in your "Earn While You Learn"
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Radium Bromide in Unheard of Quantities
in the Boxes in the Post Office
I was hoping that Dan Lamont would
perhaps have come on something that would
help to explain the mystery, for I was certain that if any scientist in America was
better equipped than Dan for snaking the
discovery, he was so obscure as to be useless.
Dan is a top-notcher.
I found the little chap in a great state
of excitement, and as soon as he saw me
Ile pulled out his loose change and began
to rattle it in his cupped hands like mad.
"You've found the thing that tarnished the
gold!" I exclaimed.
"No," he said.
"Then you've hit on the dope that was
used ?"

"No."
"Then what the devil's all the excitement

about, Dan ?"
"Jimmy," he said solemnly. "a wonderful
thing has happened. At this moment there
is in New York more radium bromide than
was ever known to exist in the whole
world I"
"Well, what about it?"
"What about it! What a phlegmatic ass
you are, Jimmy i Don't you realize what
it means?"
"No," said I. merely to egg hint on.
"It means that experiments in radio -activity, in physics, in therapeutics, can be carried on on a scale undreamt of up to now.
It is immense! Great Christopher and the
hard-boiled egg! Do you know what it
means in money alone-the value of the
stuff ?"
"Thousands, I suppose?"
"Don't be a fat -head, J inuny. It means
millions, millions! Radium worth several
millions of dollars was sent to five of the
scientific and surgical institutes in the city
this morning."
It came to me in a flash.
"In square black boxes, unstalnped through
the Post Office!" I yelled.
"Yes," cried Dan. "How did you know?"
"Because I just missed seeing them this
morning," I said. "Is there any clue to
who sent them?"
"Not a thing," said he. "Where they come
from nobody knows. Just after you left
me this morning, I was called up by the
Post Office to go down there in a hurry.
Yon know I'm supposed to be all right about
explosives ever since I handled that I. \V. \V.
outrage for them in 1925? Well, they had
an idea that something of the sort was on
again, and they called me in.
"When I got down there, I found a group
of officials round five black boxes, containing heavy lead cases. I thought their explosives idea was mad, and I pried up the
thick lid of one of the cases with a screwdriver. Inside the case was a heap of pinkish salts. I could hardly believe my eyes,
for it seemed to me to be one of the radium
compounds-either chloride or bromidewith the usual barium impurity in it. I got
away from it, quick, anti had them shutter
all the windows. By good luck I had a
tiny scrap of willentite in my pocket, and
in the darkness, held above the salts, it
gave off a lovely glow. I had no doubt. It
was radium-heaps and heaps of it-and
worth a fortune!"
(Continued on page 208)

Prices Smashed!
Quality Not Sacrificed :CONS
Here is real battery
quality, guaranteed to you, at
prices that will astound the entire battery -buying public. Order

Put the Dealer's
Profit in your own pocket. You actually save
much more than half, and so that you can be
convinced of true quality and performance, wo
direct from factory.

give Written Two -Year Guarantee

0

Hereisyourprotection! Noneedtotakeachance.
Our batteryis right-and the price is the lowest
evermade. Convince yourself. Read the priceel
Special 2 -Volt Radio Storage Battery. $3.75
6.00
Special 4 -Volt Radio Storage Battery,
6 -Volt, 60 Amp. Radio Storage Buttery,

7.00
G.Volt, HO Amp. Radio Storage Battery, 8.00
6-Volt,100 Amp. Radio Storage Battery, 9.50
6-Volt.120 Amp. Radio Storage Battery,11.50
6-Volt,140 Amp. Radio Storage Battery,13.00
We ask for no deposit. Simply send name

and address and style wanted. Battery will
be shipped the day we receive your order
Express C. O. D., subject to your
w
examination on arrival. Our
S

guarantee accompanies

each batterv.Weaiiow 5%
discount for cash in full
with order. You cannot
loselActquick.Sen' your
order today-NOW.
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Arrow Battery Co.
1215 South Wabash Ave.
Chicago, W.
Dept. 14
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Our Famous Bulldog

Automatic Electing Top Break Double Action Revolver
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',titular with Secret Service men
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Reenter
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awing hand ierfor double scrum
accurate, dependable and powvrfel.
Checkered walnutatoek. A favorite
with sharpshooters.

32 calibre A
38 and 32-20 calibre'1
Thu, Run is of
fine imported tool steel.

$14.65.

Guaranteed for 20 years.
World-Famous Luger, 30 Calibre 520.95 ... Vest Pocket
Automatic 25 Calibre $6.45 ---Army Automatic blue steel
25 Calibre 58.45, 32 Calibre 510.45 ... Massive Military
Trench Automatic, 20 shot 32 Calibre $11.45.
Altgquaranteed Imported. Use standard errtrideea. CAOrantee these arm, to be brand now
. g
TION Remember
Sd absolutely perfect. Wa4,, sot sell used or second -head sane.
I

end No Money

Culpoatmaateranardraip,ae
postage.
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suuf.tion guaranteed or moan, promptly refunded.

IMPORT SALES CO. 14 E. 22nd St. Dept. 5
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Price Watch Sale
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Extra thin

1925 model.
JEWELED
movement. regulated and

damosceened
accurately adjusted.

Exquisitely

engraved

French Grey Case. solid white gold effect.
22-yr. guarantee. Sports scenes engraved on
back.
Positively the handsomest. thinnest
watch for the price. Easily sold for double.
Agents get rich. FRi $-Knife and chain.
send only 20c for postage.
Pay rest when
dell.ered. Buy direct from importers.
ORIENT EXCHANGE
?I Park Raw. New York. N. Y., Dept. PE

SEXUAL
KNOWLEDGE
320 Pages; Illustrated; Cloth
By Winfield Scott hall, M.D., Ph.D.
SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN
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husband and every young
wife should
Postpaid
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Mailed In
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AMERICAN PUB. CO., 166 Winston Bldg-Philadelphia

BECOME A' LIGHT NING

f:.TRICK, CARTOONIST...*
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Send 51.00 for Laugh Producing Program of
23 Trick Drawings with Instructions. or
write for Free Lists of Chalk Talk Sunnite,.
Balda Art Service, Dept.34,

Oshkosh. Wis,
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Good Ch emists Command High Salaries
and you can make yourself
independent for life by unearthing one of chemistry's
yet undiscovered secrets.

T. O'CONOR SLOANE,"
A.B.. A.M., LL.D., Ph.D..
Noted

Instructor

Lecturer

and

Author. Formerly trreasurer, American Chemical Society and a practices
chemist with many well known
his
oonly has Dr. Sltooane taught chemisfor years but he was for many
yearn engaged in commercial
chemistry work.

trydit.

Do you remember how the tales of pirate gold used to fire
your imagination and make you want to sail the uncharted
seas in search of treasure and adventure? And then you
would regret that such things were no longer done. But that
is a mistake. They are done-today and everyday-not on
desert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout
your own country. Quietly, systematically, the chemist works.
His work is difficult, but more adventurous than the bloodcurdling deeds of the .Spanish Main. Instead of meeting an
early and violent death on some forgotten shore, he gathers
wealth and honor through his invaluable contributions to humanity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented
dynamite, made so many millions that the income alone from
his bequests provides five $40,000 prizes every year for the
advancement of science and peace. C. M. Hall, the chemist
who discovered how to manufacture aluminum made millions
through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valuable process for recovering the waste from flue gases, James
Gayley, who showed how to save enormous losses in steel
manufacture, L. H. Baekeland, who invented Bakelite-these
are only a few of the men to whom fortunes have come
through their chemical achievements.

Now Is the Time to

- =:
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"
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Study Chemistry

What Some of Our
Students Say of This
Course:

the big
I have not written since ItI received
far exceeded mY
I can still say that
anticipations. Since I have been studying with
your school 1 have been appointed chemist for
the Scranton Coal Co. testing all the coal and
The lessons are
ash by prnsimate analysis.
help mg me wonderfully, and the interesting
way In which they are written makes me wait
patiently for each lesson.-31OItLAIS COUZENS.
I wish to express my wppreelation of your
pron.pt reply to my letter and to the recommendation to the General Electric Co. I intend to start the student engineering course at
the works. This is somewhat along electrical
lines, hut the fact that I had a recommendation from a reliable school no doubt had con.iderab.e influence in helping me to secure the
job.-IL VAN BENTItI'YBEN.
Ro far I've been more than pleased with
I hope
Your course and am still doing nicely.
to has your honor graduate this year.-J. 1.
NOItKÚS. JR.
I find your course excellent and your Itistrucclearest and lost assemtion, truthfully,
bled I hare ever taken, and yours is the tifW
one I've atudied.- JA.lES J. KELLY.
From the time I was having Chemistry It
set.

to

has never been thus explained to me as it is
umv.
I nun recommending you highly to my
and urging them to become members
of such an organization.--CPIAIILES BEN-

trlenis,

JAMIN.

I Mall always recommend your school to my
friends and let them know how supple your lessons

are.-C.

J.

AMDAHL.

I am more than pleased. 'You dig right in
from the start. 1 am going to get somewhere
WW1 this course.
I am en glad that 1 found
you.-t. A. CAMF.ItON.
find 1t
I use your lessons constantly as
more Worongh than stunt text books 1 can

I

seeuum.-W31. 11. TIBBS.
Thanking you for your lessons. which I find
not only clear and concise. but wonderfully

Interesting. 1 am-BURT. II. TRA YLOII.
I rereieed employment In the Consolidated
Gas Co.
I appreciate very much the good
beryl ,e of the school ulten a remnnmeudatlo
was 'rsked for.-JOS. DECKER.

Not only are there boundless opportunities for amassing
wealth in Chcrniarry, but the profession affords congenial
employment at goad salaries to hundreds of thousands who
merely follow out its present applications. These applications nre innumerable, touching intimately even' business and every p-odurt 1n the world. The wnrk of the
chemist can hardly be called work at all. It is the keenest and most et joyable kind of pleasure. The days
In a chemical laboratory are filled with thrilling and delightful experimentation, with the alluring
prospect of a discovery that may spell Fortune always at hand to spur your enthusiasm.

/

You Can Learn at Home

We give to every student withmtt additional charge this
chemical equipment, including forty-nine pieces of laboratory apparatus and supplies, and forty different chemicals
and reagents. These comprise the apparatus and chemicals
The fitted
used for tho experimental work of the course.
heavy wooden bps serves not only os a rase for the outfit
but also as a useful laboratory accessory for performing
countless experiments.

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE
OF NEW YORK, Inc.
Home Extension Division

66..X-WEST BROADWAY

NEW YORK

CITY

//

'

Formerly It w:u
To qualify for this remarkable culling requires elaborate specialized training.
necessary to attend a university for several years to acquire that training, but thanks to oat'
keep your
stay
you
can
home,
/CHEMICAL
instruction,
note
at
system
of
thorough
highly perfected and
position, and let us educate you in Chemistry during ycur spare time. Even with only common ar
*chording you ran take our course and equip yourself for immediate practical work In a chemical
laboratory. Dr. Shone gives even' one of his students the same careful, personal superNEW YORK
vision that made hint celebrated throughout his long career as a college professor. Your
Home Extension
instruction from the very beginning is node Interesting and practical, and we supply you
Division
with apparatus nrd chemicals for performing the fascinating analyses and experimental
work that plays such
large part in our method of teaching, and you are awarded the
66-X-West Broadway
New York City
Institute's official diploma after you have satisfactorily completed We course.

,

Experimental Equipment
Furnished to Every Student

n

a

Easy Monthly Payments

IINSTITUTE

/OF

1

,
/
/
/

Please send me at once.
without any obligation on my
You don't have to have even the small price of the course to start. You can
part. your free Book "Opportunlpay for it in small monthly amounts-so small that you won't feel them.
ties for Chemists," and full par Tite cost of flor course Is very lmv, and includes everything, even the
ticulan about the Experimental Equip chemistry outfit-there are no titres to buy with our course. Our plan
ment given to every student. Also please
of monthly payments places a chemical education within the reach or
Write us and let us explain our plan in full-give us the ,T tell me about your plan of payment and
even'pne.
your special 30 day offer.
opportunity of showing you how you can qualify for a highly trained
technical position without even giving up your present employment.

Special

30 Day Offer

/

/NAME
furnishing the student with his Experimental
Equipment, we are making an additional special otter for
You owe it to yoursell to find out
a short while only.
about It. Write today for full information and free
Send the coupon
book "Opportunities for Chemists."
/ADDRESS
eight now while It is fresh in your mind. Or lust
ente your name and address on a postal and mail
It to us. But whatever you do. art today before
this offer is withdrawn.
DON'T WAIT-MAIL COUPON NOW!
CITY
Exp., Jan. '25.
Besides

STATE
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How This Man
Won Success
As an Electrical Expert
General

Manager of his company at 28 years of age!
Ills own boss-owns his own home-married
and happy and
prosperous-that's the remarkable success achieved by Wallace it. Rohrsrhnelder, now General Manager, Secretary and
Treasurer of the iiustivtord Light, Power and Manufacturing
Company of HusUsford. Wisconsin.
Mr. Roluschnelder got his start toward his nulck and
brilliant success at School of Engineering of Milwaukee.
There he received the practical, intensive and specialized
training that enabled him to make good in a big sear.

Why Don't You Get Into
This Big Pay Field ?
The same kind of training that put Mr. ltohrschnelder
into the ranks of the highly -paid Electrical
Specialists will
qualify you for brilliant success In this' fascinating field of
unlimited opportunities.
Come to America's
Greatest
Institution of Electrical Education.
Learn by actual
practice In our big laboratories with their magnificent equipment. Including motors, dynamos, switchboards, IgnitIon
and lighting systems, etc.
Recognized experts give you
personal instruction every step of the way.

Earn Your Way Through
This Great College

You can earn money to help defray your expenses nhlle
you are learning.
Our wonderful co-operative plan brings
an Electrical Career within the reach of every ambitious
man.
Our Free Employment Department secures positions
for those students who wish to earn part of their expenses.
In addition, the Department will help you get a good
position In the Electrical Industry when your training Is

completed.
BIG BOOK

FREE-Mail tho coupon today for our big
Illustrated catalog. Check the course that Interests
most and are will send you special information.
Read
about the School that trains men for practical and ouiek
new
You

See hose easy it Is for you to get the training
that will enable you to step to a splendid position and a
handsome Income. Mail the coupon right NOW. No cost
or obligation.
Next Term Opens February 16th.
success.

CJCHOILof
ENGINEERING
of Milwaukee
Dept, P. E.1254,
Marshall Street. Milwaukee. Wit.
415

MAIL COUPON NOW

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
Dept. P. E. -125A, 415 Marshall Street, Milwaukee. Wis.
Please send me without any cost or obligation, full partleulore of the electrical course 1 hove checked and your big
Free Rook telling about your Institution and how It mili fit
me for a big position in the electrical field. Also tell nie
about your Earn -While -You -Learn plan.
(Check courses Interested In. and
be sure to give your education.)
-School of Practical Electricity-it months or 1 year cause.
Complete general course, covering entire electrical field.
-Institute of Eleetrotechnles-12 to 30 months' course.
Practical electrical training combined with thorough Academic education.
-College of Electrical Engineering
years' course. Regular collegiate work granting B.S. degree. 14 High School
units or diploma from our Institute of Electrotechnies refor
entrance.
quired
-Commereiel Electrical Engineering-1 year course. Entrance requirements same as for E. E.
-School of Automotive Eleetrlelty-3 to 8 months. Covers
all systems of starting, lighting, ignition, and storage
batteries for automobiles. tractors, air -Craft. etc. Intensive
practico course.
-One year Auto Electrical Service Course.

-3

-Radio Sales & Service.
-Armature Winding and
1

to

8

months' course.

-

Motor Generator Repair Course

Brief, but Intensely practical. lead-

ing to well -paying positions.

-Electrical

Home-Servlee Training with laboratory facilseise cannot como to Milwaukee.

ities. for those
Name
Street

City
Age

State
Education

The Mystery of the Envelopes
"Was anything said about the envelopes?"
"You mean the big envelopes with the
securities stolen from the banks? That's
the funny thing about the whole affair. No
two of the envelopes or packages was addressed in the same handwriting. We tried
to connect them up from the fact that they
were all unstamped, but it was apparent
that ten different hands had written the
ten different addresses."
"I think it binds it. Wouldn't you say
that the crooks who broke into the banks
this morning sent the radium to the insti-

Scientific American is the monthly news
reporter on all the big industrial and
scientific developments, inventions and
scientific discoveries. Plainly written.
easily understood, accurate and interesting. Price, $4.00 a year.
-

MUNN & CO.
PATENT ATTORNEY
Established

607

course."
"Clever fellow," he purred. "And now

will you tell me what the human engine
gets out of the air to help its combusiton?'
Right there I saw where I had pulled the
bone. It was obvious that a gas strong
enough to deprive an automobile engine of
its oxygen would have deprived humans of
their lives.
I dare say I deserved all the chaffing
he gave me, but he rubbed it in all afternoon.
By and by he was sprawling on the floor
of his sitting -room, searching the newspapers for further information that might
throw light on the mystery. He had managed to get his mop of flaxen hair so tangled up and over his eyes that he looked
like one of those silky -haired Scots dogs.

C.

368 Hobart Bldg., 582 Market St., San Fran., Cal.
233 Van Nuys Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Gold Plated Aerial
Works Wonders

Amazing new antenna The Goldenrod works wonders with
any set. Clearer reception; more stations; greater volume:
no "fading"; won't corrode, lasts lifetime.
Used by Government. Ocean Liners, Broadcasting Stations.

NOW EVERYONE CAN HAVE IT

Solid Phosphor Bronze

heavily plated with

%%Ire,

18

kt.

gold. Gold antenna long known to be best, but too costly.
Now thru Goldenrod methods of manufacture. every set user
can have one.

folder giving complete details and proof
FreeIllustrated
of wonderful results from Goldenrod Aerial-"Best

Because We Gold Plated."
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Inventions Developed

CHAPTER FOUR.
The Tale of the Finn
I

mind.
One of the first things Dan did was to
piont out where I had made the very sap headed break in my theorizing. When I
told him that the sleep-producing gas was
what. had stopped the engines of the automobiles, Ile grinned at me in a sort of sarcastic way.
"Are you chemist enough to tell me what
there is in the air that enables the automobile engine to combust its gasoline?" he
asked.
"Don't be funny, Dan," said I, and innocently answered him.
"Oxygen, of

1845

Woolworth Building, NewYork

b26 Scientific American Bldg., Washington, D.
415 Tower Building, Chicago, Ill.

tutes ?"
"Would you? You can be safe, perhaps,
in assuming that the radium was sent by
one individual, or group of individuals, and
that the envelopes were sent by the thieves,
but can you be certain that the two groups
are identical? Is it likely that people capable of the Wall Street affair would be
the sort to send radium round-like tea?"
"It sounds contradictory-but they sent
the securities, that's certain," said I. "And
I've got a notion that the mind that could
conceive the robbery, and the gas, and the
sending of the securities, is quite capable
of doing the other. I'm not going to lose
sight of the possibility. Have you formed
any opinion of how the anzesthetic was administered, Dan? Have you come on anything to explain the tarnishing of the gold?"
Dan rattled his loose change before replying.
"I haven't a ghost of a notion," he said.
"The whole thing's a complete mystery. But
I have turned the entire laboratory to testing for the stuff that fixed the gold-and
I'll explain the anxsthetic somehow-even
if it means discovering one with the same
powers myself ! This thing's got me going!"

I did not mean to leave Dan Lamont that
afternoon until we had gone over all the
points of the robbery very thoroughly. I
have the greatest respect for my friend's

-

If you have an invention which you desire
to protect we shall be pleased to have you
consult us. Our booklet giving information
on patent procedure will be sent upon request.

(Continued from page 206)

If you have an undeveloped invention, consult us.
We will prepare practical designs for you, also
procure your patent rights. Write for
I

FREE BOOKLET

Manufacturers Patent Co., Inc.
70 Wa l lSt., New York

Mailing
Lists
Will

help you increase sales

Send for FREE eataloo¢¢ Riving roenttaa
and prices on thousands of Uasesued.
nomeaofyour t pros
uetam_
i.-iudlvtdera -National,
ate and Lo
otivec
Pr fcaasona, n usi noasConcerua_

4<r4y'

99dGuafauneoed5

co. most

St.Lótüs

Inventors

Consult

Protect your rights!
Recording Blank Free.
me íf you have an undeveloped
invention or idea. Do not delay.

O. S. LeSZay.

Attorney and Engineer
Park Row. New York, N. Y.

Registered

15

Literary Assistance!
Lectures, Orations, Debates, Essays, etc., prepared to order on given subjects. Outlines furnished.
Twenty-two years' experience. Miller
Literary Agency, 211 Reisinger Ave., Dayton, O.

i

OWN THE WORLD'S BEST!
.c-';

:sue

Sporting goods, binoculars, telescopes,
body armor, ultra modern arms. etc. Catalog
W free. Pacific. Arms Corp., San Frsneiseo. Calif.

Insure your copy reaching you each
month. Subscribe to The Experimenter
--$2.50 a year. Experimenter Publishing
Co., 53 Park Place, New York City.
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This certifies
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or

"You're not connecting those two things
up with Wall Street affair, are you, Dan?"
He took out his watch.
"It's now twenty minutes to four," he
said calmly. "We can be over beyond Newark inside the hour with my roadster, if
you'll drive. We'll see if the things do
connect up."
At the Gasoline Station
At the gasoline station we got little information.

Nobody could tell how the fuel

The station had been
had been taken.
closed on the Sunday night, and had been
left in charge of a watchman, the manager
informed us, and the watchman had sworn
he knew nothing about it.
"Did the watchman by any chance confess to having fallen asleep?" I asked the
manager.
"He swore he hadn't." said the official,
"but I expect he did. If he didn't, he's in
league with the crooks, and the police have
got him."
"Stop a bit,"

Lamont interposed.
"You're perfectly certain that the gasoline
has been stolen? Isn't it possible that some
mechanical device in the tank has failed, that
the oil has slipped back to supply?"
"We thought of that," said the manager,
"and the mechanism has been thoroughly
overhauled. But there isn't any doubt that
the outlet pipe was opened in the night and
the gasoline taken away."
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Should ossify and fattily degenerate!"
he finished and threw the cushion back at

"Looks like it," he murmured. "Now,
here's another funny story-"
He pointed to another paragraph tucked
away on the same page. This reported the
abstraction of a large amount of eatables
from a big provision store, also in New
Jersey, during the night, but here gold dollars had been left to pay for the goods taken
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"Oh, that that brain which did the ether

sprung up."

/
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oper week or that if you
less and
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said I, and

I've found another curious robbery of
last night that seems to have escaped you,
you slug," said he. "Come and look at this,
Jimmy."
Five Thousand Litres of Gasoline Have
Disappeared
I got down on the floor beside him. He
had one of the stubby fingers of his childish
hand on a paragraph in a newspaper. This
briefly stated that five thousand litres of
high-grade gasoline had vanished in some
mysterious fashion, during the night, from
one of the big containers in New Jersey
belonging to the Standard Oil Company.
"That's a curious thing," said I.
"It is a curious thing," Dan agreed.
"Somebody gets away from the financial district with over three thousand kilos weight
of gold-and on the same night some one
else gets away with five thousand litres of
gasoline. What do you know about it, son?"
"Seems to be a craze for weight -lifting

TOSE TOS

JobGUARANTEE
ha SO

You.

-

clue, a clue, a clue-let's find a clue,"
"Let's find a clue on
he was chaffing me.
which to base a reasonable hypothesis, my
dear Jimmy. I said, mark you, a reasonThe gas that stopped the
able hypothesis.
It may sound
engines doped the bulls!
all right-but the reasoning is just what
might be expected from a mere mechanic."
"Oh, shut it, Dan!"
He shut one eye and recited at me :
"The famous airman, looking for a gas,
Pulls a large bone and proves himself an-

"A

egregious mechanic!"
"You might have rhymed,"
threw a cushion at him.
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aJob and a 5O% Raise

GetYou
sAY Good to

$20, $;o or $40 a week. Go after the Big Money!
-by
Work short, easy hours-boss the job instead of being bossed-be
independent-a Success! I'll show you how: Listen! Give me a
little spare time each day-I'll guarantee to make you a Big Pay Auto Expert-guaran

job and guarantee at least 50% raise in pay! This may sound too good to
be true, but my guarantee is backed by a million dollar school. You can't lose! Your
success it insured! Mail the coupon today for my amazing guaranteed job and salary offer.

1
Has Own Garage

Clifford 'J. Coon. Sn,Itellle.
Ont., opened hie own game..
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LEARN AT HOME

I

By Actual Shop Methods

.

My new shop -note method of instruction gives you the full benefits of actual shop and
garage experience, right in your own home-and with better and quicker results. No
need to quit your job-no need to lose a day or a dollar until you re ready to step into the
Big Pay Auto Job I guarantee you! My training fits you to hold a dozen different auto
jobs. I make you a roaster of auto, truck and tractor. I make you a full-fledged expertnot just a mechanic. I've been in the auto business for 24 years-worked for Packard,
Rolls Royce, Paige and others. I know how to train you and I guarantee your success.

Boss Big Auto Jobs

In Business
Start
you how to start in business of
a

your own and take in $5,000 to ISt5,000
profits a year. I tell you how to organize,
advertise and manage the business, how to
get customers, etc. This valuable information alone is worth the price of my course.
Write today. Get the facts-the full proof!

care what Education or Experience
you have had. Crewey only finished the 8th
grade and doubled his salary in five months!
My shop methods are guaranteed simple,
easy -to -learn, and easy to apply. I've taken
men and boys from all walks of life and
made them omens. I can and will do the
same for you. I go further than any school
and g uarantee you a job and 5o% more pay.

I don't

Valuable Scholarship Free!

Get this great money saving offer. "Noprofit" methods give you more for your
money than you ever dreamed was possible.
Mail the coupon right away and find out
how I can give you America's finest Auto
Training, guarantee you a splendid Auto
Job and a 5o% raise. Mail coupon today for
my big free book and complete informatio...
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Job Guarantee Bond and Big Auto Book
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complete Information.
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Big Outfit of Tools!
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Investigate! Write today. Get this wonderful book. It tells about
big salaries and opportunities now open. Gives complete facts on my
bonded guarantee of big jobs and bigger pay. You owe it to your.
self to read this book-no obligations. Its FREE! Write Today!

Drexel Ave. tit Seth St., Dept.

finis ed the eighth pendenIn
My training doubled
blpool.
a salary to Ore month».

No Experience Needed

Take my training. Then take your pick of
a dozen big -pay jobs. I qualify you for Auto,
Truck and Tractor repairing-Auto Electricity-Vulcanizing-Welding-Battery Work
-Aviaton Motor Service-Auto Salesman
-Shop, Garage and Service Station Management, everything in the Auto business.
When you graduate you're ready and able
to hold down the big pay job I get for you.
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The Ark of the Covenant
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"The watchman is unshaken in his statement that he did not fall asleep?" I asked
"Oh, yes. He's fixed on that-but he
might be lying, don't you see? He's supposed to be awake all night, and to make
his rounds at definite intervals. If he had
fallen asleep, he wouldn't like to confess it."
"Where has he been taken to?" asked

iQ1
.e

-- :'
.

Dan.

.

"I'm Going to Make
More Money!"

"I'm tired working for a small salary. I know I have just as good a head
on me as Fred Moore and Bob Roberts,
for we used to work side by side. But
they've gone far ahead of me.
"Why? Because they saw the value
of special training, and I didn't.
"But I know better now. If the
International Correspondence Schools
can raise the salaries of men like Fred
Moore and Bob Roberts, they can raise
mine, too!
"If they have helped others to advance, they can help me. To-day-right
now-I'm going to send in this coupon
and at least find out what the I. C. S.
can do for me."
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Boa 8884-C, Scranton, Penna.
Without coat or obligation on my Dart. Please tall me
I can qualify for the position or in tie subject before
ithlch I have marked an X:
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

how

Business Management
Industrial Management
Personnel Organization
Traffic Management
Business Law

Salesmanship

Advertfeing
0Better Letters
Show Card

Lettering

stenography and Typing
Business English
Civil Service
Railway Mall Clerk
Common School Subjects
High School Subjects

Banking and Banking Law
Accountancy (Including C.P.A.)

Nicholson Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping
Private Secretary
3Danleb
illustrating
French
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineering
Architect

Electric Lighting

El Architects' Blue Prints
Contractor and Builder

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice

Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry to Pharmacy
Automobile work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

Railroad Positions

Gas Engine Operating

Civil Engineer

Surveying and Mapping

Metallurgy

!Inning
Radio

Steam Engineering

Mathematics

Name

3-6-24

Street

Address

City

State

Occupation
"eraons residing in Canada should aced this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,

Montr eat, Canada
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"That's me," I admitted, "unless there's
another of the name."
"But are ye the Mr. Boon that has the
works out at the top end av Long Island?"
"That's me."

'

Y.

SEND NO MONEY

Just state number of hatted,, wanted and we will ship day
OFFER: 4 batteries In series ISO
order is received.
Is $11.00.
YEXTRA
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WORLD BATTERY COMPANY
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Makers of the famaua World Radio
S. Wabash Ave., Dept.

1219

Storage Battery

85

Chicago, Ill.

SAVE 52.00 BY ORDERING NOW:
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EARN BIGMOIYE

Thousands of big pay opportunities open to the radio
trained man. Success easily won in the fastest growing industry of all time. From land find sea comes
the urgent call for men who can construct, install,
operate, repair, maintain end tell radio equipment.

CASH

for Your Spare Time!

Take orders from your neighbors for radio sets. Get
hie (ea for your semi ...and advice. Homo etude qualifies you
-short course, low coat, eaay:terme. Moser back guarantee.
Wonderful tube receiving net of latent deaf
Range over 1000 mil.. Write today for FREE
copy of "Radio Fut.."
A. G. MOHAUPT, Radie Engineer
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The Robbery (?) of the Provision Store
Dan and I spoke to the officer in charge
of the district, and got a promise from him
that he would put tite idea to the investigator who had the matter in hand.
"It's just as well that you've got that
out of the old man," said the police officer.
"It seems to me that we're on the way
to saving two of our best men."

v

"B" Battery
World Storage
CELLS -24 VOLTS)

asked.

"Well, ye've got a son av mine workin'
for ye-name ay 'McGinty."
"McGinty your son?" said I. "Well, he's
a good fellow, Mr. McGinty, and one of
my best mechanics."
"Ye make me proud to hear it, sorr,"
said the old man. "He swears by you, so
he does."
After that, everything was easy. The old
man admitted that he'd fallen asleep about
one o'clock in the morning, but that lie
didn't understand how it happened. We
pointed out to him that it would be better
to confess to having fallen asleep, rather
than leave the idea that he was in league
with the gang that had emptied the tank.
He then said he had been sound between
one and three in the morning. We questioned him closely, and began to hate little
doubt that he was victim to the same dope
that had put Wall Street to sleep. He had
not heard of the bank robberies. We left
old McGinty with the assurance that he
was not to blame in any way, and that there
was every prospect of speedy release if only
he'd be frank to the questioning of the detectives in charge of the case.

..

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

"He's at the local station."
"Right," said Dan. "Let's go there,
Jimmy."
The watchman was an elderly Irishman.
and just the type one would expect to find
at the job. Ile was stubborn to begin with
and refused to talk at all. It was the
merest chance that Dan addressed me by
my surname, and at that the old boy's atti"Are ye

.

,

A

For a limited time only, and to introduce this
new and superior Storage "B" Radio Battery to
the Public, we are selling it for S3.50. Regular
Retail Price is $5.50. You save $2.00 by ordering
NOW. A finer battery cannot be built than the
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e DISTANCE IADIO

Users everywhere report Mireeo Tuned
Radio Frequency receivers pick up ro grams Coast to coast; outperform sets three
times as costly. Send for proof they are radio's
most imitating values in powerful long distance
sets. One tube guaranteed. completely assembled outfie.as Illustrated, Ilst $14.35.1 hree tube
guaranteed loudspeaker outfit, list 529.50.
SEND POSTAL TODAY

for latest bulletins and special
offer. It will intermit Yoe.
MIDWESTtj RADIO CORP'N
480110

E.8tRudder.
St,Ciofet.
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"You'll have heard. that Schomberg's
Stores were broken into about two this
morning ?"
"Yes. To find out what we can about
that is part of our business over here."
"Well, you can hardly call the affair a
robbery," the inspector said, "what with
money being left to cover the loss and damage to the Stores. But how the place was
broken into without the complicity of at
least two of our patrolmen, we don't know,
and we didn't like the idea. After the news
came out about the Wall Street affair, these
two men came back with a confession that
they'd been asleep, but we had a suspicion
that they had only seized on the chance to
clear themselves. It did seem a bit farfetched that the gang that (loped the folk
around Wall Street, and got away with that
haul, would bother to raid a New Jersey

ON ONE TUBE

RIO FREE BOOKLET tells the story. California users
of CROSS COUNTRY CIRCUIT hear Atlantic Coast,
Canada, Cuba. Mexico and liatvalt. Atlantic Coast users
hear England to California, Our new plan makes this
set easiest and cheapest to build.
One hour puts In
operation.
Any
One tuning control. No soldering.
novice ran do it. BIG BOOKLET FREE or completo
instructions for 25c stamps or coin.
VESCO RADIO CO.. Box. Exp.-117, Oakland. Calif.
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NO MORE BATTERIES
PATENT
PENDING

provision store and leave money to pay for
what they took. But if the old man didn't
know about Wall Street, before he admitted
he'd fallen asleep, the chances are that he's
telling the truth."
"There was no watchman at Schomberg's

Stores"

"No, the place is shut up at night-nobody
on the premises."
"Could we see the two patrolmen in question?" asked Dan.
"Easy," said the inspector. "They sleep
at the station, and are sort of confined to

"

!

a2,,8_

barracks."

To be continued
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Electrical Notes
desk telephone contains rubber from the
East Indies, platinum and asphaltum from
South America, silk from the Orient, cotton
from the South, coal and iron from Pennsylvania, copper from Montana, lead from Missouri, linen from Ireland, wool from Australia, mica and shellac from India, nickel
from Canada, and even a little gold from
Alaska. In all these places the task of the
Western Electric Company, as telephone
builders, begins.
Nowadays the century -old clock in Frank
Lindsley's home at Dreahook, N. J., ticks off
the time right to the second-thanks to the
time signals broadcast by radio, and a good
quality loud speaker.
Few persons could win a guessing contest
as to what is needed in the manufacture of a
private branch telephone exchange switchboard which is so familiar. In the manufacture of the cabinet, which is three feet, two
inches wide and two feet. five inches deep,
sixty parts made of six different kinds
of wood are used, totalling 73 board feet of
lumber, all of it especially dried.
Twenty-one wood -working machines are
used in making the private branch telephone
exchange switchboard cabinet. Its iron and
steel framework is composed of 65 pieces of
electro -chemically treated material, weighing
forty-two pounds. To make these parts, nine
metal -working machines are required.
In assembling a private branch telephone
exchange switchboard at the Kearny Works
of the Western Electric Company, fifty-nine
parts of brass are used, 18 pieces of copper,
262 iron screws, 150 square inches of felt,
304 square inches of fibre and 126 square
inches of rubber.
Nine different colored wires made into
forty different combinations arc used in wiring a private branch telephone exchange
switchboard. The length of wire used is, in
all. 3,909 feet. Eight ounces of solder and
400 yards of tape are required for the wiring
operations. Furthermore, 1,506 holes must
be drilled.
Thirteen big lead presses turn out more
than ten thousand miles of telephone cable
at the Chicago Works of the Western Electric Co. every year.
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2

NOISELESS at all times.

3

change
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Will operate any set-no

whatsoever necessary, in your set.
Steady current at full voltage always-a feature not
found in batteries.

k5

Will not overheat.
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POWER UNIT

The Logical Unit for Operatingthe Radio
Set-Cleaner, Steadier, More Compact
and More Economical than Batteries
You can dispose of your batteries, both A and B types, and rid
your radio set of their unsightliness.
\Ve have just perfected a unit that takes the place of your batteries
and operates direct from 110 Volt D. C. house current from the
nearest socket.
The unit is small, neat, compact, not messy. It is silent in
operation, does not overheat and IT DELIVERS A STEADY
CURRENT AT ALL TIMES FOR BOTH FILAMENT AND
PL\TE, THEREBY INCREASING THE SIMPLICITY OF
OPERATION OF THE MULTI -TUBE SET.
It is easier to hook up than batteries, absolutely no change necessary in your set. All connections are identical to battery posts,
and are so marked.
Has taps for the following voltages: 6, 22,
60, 90.

Only 14 inches long by 6 inches wide by 5 inches high. Construction is of tbe finest materials for dependable long life. Is
beautifully finished and will not detract from the appearance of
the most ornate receiving set.

This Unit for Direct Current Only
AC Unit Under

PRICE $3000

Construction
Sent Express
Collect

The Radiogem Corp., 66 W. B'way, New York City
Sells for $1.25.

Agent's Sample
65c.!
rR$
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Electrical Voice "Investigation

PEN RETAINER
INTO BARREL
FRICTION -TIGHT PREVENTINGTVI5TIN6 OF TUB

New SelfFountQ
Bamboo

Pen

with Stylo Point

(Continued front page 155)

seems, cut off all frequencies above 4.000
cycles, so that they are definitely defective.
Another "filter" was tuned so as to cut off
lower frequencies, and this had the effect of
making the voice sound flat, as it is called,
and piano music became "tinny." This, too,
it seems, is a feature of the cheap loud
speaker.

"It

ITS THE POINT.

HAS EIGHT GROOVES FOR INK TO FEED

Imported from Japan.
makes Carbon Copies."
Hustlers Making 520 Daily!
Guaranteed for I Year.
Money refunded If you don't think ICs the best pen you ever wrote with. Comes In beautiful brown trimmed In black.
send fnr quantity price list and distributing plans. F. SPORS & CO.. 151 Broadway. Lesuer Center. M Innes^'i.

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to The Experimenter$2.50 a year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place, N. Y. C.
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It will be seen how valuable this work is
in the analysis of sound production and in

r

application to the improvement of radio. An
interesting fact which was brought out is the
almost inconceivably small amount of energy
required to produce a sound. A reasonably
high powered electric incandescent lamp such
as will be used in a large room would consume 50 watts of power. It has been calculated that it would require 5,000,000 people,
nearly the population of New York City, all
speaking at once, to develop this amount of
power. The human ear, it follows from the
above, is one of the most sensitive instruments in existence.
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electrical expert

ou can do it! Electricity is the biggest, fastest growing industry in the world today. Hundreds of millions of dollars being spent in development yearly!
Millionsof dollars tobepaid for TRAINED BRAINS.
A big, high -pay job waiting for you just the minute
you are ready. Earnings of $15 to $35 and up per
day by trained electrical experts are common.

Independence and Success for You
in Electricity

Don't plod Ilcng on low pay, futureless work when
the magical field of Electricity beckons. We train
you quickly at home for big -pay electrical construction and service jobs and guarantee your success.

Send for Our Big 64 -page
Illustrated Book

41"

Actual Practice

Y

(Continued front page 177)
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in America's foremost and oldest

most remarkable Electrical Training Organization on earth. Not a mere school, but a great
National Organization of real Electrical Experts and
Specialists. As a member of the Associated Electrical Engineers you will get the finest, most complete and easily mastered electrical training on earth
right at home, in your spare time.

A

Wonderful Experimental
Outfit FREE

You start on practical work with our big FREE
working outfit of electrical appliances, so you are
not delayed in getting into actual money -getting work.

Associated Electrical Engineers Training includes
the complete courses in RADIO and AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICITY-the best to be had anywhere-given under the direction of SPECIALISTS, who show you how to make big money.

Backed by a Legal Guarantee
of Satisfaction

You get back every penny of the small membership
fee you pay if you are not thoroughly satisfied when
you finish your training. We both must make good
before it is a deal.

Mall the Coupon NOW

Engineers
Electrical
AssociatedOF
AMERICA
Dept.

415

S37 S.

Dearborn Street, Chicago

ASSOCIATED ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS of AMERICA
Dept -41S 537 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
FREE, your 64-page
Without any obligation, please send me how
I can make big
book on Electricity and full details of
Engineers.
Electrical
Associated
money as a member of the

Name

Address

Electric Screw Driver
(Continued front page 156)

as some operators prefer it unencumbered
by a handle. It contains a clutch; when current is turned on the motor starts turning,

but the clutch is disengaged normally and
only comes into operation when the bit having been placed in the socket is presses
down against the screw.
There is a fan within the case to cool the
motor.

A

World of Whirling Atoms
(Continued front page 165)

best coal would have to be consumed. The
volume of coal burned to yield an amount of
energy equivalent to that given by the annihilation of one pound of lead is shown in
Fig. 7.
If the reader has followed us thus far,
he will see as we do the gigantic possibilities
of modern science. As we contemplate these
possibilities we are awed by the strange
contrasts of Nature, which make possible
the liberation of Titanic forces through 'the
action of these infinitesimal constituents of
matter. Modern technology has built machines exceeding in size and power, all
dreams of earlier generations. Yet, how
they shrink into insignificance before the
tremendous spectacle of the future!
Shall these altered views of the future of
our electro -atomic Universe light joy, or
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Measuring the Amplifica..
lion Factor of a Vacuum
Tube
voltage drop across R, to the voltage drop
across R1. Since the alternating current
flowing through Rl and R, ís the same, the
amplification factor becomes the ratio of
R, to R1.
From the average of a number of tests
on the UV-201A amplifier, we have
R1- 20 ohms (fixed)
Rr =2158 ohms
amplification factor =R,_158
R, 20 =7.9
The "dynamic method is the most accurate method of the three described. As the
name implies the actual operating conditions
of the tube are very nearly duplicated. This
may readily be seen from the fact that the
optimum operating values of filament current, grid voltage and plate voltages are used
with this method.
Listing the results obtained from the three
methods in the order of their accuracy, we
have
1. By Dynamic Method Amp'n factor -7.9
" = 8.0
2. By Fundamental Method "
= 7.62
3. By Static Method
These values are seen to agree within the
range of errors introduced by the test methods themselves.
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fi08 Langdon Sta., Washington, D. C.

y SHIRTS'

1110:1""1"

0our
pKEe' Esetly sold.
.

Direct from

factory to wearer.
Over one million eat capltaforexperience
No
wearers.
'1 fied
earn
'required. Large steady Income. :Many
Dow being
Territory
weekly.
' 0100. to 1150.
allotted.
Write For Free Samolee.
Madison Shirt Mfrgs., 507 Broadway, N.Y.
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strike terror in our hearts? We see the
boon to human welfare in the future liberation and control of these latent forces of
Nature; but we recoil with horror before the
spectacle of these forces subservient to the
competitive interests of man. What dormant
evil will be awakened when he finds at hand
the means for the complete annihilation of
his enemies. The war of the distant future
may be a dreadful war of electrons and protons, conducted in a silence unbroken by the
usual noise of battle and where a "fall"
means not wounds or death but the complete
cessation of existence, a total annihilation
of substance and mind with no trace but
energy left behind.

LEARN WIRING
AND EARN
$75--$100 A WEEK

Volta and the Primary Battery
(Continued from page 161)
Urged by the eager spirit of inquiry that
characterized his youth and illuminated by
a profound emotional insight, his researches
continued to amaze the scientific world of
his time.
His eventful career reached a
climax of achievement with the discovery of
the Voltaic Pile. Everywhere his discovery
was hailed with acclamation.
Men like Volta are rare figures in the
history of mankind. There have been other
great men of science, but few who could
dedicate their life to the study of inanimate
nature and yet retain a love of the simpler
but more significant humanities. Volta saw
science in its deeper human significance. His
numerous discoveries are but incidental offsprings of his larger studies of science.
Studies that, while possessing all the rigor
and thoroughness of the scientific method,
were ever tempered with that sympathy for
the arts which gave birth to his earlier
poetry. It was in the realization of this
rare character of Volta that the civilized
world, in May, 1899, paused in its routine,
to celebrate the centennial of Volta's most
far reaching discovery, the Voltaic Pile.
We illustrate on page 161 some of Volta's
discoveries and those few of his experimental apparatus which had been preserved
by his countrymen. Much was destroyed
by a conflagration in Como, where his original apparatus was on exhibition.

448 PAGES
186

ILLUSTRATIONS

Thousands of young men have become expert wiremen through the simple rules and
tables given in Standard Wiring.

No wireman is ever out of
it

contains The National

a

job.

Electrical Code explained

and illustrated.
New illustrated chapters on Outside Wiring and Inside Wiring for all systems for
both direct and alternating currents: House and
Residence Wiring. Garage Wiring. Theatre and
Moving Picture House Wiring, Marino Wiring.

Electric Sign Wiring, Radio Wiring.
How to install, operate and care for Generators,
Motors, Storage Batteries. Meters. Electric Ranges
end every kind of wiring device for light, heat and
power.

Leather Cover Gilt Edges. Pocket Size.
Sent Post Paid on receipt of Price
10

$7.00

H. C. CUSHING, Jr.

WEST 40th STREET,

NEW YORK

R
MONEYf yotVa
HÉR r.tS :'!N'O
J"

HOME STUDY BOOKS
Sloth of these sure pay -raising self-help
books is a complete course of instruction.
They corer Electricity, Automobile, Machine
Rhep, Carpentry, Painting, Engineering,
Railroading and 20 other trades. Full catalogue FREE.. A postcard brings yours.
F. J. DRAKE & CO., Publishers
1006 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago. III.
150

THE PROFESSION OF

offers You

$300 to $500
a month y`
Ya

\-.

Never more opportune time to
enter this great field! \Pith the
era of hydro -electric power and
super -power development just
opening up the expansion of the
Electrical Field will be enormous.
Our whole mode of living will be changed. Every.
thing now driven by steam will soon be driven by
electricity. Old worn-out methods will be discarded
and new industries will spring up. This will force
thousands of men to seek new trades or add an
Electrical Education to the one that they already

\''

know.

This

development means OPPORTUNITY unbounded for the ambitious matt. Thousands of new
trained Electrical Experts needed every day. Prepare for one of these big pay jobs NOW.

America's Greatest Electrical

School Now Trains You At Home
Without leaving your home you can get an Electrical Training and receive the personal attention of
a Staff of Expert Advisors and Instructors. This
Stag includes men selected from the best technical
Schools of America and Europe. It includes Engineers, Scientists,
Executives, Educators and
Writers. These men will develop all there is in
you-your Electrical ability-your Mechanical ability-your Executive ability and your Inventive

ability.

Lack of Education No Drawback

In order

to master our Home Study Course you
a High School Graduate or even
Grade School graduate. If you can read and
write we can train you. Our lessons are so simply
writtten-so well illustratetd with cuts, diagrams,
etc., that anyone can understand them. You grasp
them easily and in a surprisingly short time make
yourself into a real Electrical Expert.

don't need to be
a

We Equip Your Home Laboratory Shop FREE
V e train you by our special Shop -Laboratory

method. It is just like going to school and working in a power plant at the same time. We send
to your home absolutely FREE of charge a most
extensive assortment of Chemicals and Electrical
apparatus for experimental and practical work.
You learn by doing. You are taught through the
use of your hands, your eyes and your brain. You
get die practice along with the theory which prepares you quickly for A REAL ELECTRICAL

JOB.

Why Our Graduates Get Big
Jobs Easily

a

The School of Engineering is linked with the
largest Commercial Concerns and Power Companies of the United States which gives S. of E.
Graduates a decided advantage over all others and
assures them a proper entrance into this wonderful
field.

We

,-r

Your

ae
ao

--4r

111111111,t"

I

,

This 13"

J

O

So-1!?93.03

Big Book FREE

No.
extra

x 51

Guarantee

to train you to your entire satisfaction, or refund
your looney. \Ve can do this safely, because after
20 years' experience in teaching Electricity, we
know what your verdict will be when you have
finished our course. We have never had a complaint front a graduate. We believe no other school
can lay claim to such a record.
The first step in realizing your ambition is to clip
and mail the coupon below. It will bring you a
big free book, with all details of this amazing
training. Don't hesitate l Don't wait! Act now!

Quick Change Gear

Charge

SOUTH BEND
CUTTI G LATHE

etude meet

Home Study Division

shown

School of Engineeringof Milwaukee

for
all

under
Lathe

only $354 Complete
Easy Payments

If

Desired

This unusual offer comes to you from one of America's largest exclusive builders of Screen Cutting
Lathes, established
18 years. Store than 31,000 of our Lathes in use. For example,
In plants of 2 largest Steel Companies, In 8 largest Auto Factories, 1n 5 largest Railroad Shops.
In world's largest Sewing Machine Factory, in 2 largest Fire Arms
Factories, by largest Oil Company, and by the U. 8. Government, etc.

Choice of 96 Styles

Ilna

l

Beaa

thAel tSzLagFersm FSacmtoarlyl
Yeti get our latest, finest Lathes, embodying 32 major improvements made
In the last two years. You get our
eigned guarantee on every Lathe and 50 -day trial offer right in your own shots.
take no risk.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG showing Pictures of all our Lathes. Compare You
our prices pith what ethers ,ak.
Noto our liberal guarantee and 30-day trial offer. Send for Free Catalog today.

SOUTH BEND LATHE WORKS, 304 East Madison Street, South Bend,

Ind., U.

S. A.

Dept. 125-B

Milwaukee, Wis.

Home Study Division,
School of Engineering of Milwaukee,
Dept. 125-B, Milwaukee, Wis.
Please send me at once your big book, "The Right
Way to Master Electricity Through Home Training," and details of your wonderful Shop -Laboratory method of training in Practical Electricity.
All this is free and obligates me in no way.
Name
Address

City

State
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Many men fall 1n building their Radio sets
because of some trivial
error that could easily
haro been corrected before it was too late.
The E. I. Company has
compiled a book that
sill help you avoid
all the common pitfalls while building
your
sets.

Con

Imagino

a

most complete hookup
books published.
Au-

r'PRACTICAL RADIO
RECEIVING sets .

r,,,.,.

r

with Complete Lirt
of (L. 13roadcarb

°

'l ;.,7,!

Radio

Book No. 2
Question No. 1-What
is Radio/ This is the
nature of the questions
that this book answers.
Then it answers questions on all the principal parts of a Radio
Receiver. It is a handy
book to keep in your
radio File. PRICE 25c.

Book No. 3
Distance lends enchantment-and its the Radio Frequency Amplification that brings in
the distance on your
Radio Receiver. If you
contemplate adding any
Radio Frequency to your
set you will want this
book at your side.
PRICE 25e.

Book No. 4

mano
11

Don't struggle in the
dark. looking for gaTUNE

YOUR RADIO SET

o

llons-here

1s an inexpensive book that gives
y c u detailed Instructions on just how to
handle your Radio set.
You will be surprised
at the Increased results
that ran be obtained
through proper tuning.
PRICE 25r.

Book No. 6
complete set of E. I. Company Books
this page make up a library that
covers practically every Important detail of
Radio Receiving Seta The low cost of the
complete set as compared with the amount of
valuable information contained In It is the
Reason why many Radio Set builders have a
complete library at home that is constantly
referred to. Size of each book Is 7'h inches
by 5% inches, contains 52 pages and printed
You can
with a handsome two-color cover.
obtain these books separately or all together
from your Radio Dealer or by writing to us
direct enclosing the price of each book.
The

shown on

7

Everyone whR constructs
a

radio set

Should

ABOUT
RADIO PARTS:
ALL

know, before ho starts.

the simple fundamentals
of the various parts
that go to matte up the

of practical
Construction.

PRICE 25c.

.

I

Book No.

Statienv

The man oho wants to
build only those PRACTICAL. Radio Sets that
are guaranteed to give
good results when properly constructed w t 11
need this book. Gives
the principal successful

hookups

ta,iji.,

'

'

..

in/IkePRACTICAL

w

RADIO

1100KCPS.

PRICE 25c.

and Log Record

PRICE 25c.
1

w..

TD

100

ú
4

thentic, and up-to-date
in every respect.

Radio

Book No.

you

better book for your
work bench? Gives diagrams, hookups. and details on Radio Hookups galore. One of the

One Radio Book
Everybody Needs
The Instant Reference book
giving essential Radio Information, List of Broadcast Stations,
Log Record, Etc.
No Radio Book on the market today is just like this
new book of the E. I. Company. It is not only a complete, practical book of those essential Radio facts
that everyone who owns a radio should know, but it is
also a handy log record for those who want to keep
a record of the stations they receive.
The book is enclosed in a handsome two-color cover,
bound in Loose-leaf fashion, so that new pages can be
inserted if necessary. It contains 80 pages, each one
containing information more valuable than the last.
The following is a brief summary of the information
contained in this book:
Information for the Broadcast Listener:
\ acuum Tube Table:
Meter wave lengths:
Wireless code chart:
Radio Batteries:
Station log Chart:
Complete List of Broadcast Stations of the United States,
giving Power, wave length, and Time of Operation each
day of the week.
Log Sheets for tabulating the dial settings of the stations
you receive on your radio.
This book is the most valuable record ever prepared for
the Radio Set owner.
Copies can be obtained from your Radio Dealer or direct
from us on receipt of 50c.

Paid

Postage

PRICE

E. I. Company
233 FULTON STREET

set. The E. I. Company has set these forth
In a compact little book
that is valuable at all
times. PRICE "-Se.

Book No. 8

The Vacuum Tubo Is n
marvelous piece of apparatus. A short study
of It as given in this
book gives you the principal on which every
Vacuum Tube Radio
Receiver operates.
PRICE 25c.

Book No. 9

'' ''

,.-'.-o-¡-`---_

n o w a the
Neutrodyne " ""
^
of the LNc
finest Radio Receivers
NEUTROD NE.
in use today. This 54- t
An AAaar iv
page E. I. Company
book gives an explanation of every detail of ,
the Neutrodyno a n d
how
it all work al

Everybody

It

hookup.

One

famous

ElI

PRICE 25e.

Book No. 10

Anyone with this handy
book as a guide can re

pair and keep in order
his own radio set. Covers every detail of the
modem radio sets and
tells how to locate and
repair any trouble.
PRICE 25c.

How rOlo(AT6
TROUBLES Is
YOUR RADIO SET

.¡,._

Book No. 12

Consrad
Company
Selling
Agents

NEW YORK CITY
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OPPORTUNITY AD -LETS

You can place your ad in these columns for 6 cents a word
reaching a great group of readers covered by no other magazine
and which you can reach in no other way.

As a reader of The EXPERIMENTER it will pay you to read
these ads. Each issue contains offerings made by reliable firms
who are desirous of your patronage.

Ad -Lets for February should reach us not later than December 20th.

The circulation of The EXPERIMENTER is 100,000 copies
GERMOTT PUBLISHING CO., INC.

Help Wanted (Continued)

Agents Wanted
We Want Salesmen and Agents. either whole or
side line, to sell our low priced radio books to the
trade. Excellent proposition for live wires. The
E. I. Company, Publishers, 233 Fulton St., New
1

ork City.

Agents-Write for free samples. Sell Madison
"Better -Made" shirts for large manufacturer direct

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK CITY

53

Personal (Continued)

Money-Silvering mirrors, refinishing tableware.
auto lights, radiators, chandeliers. Outfits. Methods
Sprinkle, Plater, Dept. 87, Marion, Ind.

4ree.

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newsmagazines.
Experience
unnecessary.
Press Syndicate, 1175. St.

papers,

Copyright book free.
Louis, Mo.

Languages

Silvering mirrors.
Start Profitable Business.
refinishing auto headlights, table ware, metal
plating. Outfits furnished. International Laboratories, Dept. H-7, 309 Fifth Ave., New York.

World-Romic System, Master Key to All Languages. Printers, $1.94. Chinese. French, Spanish. Languages, 8 West 40th St., New York.

Fair

Springs, Colo.

Miscellaneous
Make Your Own Transformers. Very best 28 gauge silicon steel strips ;$, 1, 1./i,
!
and 2
inches wide by 39 inches long. Price 3 to 6 cents
per strip.
Kempthorn Specialty Co.. P. O. Box
752 C. S., Toledo, Ohio.
1

i

Earn Money at home. Addressing, mailing circulars. Experience unnecessary. No selling. We
pay weekly.
York Supply Co., Dept. 140, 309
Fifth Ave., New York.

Make and Enjoy your old favorite beverages.
Many valuable tested formulas you should know.
Free information. Meriden Co., 133322 White Bldg.,

Business Opporturüties

Make Big Money.
Safe and Lock Expert.
\\ ayne Strong. 3800 Lan Franco St., 1.os Angeles, Cal.

Free Book. Operate little mail order business
home evenings.
Book free. Pier, 859 Cortland
St., N. Y.

Free to Men or Women-Information of a scientific nature that has brought physical vigor and
happiness to thousands. No charge; no obligation.

Write

to wearer. No capital or experience required.
Many earn $100 weekly and bonus. Madison Mills,
564 Broadway, New York.

Darn E -Z Big Money Now. Sells faster than
ever. Hard times improve sales. This universal
hosiery and fabric cement finds eager buyers in
every home, office, store and factory after two minute demonstration.
New uses command instant
attention. Special selling system assures generous
income. Darn E -Z Laboratories, Dept. 32, Dayton, Ohio.

Ercl-.ange Cheery Letters with New Friends.
Write Betty Lee, Inc., Box 820 City Hall Station,
New York City. Stamp appreciated.

Seattle, \\rash.

Beautiful Registered Bull Pups Cheap.
dogs, 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas.

Sales

Dept. 246-P, Colorado

Co.,

Radio
Radio-Year's subscription eight Radio Magazines, latest issues, one-fourth subscription price.
Back numbers one -eighth subscription price. List
free.
Spencerman Agencies, West Los Angeles,
Calif.

If Bothered with vibration or body capacity

send $1.00 for

Hard rubber

a set of
base with

four Herbert Insulators.

sponge rubber cushion.
State style and finish of cabinet. Green Rubber
Co., Box 308 E. Greensburg, Pa.

radio Bargains for every purpose and any purse.
Four -tube sets as low as $32.50. $70.00 complete
with 515.00 speaker. One tube sets as low as $10.00,
$25.00 complete with $6.00 phones.
Send 5c for
catalog, stamps or coin.
We pay all shipping
charges. H. E. Herdrich, Fairhope, Ala.

Bull-

Tattooing
Models and Model Supplies

Chemistry
Learn Chemistry at Home-Dr. T. O'Conor
Sloane, noted educator and scientific authority,
will teach you. Our home study correspondence
course is a real short cut. You can learn in half
the usual time. Gives you the same education as
you would get at a college or university. See our
ad on page 207 of this issue for special 30 -day
offer. Chemical Institute of New York. 66 W.

Model

Engineering.

The design and

use

of

scientific models and experimental apparatus. A
simple explanation of the Theory of Models. In
dispensable to the Inventor and Experimenter.
Price, postpaid, $2. Lightning Methods Publishers, Box 999, Long Beach, California.

Motion Pictures

Broadway, New York City.

Films Rented and Sold.

jectors

Educational
Lightning Method for calculating any problem
the Strength of Beams, Machine Parts and
Structural Designs. Send for descriptive litera
tore.
Lightning Method Publishers, Box 999,
Long Beach, California.
on

sold at

lowest
Tripod $20.00.

Moving Picture ProMovie Cameras

prices.

Movie Projector $25.00.
New Motor Driven Suit Case Projector $75.00.
Write for Bargain Price -List, D. Ray. 324 Fifth
Ave., New York.
$40.00.

Electrical
Motors $2.98.
Twenty horsepower 115 volt
alternating direct current. Order now. Pay postman.
Perry Trading Co., Dept. E, 815 Lake,

Patents.-Send for form, Evidence of Conception" to be signed and witnessed. Form, fee schedule, information free. Lancaster & Allwine, Registered Patent Attorneys in United States and

Racine, Wis.

RADIO MAILING
LIST
15,8:0 Radio
1,880 Radio
2,324 Radio
597 Radio
25,000 Radio

A. F.

We Want Salesmen and Agents, either whole or
aide line, to sell our low priced radio books to the
trade. Excellent proposition for live wires. The
E. I. Company, Publishers, 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

Easily Painted

Work home or travel. ExperiParticulars free. Write, George
Wagner, former Government Detective, 1968
Broadway, New York.

Washington, D. C.

913

Letterpatterns

true around is letter pattern
and fill in. Made in a large variety of
styles and sizes at surprisinalr reasonable
¡stamp for free
prices.
F..Rahn, N2 433 Green View Av.,Ch caen
Simply

l

Print Your Own

disclosing inventions.
Send model or sketch of
your invention for our Examination and Instructions Free. Electrical cases a specialty. Terms

Victor J. Evans & Co.,

18801

SZGIIS;:;B ZIZiERS, C ARDS

Write for free Guide
Books and "Record of Invention Blank" before
reasonable.

Chicago

Established

Canada, 288 Ouray Bldg., \Vashington. D. C.

Help Wanted

Williams, Mgr.

166 W. Adams

Patents-Trademarks.

Be a Detective.
ence unnecessary.

Dealers, per M.
$7.50
Mfrs., per list
15.00
Jobbers, per list
20.00
Mfrs. complete sets, per list 5.00
4mateurs, per M.
7.50

Auk for complete price lists showing details.
98% correct

Patent Attorneys
Patents Procured; Trade Marks Registered. A
comprehensive, experienced, prompt service for the
protection and development of your ideas. Preliminary advice gladly furnished without charge.
Booklet of information and form for disclosing idea
free on request. Richard B. Owen. 5 Owen Bldg.,
Washington, D. C., or 41.H, Park Row, New York.

Railway Postal Clerks start $133 month; railroad
pass. Send stamp for questions. Columbus Institute, N-17, Columbus, Ohio.

Electric Tattooing Supplies; facts on removing
tatoos; illustrated catalogue free. Waters, 1050
E. Randolph, Detroit.

Ca rds.el rem l ars, lalieh+ book.

paper.

Press 112.

Larger gtGJob preen 1150. Save money. Print
for others, big profit. All easy rules sent
write factory for p resa catalog. 'FYPE,eaida.

Ninth,

eta. THE PRESS CO.. D-66 Marldan, Conn.

Personal

Lonely-Join Our Club.

where. Particulars free.
Box 26, Oakland, Calif.

Make friends everyWrite Mrs. Mathews,

ADULTS!

.

SEX KNOWLEDGE BOOKS

Instrueti
authoritative, profusely 11tustratec In natural colors. ele. The worth -while sort. Contains everything one should know both before and after marenjoy health and happiness.
F. SMETANA & CO.

riage to

Larne Catalog, IOe.
OWOSSO, MICH.
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THE EXPERIMENTER READERS' BUREAU

Time and Postage Saver
IN

every issue of THE EXPERIyou undoubtedly see
numerous articles advertised about
which you would like to have further
information.
To sit down and write an individual
letter to each of these respective concerns, regarding the article on which
you desire information, would be quite

MENTER

a task.
As a special service to our readers, we
will write the letters for you, thus saving your time and money.
Just write the names of the products
about which you want information,
and to avoid error, the addresses of the
manufacturers, on the coupon below
and mail it to us.

If the advertiser requires any money
or stamps to be sent to pay the mailing
charges on his catalogue or descriptive
literature, please be sure to enclose the
correct amount with the coupon.
We will transmit to the various advertisers your request for information on
their products.
This service will appear regularly
every month on this same page in

THE EXPERIMENTER.
If there is any Manufacturer not ad-

vertising in this month's issue of
T H E EXPERIMENTER f r o m
whom you would like to receive literature, write his name, address and
the product in the special section of
the coupon below.

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

READERS' SERVICE BUREAU,
Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Please advise the firms listed below that I would like to receive detailed information on their
product as advertised in the
issue of THE EXPERIMENTER.

NAME

ADDRESS
(Street-City-State)

If Catalogue
List here specific article on of complete
which you wish literature. line is wanted
check in this
column.

If you desire any special information from a manufacturer whose advertisement does not appear
in this month's issue, use this space.

Your own name here
Address

If

you are

a

dealer,

check here.

City

State
1-25
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HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES
3500 PAGES
$1 A VOLUME

4700 PICTURES

$1 A MONTH

Know the facts in Electricity. They mean more money and better
position for you. Hawkins Guides tell you all you need to know
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered so
you can understand it. Easy to study and apply. A complete,
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books are pocket size;
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.

LEARN ALL ABOUT

-

-

Magnetism-Induction-Experiments Dynamos Electric Machinery-Motors-Armatures-Armature Windings-Installing of
Dynamos-Electrical Instrument Testing-Practical Management
of Dynamos and Motors-Distribution Systems-Wiring-Wiring
Diagrams

-

Alternating
--Alternating Current- -Transformers
-Converters-Rectifiers-Alternating Current Systems-Circuit
Sign Flashers
Currents and Alternators

Storage Batteries

IN TEN
VOLUMES

SEND NO MONEY-SEND ONLY THIS COUPON
THEO. AUDEL & CO.,
72 Fifth Ave., New York City
Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price $1 a number). Ship at
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree
to send you $1 within seven days and to further mail
you $1 each month until paid.
Name

.

Principles of
Motors

Breakers
Measuring Instruments-Switchboards-Wiring-Power Stations-Installing
Also many
-Telephone-Telegraph-Wireless-Bells-Lighting-Railways.
Modern Practical Applications of Electricity and Ready Reference Index
of the ten numbers.

Occupation

Not a cent to pay until you see the books. No obligation to buy unless
you are satisfied. Send Coupon now-today-and get this great help
library end see if it is not worth 8100 to you-you pay 81.00 a month for
ten months or return It.

Home Address

Employed by

SHIPPED FREE

Reference

.

Zxp., Jan.
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If you Ns -ill subscribe to the Library of Electrical Maintenance and Repair now-'Instead of later on-we will give you a
copy of Croft's Alternating-Current Armature Winding absolutely free of charge.
This is one of the most valuable electrical books published dulling 1924-one of the finest armature winding books ever
written-a book no man would evrr e.pect to get free. And yet we will make you a present of it simply for doing now
what you will surely do some day, for acting now instead of putting it off, FOR GETTING YOUR ELECTRICAL

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR LIBRARY TODAY INSTEAD OF LATER ON.

Electrical Maintenance and Repair

5

volumes.-1736 pages. --1818 illustrations.--library binding

These books cover every phase cf electrical maintenance
and repair work, from armature winding to the correction of brush troubles. They include many things
never before assembled in hook form.
They not only tell you what to do in the case
of electrical trouble, but they shwa, you how to
do it. And when it is done it will he right'
McGraw-Hill
Everything
y
Book Co., Inc., n
º You Must Know for the Big -Payy
370 Seventh Ave.,
Maintenance and Repair Jobs
New York.
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hooks have all been thoroughly tested out in actual practice.

Every chapter is written with the practical man's needs in
mind. Instead of discussing the fundamentals involved
in any method of working out a repair problem, the
ACTUAL PROBLEM is discussed from a how -to -do-it
standpoint.

FREE EXAMINATION
No Money Down. --$2.00 a Month
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If you keep these books after looking them over send us
$2 00 in ten days. The balance may be paid in monthly
instalments of $2.00 until the price of the library-$14.00
paid. Send for the hooks today. Fill in and mail
the coupon. No money down-no agents. You simply
agree to return the hooks, postpaid, in ten days or remit
for them on our convenient monthly payment plan.
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When your first payment of $2.00 is received we will send
you your free copy of Croft's Alternating -Current Armature Winding.
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